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Abstract
A medical intervention often requires relating the treatment to the situation, which it
was planned on. This is likely to differ from the current situation because the patient
may have moved or changed pose. A typical cause for this is breathing motion. In
order to execute the treatment unaffected by unwanted effects of motion, the positional
difference must be accounted for and compensated. Real-time imaging allows for the
detection of motion, but demands on-line interpretation of the incoming image data.
Such task may be carried out by a tracking algorithm. With increasing demand for
automation, there is a need for autonomous setup and execution. This leads to both
interest in the knowledge of the interplay of algorithmic parameters on a low level and
learning processes for transformations on high level.
In this thesis a hierarchical, Particle Filter based tracking algorithm is developed.
Using a hierarchical tree representation, it allows for a coarse-to-fine optimization and
to differentiate independent motion in different levels of detail on-line. The work consists
of three major sections.
The initial part is concerned with a theoretical description of the individual nodes in
such hierarchy. The properties of a limited Particle Filter model are investigated. Li-
mitations include a purely diffusive state estimation and simplifying assumptions about
the measurement process. Using different modeling approaches, properties of such algo-
rithms are derived and approximated, such that a parametrization for applications can
be derived.
The second section investigates the formulation for application to medical image data.
Transformations and appearance of the data are described by a hierarchical tree. Each
node in the tree represents a component of motion in the data. The state space dyna-
mics of each node are governed by an algorithm presented in the first section. A sparse
description for typical landmarks in medical image data is presented. A static tree model
with two levels is developed and investigated on different image data. On artificial mo-
tion data, the basic function is evaluated. Real-time applications are then demonstrated
on cases of 2D ultrasound, as well as 2D and 3D magnetic resonance imaging data.
The third section generalizes the description of a tree. It introduces the notion of
’association’ between landmarks and nodes. The graph itself is derived from the data:
processes for node generation and maintenance using clustering and sequential reinfor-
cement are introduced. These allow for on-line adaptation to the underlying structure of
the data. The individual processes are analyzed on artificial data. Finally, the function
of the full algorithm is demonstrated on 2D MRI data of abdominal breathing motion.
The work presents novel means for unsupervised setup and real-time operation of a
tracking algorithm within a clinical treatment setup.
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Introduction
In medicine of the 20th and 21st century, various imaging techniques play an impor-
tant role. Common modalities such as computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance
(MR) and ultrasound (US) imaging reveal spatially resolved data from the inside of the
human body. The information they assist in gaining leads to immediate advantages in
diagnosis and treatment. In the treatment situation in particular, they help the sur-
geon navigate inside a possibly complex three dimensional environment. At the same
time, tools for intervention itself become less invasive and more automatized. With the
former, the requirement for imaging techniques increases further. The latter leads to
the inevitable need of machines interpreting the image data instead of a human opera-
tor. The gradually progressing automation of medical intervention demands algorithms,
which are not only able to return a precise result, but also are easy to configure by a
user and operate in real-time.
In a medical intervention, positional knowledge of the treatment region is a key to
success. Particularly, in non-invasive intervention, which does not require mechanical
penetration of the skin of the patient, support for positioning is required. Examples are
the treatment of cancerous tumors by means of radiation therapy [Bas+12] or focused
ultrasound [Ken05]. These methods destroy target structure by transferring energy
through the surrounding tissue and disposing it within the target region. In order to
adjust the targeting of the treatment system from the outside of the body, imaging is
required. By imaging the target region, a relation between the imaging system and the
target can be established: In a planning image, structures of interest are annotated.
This annotation represents a physically correct location within the imaging system until
either the system or the target are moved or changed. As long as the correspondence
is valid, the operator can use the imaging system’s coordinate system to navigate the
treatment. It becomes invalid as the result of motion or deformation. The target can
then be imaged again to regain the correspondence. The current and reference image’s
contents are used to establish a spatial correspondence and to transfer the annotation
from the planning image to the current situation.
Establishing such a correspondence is one major purpose of medical image registration:
Based on observations in medical images, translation and deformation of physical objects
or the imaging system are inferred. Traditionally, medical image registration is concerned
with singular, pairwise matching of arbitrary types of image data. A wide variety of
approaches exists that aim to thoroughly analyze occurring deformations for different
modalities, dimensionalities and target organs [Vie+16]. Under guidance of the operator,
they link intervention planning to the current situation.
3However, a detailed investigation of deformation is time consuming. Thus, particu-
larly in radiation therapy, measures have been undertaken to assure that the established
correspondence endures. Physiological motion, such as respiratory and cardiac motion,
can easily spoil the established correspondence. Breathing in particular can cause dis-
placements in the order of centimeters in the abdomen [Kea+06]. Early approaches
therefore aimed for the control of motion by physically restricting it. This is potenti-
ally unpleasant to the patient. Moreover, since the update via imaging is infrequent if
repeated at all, the procedure gives away control over the current situation.
Today, real-time imaging offers direct access to sequential updates of motion infor-
mation. It can be used to adapt the ongoing treatment as it progresses. Not only
the physical restriction to the patient can be loosened this way, but also the target re-
gion is under permanent control. However, such approach requires fast evaluation of
sequentially incoming data. Aside from highly optimized registration algorithms, this
leads to the field of video tracking [MC11]. Tracking algorithms use prediction and ap-
proximating assumptions in their components in order to achieve real-time applicability.
In both registration and tracking, a trade-off exists not only between modeling detail,
computational cost, result quality, but also the effort required for initialization.
A particular difficulty in organ motion is the presence of anisotropic tissue proper-
ties, which finds its most extreme expression in discontinuous displacement fields. The
discontinuities are often encountered at the interfaces of different organs. The most
notable example is the sliding motion of inner organs as a result of respiration [DST15].
While deformations within individual organs can be approached by many registration
algorithms, matching multiple sliding and deforming organs can pose difficulties.
For a single organ, the transformation can be constrained by statistical population
based model [McC+13; Pre+14]. The advantage of such approach is, that it reduces
the transformation’s dimensionality and therefore allows for fast computation and pre-
diction. A drawback is that it requires a setup phase which defines correspondences
between model and image data. Further, it can not describe motion unaccounted for
— i.e. that which has not been included in the statistical model, but also that of other
organs.
For multiple organs, registration methods employ generic deformation fields, which
allow for discontinuities. These may have to be provided beforehand as the result of an
organ segmentation [XCX11; Sch+12; Der+15]. Direct integration of motion segmen-
tation into the optimization process is also described in the literature [KFC11; Kir+16;
Pap+18]. Originating from image registration, these approaches recover a dense defor-
mation field from image pairs. They take minutes for computation, as they produce
more information than necessary for an intervention. Furthermore, they are not reliant
on and therefore not designed to integrate sequential data.
The aim of this thesis is the establishment of an automated, real-time tracking algo-
rithm for the analysis of physiological motion. The development of a generic, hierarchical
tracking algorithm is presented in a bottom-up approach: It will describe the automa-
tion of the configuration of generic tracking components. These will then be joined into
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a real-time application to medical image data. Finally, a process will be introduced that
allows to learn detailed transformation properties from the stream of incoming data.
In this work a hierarchical, particle-filter based tracking algorithm is developed. The
development is centered around, but ultimately not restricted to medical image data of
respiratory motion. Using a hierarchical tree representation, it will allow for a coarse-
to-fine optimization and to differentiate independent motion in different levels of detail.
The initial part (Gaussian Transition Filter Model (2)) is concerned with a theoretical
examination of a limited Particle Filter model. Limitations include a purely diffusive
state estimation and simplifying assumptions about the measurement process. This
model is intended for the later application as a node of the hierarchical graph. Using
different approximative models, properties of such node are derived and approximated,
such that a parametrization for applications can be derived.
Second part (Fixed Hierarchy Model (3)) adds the formulation of hierarchical tracking
schemes and their application to medical image data. Initially, a static tree model
with two levels is developed and investigated on different image data. Starting from
artificial motion data, cases of 2D ultrasound, as well as 2D and 3D magnetic resonance
imaging data are examined. In each case the algorithm is designed such that a real-time
application is feasible.
The third part (Dynamic Hierarchy Model (4)) generalizes the description of a tree,
introducing an association between features and nodes, such that the graph itself is
learned from the data. Processes for creation and maintenance using clustering and
sequential reinforcement are introduced. Consequences of the individual processes are
analyzed on artificial data, before a qualitative assessment of the function is obtained
from 2D MRI data.
These central parts in themselves are organized such that they host sections for ex-
periments, results and an individual discussion. An overview of relevant parameters is
available at the end of each chapter. Before beginning the first part, the background
(Background (1)) for the problem at hand and approaches to its solution is laid out in
detail. The work then closes with a finalizing discussion (Discussion (5)).
Publications
As a precursor to this work, the challenge contribution [Rot+14] describes an approach
to Particle Filter based tracking of single vessel cross sections in ultrasound sequences.
It has also been released as part of the summarizing work [Luc+15]. A particular
implementation of the algorithm as described in chapter Fixed Hierarchy Model (3) is
used as an element in [Mih+16] and [Sch+17].

1. Background
This chapter is intended to provide an overview into the anatomical and technical back-
ground of this work. It is subdivided into three sections. The initial section will cover
general aspect of the topic, providing an introduction into the problem at hand. From
medical perspective, this includes description of anatomy causing motion, and being
subject to treatment. The characteristics of physiological motion are presented, as well
as non-invasive treatment and necessary motion compensation techniques. These will
be proceeded by a section focusing on the wider area of the applied tools; namely algo-
rithms from video tracking and medical image registration. The final section dives into
further detail, which is laid upon the application of sequential Monte Carlo methods to
the problem of hierarchical pose recovery.
1.1. Physiological Motion and Medical Treatment
Medical conditions may concern any part of the human body. Some affect the whole
system, such as infections. Others originate and reside in very distinct locations, such
as cancerous tumor and bone fracture. Latter group is commonly treated in a localized
therapy, which requires knowledge about the exact treatment location.
As long as the outer body surface is affected, localization is straightforward. Treat-
ment and follow-up care do not require dedicated methods for localization. However,
once the body insides are concerned, this changes. Treatment now requires direct access
to the affected region — it becomes invasive, meaning that mechanical access is gained
through surgery. The procedure is an additional burden to the patient and carries the
risk of damaging healthy tissue. Some procedures carry the risk of spreading pathogens
from the treatment region. In order to avoid this, an increasing number of medical ima-
ging techniques have been developed. These have multiplied options for diagnosing and
localizing the treatment target without establishing a mechanical access open interven-
tion. Simultaneously, therapy tools have been reduced in size in order to lessen stress
by an invasive treatment.
For select sets of medical conditions, non-invasive therapy devices exist which no longer
require mechanical access in order to treat targets within the body through the intact
skin. For instance, ionizing radiation and mechanical waves can be applied from outside
the body and target locations inside. As no direct access to the target is established,
these methods heavily rely on imaging techniques for localization. These serve the
purpose of establishing a connection between diagnosis and treatment situation as well
as maintaining it.
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Latter task requires automatic analysis of image data for integrating new position
information into the treatment. Image registration and tracking serve the purpose of
extracting such motion or deformation data. In this work, an image based tracking
system is established.
This first section will initially provide an overview over the related anatomy and as-
sociated motion. The related body parts are depicted in Figure 1.1. In this work, the
lungs, the heart and the bladder are sources of motion or deformation. The motion and
deformation of the liver, the kidneys and the prostate will be observed in image data.
After presenting options for particular types of treatment, strategies for handling the
interference of motion with that treatment are reviewed. With the prospect of an image
based motion compensation system, a last subsection present the characteristics of ima-
ging techniques used as data sources in this work.
Figure 1.1.: Localization of organs and glands relevant in this work (male human).
1.1.1. Anatomy
The organs relevant in this work are both those that are subject to treatment and those
which interfere with the treatment by causing temporal displacements. This initial sub-
section begins with a presentation of two organs of the former category. The example
of the prostate will serve as a case for non-regular deformation occurring during inter-
vention, whereas liver motion is heavily influenced by repetitive breathing motion.
1.1.1.1. Liver
Anatomy The liver is a central organ of the metabolic system. It hosts several vital
functions, such as detoxification, synthesis of essential proteins and bile production.
The liver resides below the lungs and above the intestinal organs. It is separated from
the lungs via the diaphragm and not fixed to the chest wall. The peritoneum, a sliding
boundary tissue, assures that the liver may pass along the chest wall smoothly during
breathing. Structurally, the liver is separated into lobes. There is a structural division
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between left and right lobe. Further separation into lobes of smaller compartments is
possible, even though no functional difference exists between lobes. The purpose of
separating the liver into lobes is the orientation within an organ which is otherwise
sparse of landmarks.
Two major vessels (Fig. 1.2) provide blood flow into the liver. Oxygen enriched blood
from the heart is brought in by the hepatic artery. Blood enriched by nutrients, metabolic
products and toxins is brought in from gastrointestinal tract, spleen and gall bladder via
the portal vein. Both vessels branch out into vascular trees inside the liver volume and
ultimately feed into vessels of the central hepatic vein, capturing the outflow of blood
from the liver.
Figure 1.2.: Left: The liver and its major vessels. Right: Vascular flow (A) and micro
structure (B) in the liver.
At fine scale, the basic structure of liver lobuli provides the functional hepatic cells.
The lobuli encompass the venules of the central hepatic vein. In the corner of three
adjacent lobuli, portal triads are found. A portal triad, consisting of arteriole and venule
branches of hepatic artery and portal vein accompanied by a bile duct. Blood is provided
within these triads and passes into the lobuli and into the branches of the hepatic vein.
Within the lobules hepatic cells interact with the passing blood and provide in every
portal triad.
Pathology Hepatocellular carcinoma (hcc) is an aggressive tumor developed by liver
tissue. Being the sixth most prevalent cancer type, and third most frequent cause of
cancer related death [FLB12], several methods of treatment have been investigated. In
early stages, liver resection, transplantation and radio frequency ablation are favored
choices of treatment. For instance, a resection can lead to a five year Survival Rate of
50% [Lim+12]. If surgery is contraindicated, local ablation techniques can be applied
such as percutaneous ethanol injection, radio frequency or microwave ablation [VMR13].
Among these methods [PMI09] is high intensity focused ultrasound ablation [Li+07;
Zha+09a], which still is an emerging therapy. Among its challenges is the both the
suitable application of thermal energy as well as the controlled measurement thereof.
FUS treatments for liver are subject to current research [Sch+17] (also see. Image
Guided Motion Compensation for FUS (1.1.4.3)).
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Landmarks Healthy liver tissues itself is evenly distributed and does not exhibit dis-
tinct features on a scale detectable by MRI and ultrasound imaging. Structural changes
of the liver can however be detected. These are given by the outer boundary surface and
the inner vascular structure. The shape of the liver is a globally observable landmark,
provided the field of view is sufficiently large. Larger liver arteries, veins and bile ducts
represent internal landmarks, which can be detected using MRI and ultrasound. These
landmarks are crucial to the detection of motion.
Blood vessels, particularly those of the hepatic artery proper, change with the cardiac
cycle. Pulsation affects both the diameter and the position of the vessel. This affects
the appearance of vessel cross sections directly in the former case and indirectly — via
through plane motion — in the latter. The effect is mostly visible on the major branches
of the vascular trees and much less pronounced on smaller vessels. In different modalities
the vessels of liver provide distinct contrasts.
1.1.1.2. Prostate
Anatomy The prostate is an exocrine gland of the male reproductive system, enclosed
by bladder, rectum and pelvic floor. It has an approximate size of a chest nut and
encloses the urethra. The prostate gland produces a secretion, which during male seminal
emission is joined with the spermatozoon and ejected via the urethra. Due to sufficient
distance to lungs and heart, the prostate is unaffected by the related short term motion.
However, during an ongoing treatment the gland may change shape due to overall patient
motion and in particular due to filling of the bladder [Moi+06] and peristaltic motion.
Pathology Among prostate pathologies, cancer is the most dangerous to develop. It
has a high prevalence among Western countries and is reported to be the ’most frequently
diagnosed non-skin cancer’ and ’third leading cause of cancer death’ [Haa+08].
Conventional treatments include radical prostatectomy as well as radiation, hormone
and chemotherapy. Salvage therapies are applied, once conventional treatments did not
produce positive responses. Studies using FUS as salvage therapy in the treatment of
prostate cancer have been reported on [Cha+09; Cro+17]. Positive benefits of such
treatments are reported [Bla+04; Uch+11; Asi+12]. For localized prostate carcinoma,
a 5 year biochemical Survival Rate of 45% to 84% are reported [Zin+12]. Although
benefits of MRI guidance (MRgFUS) are reported, experience in 2012 was limited. In
general, the treatment of prostate cancer can lead to genitourinary side effects. These are
reported rare in FUS treatments in [Ahm+12]. Within the application of FUS, this also
favors the focal application to a whole-gland ablation [Sun+17]. Study [CT17] argues for
applying FUS as a primary treatment for cases of mono focal and well-localized tumors.
1.1.2. Characteristics of motion
Patient motion during diagnosis or treatment can appear on different magnitudes and
time scales and may be periodic or singular. The most prominent motion is related to
breathing and heart beat which both are to some extent periodic. Non-periodic motion
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may be caused by digestion processes which may happen on different time scales, such
as gut motility or bladder filling. The physiological state of the patient may also play a
role as when spontaneous movements are caused by illness or drifting motion as a result
of relaxation or fatigue.
Constant contributions to motion which happens on scales which affect imaging and
treatment commonly arise from the heart lung circulation. Both, heart and lungs are a
major source of motion of internal organs.
1.1.2.1. Respiratory Motion
Breathing is a vital body function which promotes the exchange of gas between body
and atmosphere. The lungs take up the gas inhaled into the lung and their thin mem-
brane allows the diffusion of oxygen and carbon dioxide into the lung vessel and back
respectively. They are located in the chest, underneath the ribs and above the abdomen
and enclose the heart (Fig. 1.1). The diaphragm is the lower boundary which separates
lungs and intestines. It is a thin muscle, which besides its separating effect is a main
driver for breathing function. For inhalation the diaphragm contracts, compressing the
abdomen and raising the ribs upwards and outwards. Intercostal muscles provide further
assistance in expanding the rib cage. The resulting expansion of the lungs drags fresh
air into them. Exhalation during shallow breathing requires little or no active assistance
by muscles as the lungs are dragged back by elastic forces built up in the inhalation
phase. Active exhalation may however be supported by the compression of abdominal
muscles. Under relaxation, shallow breathing is predominant, whereas under exercise
deep breathing occurs, in order to provide the body with additionally required oxygen.
Studies During the respiratory cycle, not only the lungs, but also the organs in their
vicinity are affected by breathing motion. The predominant direction of diaphragm and
liver motion is superior-inferior (SI). Davies et al. for instance report it in order of
12 mm±7 mm and 10 mm±8 mm [Dav+94] for the two organs. Keall et al. summarize
several studies of breathing motion [Kea+06]. Maximum motion in the SI direction for
pancreas, liver, kidney and diaphragm in deep breathing in the reported studies are
80 mm, 80 mm, 70 mm and 95 mm respectively, which is more than twice the amplitudes
reported for shallow breathing.
Models Breathing motion has been characterized ([Wad54; Hoi+04; Mur04; Gir+07;
Gie+05; Zha+09b; Jad+14] and models for describing the observable motion patterns
have been presented [Low+05; Zha+09b]. These models describe the motion of interior
organs by few parameters only — the breathing phase in the most simple case.
Reducing the motion into its main direction along the head-foot axis, the main compo-
nent may be described by a regular breathing motion represented by even power cosine
functions [Luj+99] (Fig. 1.3). In [Pla+05] the authors use semi-active MR markers on
the outside of the chest and try to correlate the measured motion to the observed motion
in internal organs. They find, that the correlation is highly dependent on the breathing
maneuver — being stronger in cases of forced breathing than in quiet breathing.
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The review article [Gir+13] describes main applications of respiratory gating in radi-
ation therapy, separating the types of gating into four groups — the direct inclusion of
additional movement margins into the planning scan, forced shallow breathing, breath
hold, and respiration gating based.
Figure 1.3.: Left: Liver displacement caused by breathing. Right: Cosine model for
breathing motion along the major breathing direction (head-foot) after [Luj+99]. The
power (2n) of the cosine function determines the pronunciation of the exhale phase.
Liver The liver is strongly affected by breathing motion. Tracking algorithms require
fast processing times to keep system latency down. Medical images of liver in particular
are usually sparse, mostly exhibiting a contrast between liver vessels and surrounding
liver tissues. Correlations have been reported [SSA04; Hoi+04; AY04; Gie+05] and can
be made use of in a tracking application. Imaging capabilities do not reach down to the
smallest scales of vascular structure, but can separate larger vessels from the surrounding
tissue. Local correlation and sparsity offer ways to reduce computational cost in order
to reach real-time performance.
Various tracking framework can be found in the literature. Many of recent approaches
have been evaluated in two ultrasound liver motion tracking challenges in the years 2014
and 2015 [Luc+15; De +15]. These algorithms differ in the way they define and describe
the target and in the way they estimate and regularize the observed motion. Some
algorithms also introduce predictive components for future frames or error management
and fall back solutions in case of uncertainty. For the sake of brevity, these will not be
outlined here.
1.1.2.2. Cardiac Motion
A further vital source of regular motion within the body is the heart. The muscular
hollow organ provides the blood flow in the circulatory system. The pumping function
of the heart is supported by a contracting and expanding motion of the muscle. Motion
of the heart is repeated at 72 beat per minute on average in rest [CWR10]. Howe-
ver, the heart rate changes depending on short term oxygen requirements or long term
training [Hau+06] or disease [PJB09].
The heart is located between the lungs. Its motion therefore mostly affects its direct
surroundings, which includes the upper abdomen. However, heart related motion may
manifest in other regions of the body, as the arterial system transports on the pressure
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differences. For instance, pulsation can be observed in liver blood vessels and even the
head may undergo a slight motion, which can be attributed to the cardiac cycle [Zho+09].
If the cardiac phase is of interest, an electro cardiograph (ECG) may be used [DK04].
Similar phase data is obtained from an MRI based navigator [Mog+12]. Cardiac motion
itself may be tracked using diagnostic ultrasound or fast MRI data. Tracking methods
include model based approaches [Nil+07; Sol+07; Chu+08; Ma+10], snakes or active
shape models [ACG96; HOR07] or Optical Flow [Suh+05; Lin+08; TBS12], which will
be covered in section 1.2.
In this work cardiac motion only occurs as an indirect phenomenon, for instance as
pulsate variations in other organs. The heart itself is not subject of investigation.
1.1.3. Non-Invasive, Focal Treatment Techniques
A wide spectrum of medical treatment techniques exist. Very roughly, their modes
of actions may be based on chemical, biological and physical effects. Examples are
for instance found in the administration of antibiotics, blood transfusion and radiation
therapy, respectively. This section presents two non-invasive physical treatments, which
require the localization of the treatment target from the outside of the body. Radia-
tion and focused ultrasound therapy will be presented with respect to their mode of
application and means of steering it.
1.1.3.1. Radiation Therapy
Radiation therapy (RT) is a medical treatment technique which uses the effect ionizing
radiation has on human body cells. Goal of the treatment is the destruction of cells
which have shown a harmful impact on the patient: The cell’s deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA) molecule, carrying genetic instructions for metabolism, growth and proliferation
is irreproducibility damaged when overexposed to ionizing radiation. Key mechanism in
RT is cell death induced by the destruction of DNA. The technique is applied to malign
tissue, which proliferates uncontrollably, such as cancer.
Due to its non-selective nature, radiation always damages healthy tissue as a side
effect of the treatment. Therefore, the goal of a therapy is to apply most radiation to
the malign tissue and keeping it low in the healthy. Some techniques apply the source
of radiation close to the target (Brachytherapy), whereas the majority separate source
and patient. The latter group is referred to as external beam radiation therapy (EBRT).
In EBRT a beam of radiation is applied from the outside of the patient. It damages not
only the tumor, but also healthy tissue in front of and behind it. In order to keep the
damage to healthy tissue low, beams are applied from different angles, spreading out
the acquired total dose in healthy regions, while maximizing it in the treatment area.
Planning of the exact schedule of application is a substatial part of radiation therapy.
In general, different types of radiation can be used for EBRT. These differ in the
type of radiation applied and therefore substantially in the depth-dose curves (Fig. 1.4).
Common techniques apply photon beams. X-ray and γ-ray radiation are generated by
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accelerating electrons from a heated cathode to an anode, typically consisting of a tungs-
ten alloy. Hitting the anode, electrons transfer a part of their energy into X-ray or γ
bremsstrahlung, which is used in the therapy. Penetration depth of the produced radi-
ation depends on the photon energy and varies in different applications. Orthovoltage
systems produce energies up to 600 keV and admit a usable penetration depth of 4 cm
– 6 cm. Higher energies are produced using linear particle accelerators (LINACs) in
the range of 4 MeV to 25 MeV. Some systems also use cobalt isotope 60Co to produce
photons with energies of 1.17 MeV and 1.33 MeV [CR15]. A typical treatment device is
depicted in Figure 1.4. Less frequent sources of radiation are charged particles. Electron
beams — obtained as a byproduct in the generation of X-ray and γ radiation — have a
strong falloff after a low penetration depth. They are therefore used to treat superficial
targets. Heavier particles, such as protons [Lev+05] or carbon ions [AK05] require dedi-
cated acceleration units. Compared to photons they however exhibit a more interesting
absorption profile. Photon absorption is largely exponential with increasing penetration
depth. Particles in tissue however decelerate until the reach a critical minimum energy,
right before coming to rest. At this Bragg peak [ML12], most of the particles energy
is released into tissue. The absorption profile drops sharply after the peak, indicating
that no energy is deposited beyond it. The Bragg peak leaves an enormous advantage to
particle therapy, as it offers a maximum dose peak already in a one-dimensional treat-
ment (i.e. without beam application from multiple directions). However, it also requires
knowledge about the absorption properties of the tissue in path to the target and most
of all, particle accelerators for the generation of particle rays.
Steering The treating ray of ionizing radiation can be altered in its transversal
direction and shape in different techniques. Aside from moving the beam source itself,
the transversal positioning can be influenced. A Multi-Leaf-Collimator (MLC) is used to
reduce the treatment field of an unfocused beam of radiation [JR04]. By moving blocks
of radiation absorbing material such as lead or tungsten into and out of the beam, the
cross section profile of it can be changed. Primarily, this allows for sparing healthy
tissue outside the transversal profile boundaries of the treatment region. On the other
hand, keeping the dose within the healthy tissue, this benefit can be used to increase
the applied dose in the treatment region.
Ionized rays on the other hand can be steered directly by deflecting the particles with
magnetic quadrupole fields [Wee+96]. Other than wide beams of γ or X-ray radiation,
particle beams may need to be widened to spread their transversal Gaussian intensity
profile over a broader transversal area.
1.1.3.2. High Intensity Focused Ultrasound
Similar to radiotherapy, high intensity focused ultrasound (FUS, HIFU) is applied with
the goal to destroy malign tissue [Mal+13]. Other than RT, FUS operates on mechanical
waves and is therefore free of ionizing radiation. For the application of FUS, a transducer
is placed on the patient’s body. It is acoustically coupled via ultrasound gel. The trans-
ducer emits continuous ultrasound waves, which are focused to the target position inside
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Figure 1.4.: Left: Typical depth dose curve in radiotherapy. For a detailed image
see [AK05]. Right: A radio therapeutic system for the application of high-energy X-rays
or electrons to the target region. Image courtesy of Varian Medical Systems (Palo Alto,
United States of America, www.varian.com)
the body (Fig. 1.5). In the focus position, the mechanical waves interfere constructively.
Depending on the applied energy, focused ultrasound causes different effects. A common
target effect is an increase in temperature. The applied mechanical energy is absorbed
by the tissue, such that its temperature rises, up to 90◦ Celsius. If tissue temperature
increases beyond the level of denaturation of proteins and nucleic acids, thermal ablation
is the consequence. This is the effect commonly sought in FUS therapy. Higher pressure
can lead to cavitation, a process in which the tissue ruptures spontaneously. Since the
effect is difficult to control, it is currently only used in lithotripsy [Yos+09; Ike+16], i.e.
for kidney stone destruction. Using FUS, tissue is not ablated instantaneously. Similar
to radiotherapy a thermal dose can be motivated, which reflects the amount of damage
the tissue has received. Commonly, tissue in the focal spot needs to be treated several
seconds in order to reach ablation. The focal spot is commonly shaped as an ellipsoid
(e.g. 2 mm × 2 mm × 10 mm [Ht95]) and usually smaller than the full target volume.
The target volume is therefore separated into multiple sonications which are executed
sequentially. Since treated tissue tends to block ultrasound, sonications farthest away
from the transducer are executed first. Thus, similar to RT, FUS requires precise plan-
ning of the treatment, in which the target volume is covered as good as possible, while
risk structures are excluded.
Limitations in the applicability arise from properties of ultrasound itself. Artifacts
caused by acoustic shadowing, reverberation and refraction may arise. Ultrasound is
reflected from gas within the body, which exists in the lungs, but also in the bowel.
Even stronger reflection and absorption is caused by bone structure. Reflection can
be sufficiently strong to create unpredictable secondary focal spots which damage tis-
sue [Dub+08]. Furthermore, the tissue type influences properties of sound velocity and
energy absorption, such that planning in homogeneous medium may lead to incorrect
results in reality.
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Figure 1.5.: Wave propagation and focal spot in FUS application. Left: A fixed
focused transducer creates the focal spot in its natural focus. Right: A phased array
system uses temporal delays in the excitation of individual element to steer the focal
spot. In order to emphasis the phase offset, only a single pulse is depicted, whereas FUS
typically applies continuous waves.
Steering There exist different types if FUS transducers. Single element transdu-
cers have a shape dependent fixed focus. Their focus can only be altered by moving
the transducer. By contrast, phased array systems can control the focus without me-
chanically moving the transducer. They consist of hundreds of elements, which can be
steered electronically and independently. Adapting the phase of the single elements, the
position of maximal positive interference can be altered. This can be achieved within
certain ranges. Steering to far away from the transducer’s natural focus may cause a
loss in efficiency and even generate undesirable secondary focal spots.
FUS Treatment for Prostate Salvage Therapy In prostate treatment the goal of
a FUS procedure is the ablation of malign tissue through the application of focused
ultrasound. An extensive review is found in [CT17].
For guiding the application MR imaging may be considered. During the diagnosis
and planning, functional MR imaging provides valuable information about the location
of malign tissue inside the prostate gland. Anatomical scans deliver information about
common structures, such as capsule boundaries, bladder, transducer, which may be
important for the localization. There are certain high risk structures such as the rectal
wall and nerve bundles which can be integrated into the plan.
The treatment requires precise targeting in order to reach sufficient temperature, but
also to spare important healthy structures. During the treatment, the anatomy may
change due to slow drifting motions. These may arise from involuntary patient motion
as well as bladder filling close to the prostate. The slight shifts and deformations have
to be taken into account during the treatment.
Echo planar imaging (EPI, see sec. 1.1.5) allows for the quick acquisition of three
dimensional images of the region of interest. The EPI’s phase images may be used to
derive information about temperature changes between a reference and the current scan,
while the magnitude images may be used to derive motion. Within regular intervals, the
3D scans are acquired to observe both the general motion and the temperature changes
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in the ROI. During heating, however, it may be desirable to use 2D imaging only in
order to increase temporal resolution of the temperature information.
The detection of motion and deformation based on regular 3D EPI scans serves as
a confirming check to assure that no drastic changes have appeared to the tissue and
update the targeting if required.
1.1.4. Motion Management for Non-Invasive Treatment
Both RT and FUS rely strongly on knowledge of the treatment location during treatment
itself. A correspondence between the planning and the current treatment situation must
be established and maintained for a successful application. Particularly in radiotherapy
fractionated applications are common, in which the a patient receives multiple fractions
of therapeutic application for a series of days. For each fraction, the correct positioning
must be assured. Several effects interfere with this goal. First, between planning scan
and treatment the patient is likely to have changed positioning as both may take place
in different environments. Furthermore, the patient may change its appearance due to
a delay between both. In the time of hours, digestion may lead to changes in the arran-
gement of organs. In the time of days or weeks, the patient may have changed figure.
Weight loss may for instance occur in-between sessions of radio therapeutic treatments.
Due to these (long term) effect, it is necessary to establish a correspondence between
the planning situation and the one right before treatment. During a treatment, the
correspondence may suffer from involuntary patient motion. When extremities are tre-
ated, keeping still for several minutes may pose a problem for patients. Once the inner
organs are affected, breathing motion, cardiac pulsation and digestive processes add to
the list of movements, which have the potential to reduce the required correspondence
quickly. It therefore crucial to cope with the possibility of pose changed during treat-
ment. Techniques for handling correspondence uncertainty can roughly be classified into
nonexclusive approaches controlling and adapting to motion (Fig. 1.6).
Figure 1.6.: Motion can be managed on side of the patient (control) and therapy system
(adaptation).
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1.1.4.1. Controlling Motion
In RT applications, the use of patient specific casts or plastic molds is found [KMP06].
These allow patients to return into their specific reference positioning in successive ses-
sions. Further methods exist to reduced residual motion, such as external plastic foam
supports or bite supports. Other body immobilization systems allow the fixation by
stiffening the vacuum cushion, once the patient is positioned.
These techniques may also be applied to reduced motion in the abdominal region, but
breathing for instance cannot be circumvented over for an arbitrary period. However, the
patient can be guided into a controlled breath hold and this situation used as reference
— treatment is only applied when the patient is in the reference position.
1.1.4.2. Adapting to Motion
Motion cannot always be controlled perfectly. Incorporating knowledge of real-time posi-
tion information into the treatment allows to adapt to unavoidable, but also unexpected
movements. Furthermore, it relaxes the constraints on patient based motion control.
This offers the opportunity to a more comfortable treatment.
Depending on capabilities of the treating system, the application may be gated or even
steered. The former term refers to an application of the treatment only when the patient
is in a known reference position. Such application can be combined with breath hold,
but it is also possible to use other events as gating trigger. For instance, shock waves for
lithotripsy can be applied only in instances where the operator detects the target stone
in the natural focal sport of the transducer.
Figure 1.7.: Possible application for an algorithm automatically deriving motion from
incoming medical image data: Steering an automatic treatment system.
If treatment locations can be controlled in real-time, steering may be considered
(Fig. 1.7). In radiotherapy, steering can be accomplished in changing the configura-
tion of a multi-leaf collimator to toggle photon exposures or by deflecting a beam of
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charged particles. FUS applications control the focal spot via phased array transducers.
While there exist robotic positioning systems for the transducer, these are commonly
only used set the initial position, not to move the transducer along. In radiation therapy
robotic systems exist for positioning linear accelerators [AMR08; Avk+16].
Along with the increasing degree of automation in medicine, more systems become
capable of steering applicators in real-time. In order to provide these systems with the
necessary location updates, tracking algorithms are required.
Handling Respiratory Motion Most approaches for handling breathing motion stem
from RT applications. Motion encompassing methods integrate the uncertainty ge-
nerated into the planning. Information about this uncertainty can be gained from
CT. Acquiring a single slow CT [Lag+01], CTs of maximum inhalation and exhala-
tion [AY04] or even a 4D CT [Low+03; For+03; Rie+05], the target region blurred
by motion can be estimated. This estimate is then used for planning and treatment.
Gating methods [Bal+98; Koc+04; Gir+13] can be linked to external and internal surro-
gates. External surrogates [AY04; Koc+04; Rua+08] commonly rely on optical tracking
of markers placed onto the abdominal surface. The breathing phase can also be esti-
mated by breathing belts, measuring the extent of chest or abdomen during breathing.
Similarly, spirometers estimate the lung volume from airflow measurements. Internal
surrogates [Che+07; SSA04; Zha+06; Pla+05; Kei05] can be found in gold fiducials,
which produce dark spots in fluoroscopy images. In MRI, the 1D acquisition along the
SI axis (pencil beam navigator, see 1.1.5) can be used to detect the diaphragm. Gating
always relies on a correlation between gate and target. Breath control is largely related
to gating. The patient holds breath in deep inspiration [Ros+00] or self-defined posi-
tion [Kim+01]. This may be voluntary or initiated by active-breathing-control [Won+99;
Gag+07]. It can be accompanied by respiratory monitoring. Shallow breathing may also
be forced by fixating the patient with an abdominal compression [Lax+94]. This re-
duces the variability and magnitude of possible breathing patterns. Real-time tracking
methods refer to methods which use an internal marker to repeatedly locate or infer
the current target location. If the tumor is visible, it may be imaged itself. Otherwise
an artificial fiducial in its vicinity or the host organ itself may serve as surrogates. Re-
gistration algorithms for the computation of dense deformation fields [SSA05; Zac+15]
have been described, but unless highly parallelized, they come with a high computati-
onal cost which may render them inapplicable for real-time adaptation. In ultrasound
liver tracking various tracking algorithms have been proposed [Mur04; Lin+12] and a
wide range of algorithms has emerged alongside tracking challenges [Luc+15; De +15].
An MR tracking algorithm based on precomputed templates is proposed in [Bri+14].
In general, the latency is required to be sufficiently low (certainly < 0.5 s [Kea+06]).
Nevertheless, it may be necessary to include prediction algorithms [Ved+03; Hoi+06] in
order to compensate for it.
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1.1.4.3. Image Guided Motion Compensation for FUS
Motion compensation for focused ultrasound applications has been proposed and first
studies have been executed. In [Aub+12], a system using simultaneous ultrasound gui-
dance and MRI thermometry is explored in an ex vivo study. A balloon based driver was
used to move a sealed piece of degassed ex vivo liver. This way respiratory motion with
a cycle of 10s-12s was modeled. Motion was detected using Optical Flow and used for
electronic steering of the FUS transducer. This way the authors achieved a duty cycle of
100%, i.e. continuous sonication. Results in a similar setting are obtained in [Str+15],
using a breathing cycle of 3 s–7 s, which is closer to human motion. The study used the
Particle Filter based, similarity transform tracker that will be presented in section 3.2.3.
Respiratory gating is used to compensate breathing motion in a study on in vivo porcine
liver [Zac+14]. The authors report a residual shift of 4 mm in liver position within the
first ten minutes of the study. They ascribe it to muscle relaxation as a result of anest-
hesia. An MR based compensation system is proposed in [Cel+14] and examined on
ex-vivo animal tissue in a motion phantom. A navigator MRI sequence is used to obtain
displacement data of the phantom. The authors report accurate motion compensation
for both targeting and thermometry. Speckle tracking in ultrasound data is used to
obtain 1D motion information for ex vivo liver in a motion phantom in [Cha+15a]. In
the study, a fixed focus transducer is moved by a robotic arm for motion compensation,
which allows to apply energy during 80% of the cycle. A more general study of the
impact of motion on the duty cycle can be found in [Loe+16]. The study also comes to
the conclusion that, under the considered conditions, a history based motion prediction
is more efficient than a linear extrapolation. The study [Cel+18] combines MRI and
ultrasound motion compensation. Ultrasound is used to detect in-plane motion in the
coronal plane using Optical Flow. An MRI navigator is used to detect through plane
motion. Ex vivo experiments show successful ablation, whereas in volunteers successful
acquisition of thermometry data is demonstrated. Motion compensation and treatment
only pose an intermediary step of a FUS treatment. There are several options to organize
a work flow. For a generalizing overview the reader is referred to [Loe+16].
1.1.5. Characteristics of Medical Imaging Techniques
The visible spectrum of electromagnetic radiation is not well suited to monitor processes
inside the human body. With a penetration depth of few millimeters, it is suitable for the
observation of surface properties, but not for structures beyond. For the investigation
further inside the body, different imaging modalities have been established.
X-ray, computed tomography (CT) and positron emission tomography (PET) are ba-
sed on the application and detection of ionizing radiation. Due to its high energy, this
radiation is capable of passing through body tissues with lower attenuation than light,
and can be detected by outside electronic detector units. These retrace the pathway of
observed radiation in order to reconstruct an image by computation. As the application
of ionizing radiation conveys certain health hazards, its application needs to be evalu-
ated in each case. There exist techniques free of ionizing radiation, such as magnetic
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resonance imaging and ultrasound. Since, in this work, MRI and ultrasound data will
be used as input, their function and main properties will briefly be presented here.
Generally a common naming convention exists, which specifies the imaged region or
orientation (Fig. 1.8). Planes and directions are oriented on the patient. The three main
orthogonal axes of the patient are the head-foot (superior/inferior (SI)), front-back (an-
terior/posterior (AP)), and right-left (dexter/sinister (DS)) direction. Other common
names for the directions are cranial/caudal for SI, dorsal/ventral for AP and left/right
for DS. The main imaging planes are orthogonal to these directions. Interpreting the
SI direction as longitudinal axis of the human body, the transversal plane is extended
in AP and DS direction. The coronal plane combines SI and DS, whereas the sagittal
plane joins AP and DS. The motion of structure within an imaging plane is referred to
as in-plane motion as opposed to through-plane motion.
Figure 1.8.: Left to right: Coronal, transversal and sagittal imaging plane.
1.1.5.1. Magnetic Resonance Imaging
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a technique which utilizes the presence of mag-
netic moments in atomic nuclei. The most prominent nucleus in this field is hydrogen.
The magnetic moment of hydrogen is not exceptionally strong but present in abundance
in the human body as part of water molecules.
In order to exploit magnetic moments for imaging, dedicated hardware is required. In
the absence of an outer magnetic field, moments are randomly oriented. In a sufficiently
strong outer magnetic field — usually the order of 1.5 T or 3 T — they can be partially
aligned to form a net magnetization vector parallel to the field. Furthermore, the net
magnetic moment ~µ precesses about the axis of the external magnetic field ~B with
the Larmor Frequency ω = γB, where γ denotes the gyro-magnetic ratio of the atom
(hydrogen: γ = 42.6 MHz/T).
When an alternating electromagnetic field with frequency ω is applied in the plane
perpendicular to ~B, resonant effects tip the net magnetization. Depending on the total
magnitude at Lamor frequency of such a pulse, the net magnetization can be brought
from initial longitudinal to transversal (or a mixed) direction. As soon as a transversal
component exists, it emits an electromagnetic signal, which can be detected by receiver
coils. Variations of excitation pulse frequency and local magnetic field are used to encode
spatial information. Local magnetic fields have to be changed several times by magnetic
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gradient systems in order to obtain a image. The temporal order of these is referred
to as MRI sequence. Contrast of an MRI experiments depends on tissue and sequence
parameters. The choice of a sequence for a specific body region and application may be
very specific.
Echo Planar Imaging [STM91] (EPI) represents a type of sequence, which allows for
fast imaging, as it requires few excitations in order to capture an image. EPI is suitable
for real-time imaging in 2D dimensions, with acquisition times in the order of 100 ms
when acquiring 2D data. EPI images offers both a magnitude and phase information.
While the former may be used for detecting motion, the latter may server as mean for
inferring termperature changes [Sta+04; Wei+03; Rie+04].
Navigator In a navigator acquisition, a one dimensional image is acquired. Due to the
shape of that line the acquisition is also referred to as pencil beam acquisition. Within
the navigator ’image’ intensity profiles indicate the motion along the beam direction.
The beam is often placed orthogonal to the diaphragm in order to observe breathing
motion. The juxtaposition of sequentially acquired navigators shows motion of intensity
profiles in the direction of the beam and is called motion mode display. The acquisition
of a navigator is faster than of complete images and can be integrated into the other
sequences. However, since the navigator uses two crossing slice to select the beam region,
these slices may appear as visible artifacts in the host sequence.
Target Organs For a focused ultrasound application, one is interested, not only in
the current location of the target organ, but also in the temperature, which is currently
being applied. Few MRI sequences suffice the requirements of a high image frame rate
and temperature information. Echo planar imaging (EPI) delivers 2D slices with a
sufficiently high update rate for real-time tracking (Fig. 1.9, left). Furthermore, besides
magnitude images the sequence type delivers phase information which can be used for
thermometry.
Liver : As an effect of the MR imaging process, a steady state magnetization builds up
inside the imaging slice, which after an initial unsteady phase delivers a stable contrast of
the liver tissue. However, blood which is not inside the imaging slice, does not experience
the buildup of a steady state magnetization. Therefore, blood which streams into the
imaging slice during the treatment is unsaturated. This causes the vessels to yield high
signal intensity, which stand out before the liver vessels. Liver vessels serve as natural
landmarks for EPI liver tracking. Inside the liver, no other landmarks are found in this
modality. Due to the dependency on the inflow of unsaturated blood, the appearance of
larger vessels depends on the cardiac cycle (Fig. 1.10).
Prostate: The prostate does not show small scale landmarks in EPI imaging (Fig. 1.9,
right). It appears brighter than its immediate surrounding. If during an intervention
a catheter resides inside the urethra, the urethra is visible as a dark region within the
prostate. The three dimensional images of EPI prostate data shown in this work are
acquired in intervals in the order of minutes and therefore are not affected by steady
state effects.
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Figure 1.9.: Echo Planar Imaging; Left: Anatomy in two sagittal slices of liver in a
volunteer. Right: Transversal image of the prostate during FUS intervention.
Figure 1.10.: Echo Planar Imaging, Top: Motion of liver and kidney (center) during
the respiratory cycle, deep breathing. Bottom: Cardiac cycle in a liver vessel bifurcation
during a held inhale phase.
1.1.5.2. Ultrasound Imaging
Ultrasound describes acoustic waves of frequencies higher than the human ear is able to
perceive (≈ 20kHz). For medical imaging applications, frequencies in the range of MHz
are used — 1 MHz to 6 MHz for deep and 6 MHz to 15 MHz to superficial structures.
Observing the propagation and scattering behavior of waves in material, it is possible
to obtain information about its internal structure. For mechanical properties such as
stiffness and elasticity, sound waves can be applied. Doing so, attenuation inside the
material and spatial resolution of the resulting data depend inversely on the frequency.
For analysis of tissue in medical imaging, a viable frequency range is given by ultrasound.
In the propagation of sound waves, effects such as reflection, diffraction, dispersion
and absorption can be observed. Geometric relations of transmission and reflection
along material interfaces exist and the image reconstruction process relies on geometrical
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Figure 1.11.: Left: Pulses of ultrasound waves are sent from a source A into the
material and reflected back to the source by a scatterer B. In homogeneous media the
distance between A and B is linearly proportional to the speed of the sound wave in the
medium and the time traveled. Right: In plane wave imaging, the transducer elements
are excited by a phase delay, resulting in an angulated plane wave.
considerations. Wave properties such as constructive and destructive interference are
also observed and lead to speckle.
Technical Realization For acquisition of ultrasound data, ultrasound is applied to the
tissue externally. The ultrasound transducer consists of a piezoelectric crystal elements,
which contract rapidly under applied voltage. Also, they emit a voltage when deformed
by external forces. A piezo element can therefore be used to generate a mechanical wave
as well as detect it. For imaging, elements emit a short pulse of an ultrasound wave with a
few lobes of the imaging frequency. This wave passes through tissue and will be reflected
on interface changes. The reflected pulse is detected by the same piezo elements used for
transmission. Measuring the time delay ∆t, assuming a constant speed of sound v0 inside
the tissue, distance d between source A and reflector B can be computed (Fig. 1.11,
left) as d = v0∆t/2. The typical speed of sound is often assumed to be v0 = 1540 m/s, as
observed in water. Computing an echo profile along one dimension from the transducer is
referred to as A-mode ultrasound. As the magnitude of the reflected signal is of interests,
the raw signal is often transformed to its envelop (Scan Conversion). Furthermore, signal
may be artificially emphasized (Time Gain Compensation) to balance out depth related
losses. The acquisition of a 2D image in B-mode ultrasound can be realized by using a
linear array of piezo elements (Fig. 1.11, right). The signal sent out from a particular
piezo element can be reflected to all others. Considering the possible geometric pathways
of the ultrasound signal in between, a 2D image can be reconstructed. Similar to MRI
navigator acquisition, in motion mode (M-Mode) one line of ultrasound is monitored
and the sequentially acquired lines are concatenated to show the temporal evolution of
image intensity along this line.
Imaging Properties The resolution of ultrasound images is limited by the imaging
frequency. Generally, structures smaller than the wave length can not properly be
identified. Ultrasound image speckle is sourced in small scale structural inhomogenei-
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ties [WH81; Dam+14], yielding a grainy, yet temporarily stable intensity patter in images
(Fig. 1.12). Even though a tissue is macroscopically homogeneous, it will show a textu-
red pattern in the image. Furthermore, in ultrasound imaging the ideal wave generation
Figure 1.12.: Left: Ultrasound speckle in an abdominal image. Top inset: two vessels
inside the liver. Bottom inset: Abdominal structure at the edge of / behind the liver.
Right: Ultrasound image showing a section of liver and kidney.
and reception can only be approximated by the aperture of transducer, which results in
image blur. Such can be modeled by approximating the imaging process as a convolution
of the true object intensity Iobj and a point spread function Ipsf
I(x, y) = Iobj(x, y) ∗ Ipsf (x, y). (1.1)
The point spread function is commonly wide in the far field, since angular information
is reduced. Deconvolution algorithms for the retrieval of the true object intensity are
an ongoing topic of research [DPM15]. Once obtained from an image, a characteristic
point spread function can be used to simulated ultrasound data by a certain transducer
type [MG16].
Liver Similarly to MRI images, contrast providing structures in healthy liver tissue are
given by the blood vessels. Ultrasound attenuation and reflection in blood are much
lower than in tissue, causing the inside of blood vessels to appear dark. This also applies
to bile ducts. Arteries and veins show different characteristics of their membrane. Since
the former are to withstand higher blood pressures, their vessel wall is thicker. It is also
more echogenic than liver tissue. In ultrasound images this shows as a bright surrounding
of liver arteries. Vein vessel walls on the other hand do not show in ultrasound images.
Landmarks of veins transition directly from liver tissue intensity to the dark of liquid.
In liver both feeding vessels, the hepatic artery and portal vein provide artery-like bright
contrast, whereas the hepatic veins show vein-like contrast. A hepatic veins vessel wall
needs to withstand lower pressure and is therefore much less echogenic. Aside from the
vascular, the liver tissue itself offers a particular speckle pattern. It is the result of the
underlying structure of lobuli. This might be exploited for tissue classification [Cri15].
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1.2. Video Tracking and Image Registration
Video tracking and image registration are wide fields in image analysis. Both aim at
establishing a correspondence of objects observable in sets of images. This work is
motivated from the point of a tracking algorithm. This section is intended to give an
overview into the topic and highlight occasional relations to image registration.
Video tracking finds applications in vast areas of automated scene interpretation, such
as automotive, surveillance and gaming industry. There exist several review papers and
book on both tracking and image registration A comparative study of multiple single
target trackers is found in [Sme+14]. Human motion capture is described in [MG01]
and followup [MHK06] or with a particular accent on depth imagery in [CWF13].
The function of a tracking algorithm can be summarized in the following way (Fig. 1.13):
Input to a tracking algorithm is provided by as a sequential stream of image data. From
an initial input a description of the target is formed. For this, features of the initial data
are identified and composed into a target representation. In later frames this represen-
tation is used to identify the target. After the initialization, the tracking phase begins.
The algorithm uses each incoming frame to update the location of the target position.
Besides the sheer localization, higher level management processes may occur. These may
for instance include reasoning about occlusion and appearance of additional targets. At
the end of each tracking step, the algorithm generates an output by extracting the rele-
vant data from its internal state. This data generally consists of position estimates, but
may include any other data which is relevant to proceeding algorithms. The proceeding
stage then uses the data for higher level processes, such as the analysis for particular
events in the time series and the control of further processes.
Figure 1.13.: Major elements and data flow of a tracking algorithm.
Internally, the target state is encoded in a low dimensional variable (Fig. 1.14, right).
The algorithm is concerned with deriving the unknown state from the incoming image
data. Appearance and transformation model are used to translate a state into an image
representation, such that the state can be validated against the current data. Prediction
and optimization are used to guide towards likely target states pro- and retrospectively.
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Figure 1.14.: Left: Modeling components for the tracking algorithm. Right: Trans-
lation from state space to image space. A low dimensional state is transformed into a
high dimensional representation, which can be compared to actual image data.
The text book [MC11] presents five main components of a video tracker. These are
methods to extract relevant information from a target area, a definition to encode the
target state and propagate it over time. On higher levels, strategies for managing appea-
ring and disappearing targets and finally, interpreting the observed tracks. In [EPV93;
MV98; Vie+16] a common set of classifiers for medical image registration methods
occurs. Among these are the nature of the transformation, domain of the transfor-
mation, the modalities involved and the optimization procedure. This work will use five
criteria depicted in the left of Fig. 1.14 to classify approaches in literature:
• State Encoding
• Appearance Model
• Transformation Model
• State Prediction
• State Optimization
Generally, in medical image registration, varying terms exist to distinguish two images
being matched. They differ by which of them is warped to match the other. The one
not being warped is called target or fixed image, whereas the one being adapted to
match is referred to as source or moving image [SDP13]. In this work the distinction
will be based on the temporal ordering made use of in video tracking. The image of
the reference situation will be referred to as reference image IR and the image, to be
matched to it currently, will be named current image IC – the direction of the mapping
is not specified by these terms. In fact, the mapping used here will be a vector field
pointing from reference positions to current positions, which is the opposed notion to
image registration terms.
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1.2.1. State Encoding
Tracking a single target is centered around the inference of model parameters from a
stream of images. Image data is high dimensional information that needs to be translated
into a low dimensional target state in order to allow for an interpretation and also
formulation of the target dynamics.
The target description is encoded in the state vector ~x. The space such vector exists
in is referred to as State Space in Rd. Each dimension d of the state space describes one
degree of freedom (DOF) of the model. In tracking applications, the number of degrees
of freedom is typically low (< 10), whereas registration algorithms often approach high
dimensional problems.
Often ~x contains information about the current location, shape or deformation of the
target. It may also encode the appearance, which may help modeling variations over
time. Furthermore, higher order properties can be encoded, such as positional derivatives
or a class like motion-type. The abstraction level of the state space may even be raised,
such that the state represents a current action and a cycle variable for that action.
Often the reduction of dimensionality brought in by an abstract description allows to
approach a tracking problem, e.g. instance choosing a suitable small set of degrees of
freedom manually or reducing a larger set via Principle Component Analysis (PCA) of
sample data.
The existing gap translating state and image information is covered by appearance
and transformation model (Fig. 1.14, right). In this work the appearance model lays
emphasis on modeling an actual, possible complex appearance. Such model describes
local properties that are associated with the target and that will allow distinguishing it
from the background. Once the target moves, the transformation between it and the
capturing system is changes. These changes are described by the transformation model.
1.2.2. Appearance
The appearance model maintains information describing the known and often time in-
dependent properties of the target. While it is possible to motivate a model without
taking into account a concrete appearance, often an initialization phase is used to at
least adapt parts of the desired model to the current situation. The appearance model
holds that information about the appearance of the target. This can for instance be the
distribution of colors or other visual cues, or a more abstract representation. The appea-
rance model is used to obtain a value for the matching quality between the current image
and the proposed, transformed appearance. It requires a (transformed) target represen-
tation and a comparison function. Figure 1.15 depicts basic cases: In case of template
matching, the appearance model holds an image representation and uses a voxel-wise
matching function. In case of feature matching, the representation holds features which
are compared in feature space. This section will give a brief overview of the wide range
of approaches.
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Figure 1.15.: Image and feature based matching. Left: In image based matching, the
(warped) content of two images is compared. Right: Feature sets are extracted from
both images and then compared.
Feature Descriptions The description of the appearance of the target model may
contain several aspects. In particular, it is intended to describe which properties where to
expect and possibly also which not. Localized models store individual information about
particular features by assigning it to vectors relative to the targets center. Template
based approaches define the intensity expected in a particular location relative to the
target center. Non-localized models define location more roughly and use the collection
of features without a precise spatial information. Such models summarize all features
belonging to the target model region. These approaches typically employ histograms
which count the occurrence of particular features within the region. These classes of
approaches may be combined. Structural histograms for instance divide the target model
into localized sub-regions and evaluate intensity histograms in each of them. On the
other hand, histograms of spatially localized models may be detected within the target
region. Generally, the concept of such combination leads to feature descriptors, such as
Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [Low99; Low04], Speeded Up Robust Image
Features (SURF) [BTG06], Gradient Location-Orientation Histogram (GLOH) [MS03].
Another way of encoding the relationship between a voxel or patch to a fixed set
of neighbors is given by the approach of Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [OPM02]. The
voxel in question is compared to its neighbors by a decision rule which leads to a binary
outcome. For instance the outcome is 1 if the outer location is brighter than the inner
and 0 otherwise. The list of neighbors is usually sorted by their arrangement around
the voxel of interest and the list of binary values is ordered accordingly, leading to a
local binary pattern. Thus, for a local binary pattern with a neighborhood of 8 points,
the feature of 28 = 256 states. Neglecting the orientation, the feature is reduced to 59
possible states, since entries with only a single 1 are treated as identical for instance.
The pattern which is assigned to a voxel typically hold information about the structure,
labeling it as edges, corners, lines or blobs for instance. Generally, a histogram of LBP
within a certain neighborhood is used, forming a feature vector.
Evaluation Measures for similarity or dissimilarity often are crucial element of the
matching process itself. These measures find utility in different areas. When mat-
ching two image patches, often two vectors listing the voxels intensities are compared.
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Comparison measures are however more general. Instead of intensity vectors, one might
also use color histogram values or even arbitrary feature vectors. For each application,
there exist dedicated comparison measures.
Among these are correlation measures such as Pearson’s correlation [Pea96] and Spear-
man’s rank correlation [Spe87]. Methods based on local gradient sign change assume
that the number of signs in the reference and noisy current image is maximal [VL84;
Ven+83], when images are most similar. This stochastic effect can deterministically be
emphasized by adding correlated noise [Ven+88]. Measures of mutual information use
the joint probability density (joint histogram), to determine similarity. If images match,
the entropy of the joint histogram becomes minimal. For two not necessarily normalized
feature vectors ~A = {Ai}NVi=1, ~B = {Bi}NVi=1, different measures can be described. Few
measures related to this work will are presented in more detail:
Cosine similarity measures the direct agreement of the normalized vectors.
CS ( ~A, ~B) =
~A~B
‖ ~A‖2‖ ~B‖2
=
∑
iAiBi√∑
iA
2
i
√∑
iB
2
i
Cosine Similarity (1.2)
It is equal to the cosine of the angle between two vectors ~A, ~B and independent of
their scale. Cosine similarity finds applications in text mining and data clustering. If
the vectors themselves are reduced of their means µ ~A, µ ~B before cosine similarity is
applied, the resulting measure is referred to as Pearson’s [Pea96] correlation coefficient
CORR( ~A, ~B) = cov( ~A, ~B)/(var( ~A) var( ~B)
CORR
(
~A, ~B
)
=
∑
i(Ai − µ ~A)(Bi − µ ~B)√∑
i(Ai − µ ~A)2
√∑
i(Bi − µ ~B)2
. Pearson’s correlation (1.3)
A perfect linear correspondence yields CORR = 1, a perfect inverse correspondence
CORR = −1 and the absence of correlation CORR = 0. In signal and image processing,
the correlation of two series or patches is often evaluated in terms of a temporal or
spatial displacement, respectively. The spatial function is then also referred to as cross
correlation in general and normalized cross correlation (NCC), if Pearson’s correlation
coefficient is applied.
A further measure closely related to the cosine similarity is the Bhattacharyya coef-
ficient, which is used to compute the similarity of histograms for instance [CRM00]. It
is motivated for computing the similarity of two discrete, normalized distributions and
formulated as
BC( ~A, ~B) =
∑
i
√
AiBi√∑
iAi
√∑
iBi
. Bhattacharyya Coefficient (1.4)
Measures of dissimilarity are lowest, when image pairs match best. Often these are
based on intensity differences. This is the case for the L1 =
∑ |Ai − Bi| and L2 =√∑
(Ai − Bi)2 norms or related measures such as median absolute distances. The sum
of squared distances
SSD
(
~A, ~B
)
=
NV∑
i=1
(Ai − Bi)2 Sum of Squared Distances (1.5)
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is used to define the target of least squares minimization. Generally, these measures do
not account for global intensity changes. Similar to CORR a normalized input can be
used (e.i. A′i = (Ai − µ ~A)/σ ~A) in evaluation of the measure [EP08]. Each dissimilarity
measure may be reformulated into a similarity measure, if required.
1.2.3. Transformation
While the appearance model may hold locally permanent spatial information, the trans-
formation model defines additional transformations caused by motion and deformation.
In the most simple case, transformations are linear. More complex transformations
can be separated into deformable and articulated models (Fig. 1.16). These consist of
multiple parts, which undergo transformations with mutual constraints. Articulated
models formulate interdependencies between different parts explicitly, and relative to
each other. For instance in human pose estimation, the relative angles of limb joints are
the degrees of freedom of the model. Since these are formulated relative, a hierarchical
relationship of model components exists naturally. Deformable models use independent
degrees of freedom to describe the motion of individual parts. They use an interaction
term in the objective function to integrate constraints and dependencies implicitly.
Figure 1.16.: Basic types of poses states and related transformations.
Linear Transformation Linear transformations have a wide range of applications in
transformation models. They are used to describe displacement and linear deformation
of a target region, and are further distinguished by the degrees of freedom they make use
of. Rigid transformations allow translations and rotation. A similarity transformation
additionally allows for scaling and an affine transformation further allows for shearing
of the whole object.
Non-Linear, Deformable Transformation In deformable models, only an implicit de-
pendency among individually transformed elements exists. In video tracking, deformable
models are found rarely, since the image projection process barely provides the neces-
sary constraints for 3D deformation modeling. A notable example for 2D dimensional
deformable video tracking are Active Contour Models (ACM) [KWT88].
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ACM, also referred to as ’Snakes’ is an algorithm which tries to estimate the outline
or an edge in an image by the introduction of an energy term to a point based spline
model. Basic idea is that each configuration of a contour can be assigned an energy
which may be influenced by various sources. The optimization process then starts out
with a configuration close to the optimum and iteratively changes it in order to mini-
mize the configurations total energy. Much more than video tracking, non-linear image
registration is occupied with the computation of a dense image correspondence between
current and reference image. Generalizing the formulation of snakes, the discipline poses
the central question as an optimization problem for an energy of shape
E(IR, IC ,W ) =M(IR,W (IC)) +R(W ) (1.6)
The two terms describe data and model fitness. The data term encodes the cost M of
the dissimilarity of matching reference image IR and current image, transformed by W .
Model or regularizer term R is used to add constraints into to the deformation W itself.
Transformations W may be motivated by physical models or interpolation theory. Phy-
sical models assume physical properties of the matched model [SDP13]. These include
elastic models, viscous flow and others. The solution of the occuring partial differential
euqation may require a high number of degrees of freedom. Approaches from inter-
polation theory reduced this number, as that they allow specifying the transformation
field by a reduced set of support points. Between these points, the deformation field is
interpolated. Methods differ in the choice of interpolation functions.
The regularizer R is used to integrate constraints into the model, which may for
instance preserve topology, volume or impose a particular smoothness of the result. The
matching function M is, in the light of video tracking, part of the appearance model.
The regularization in actual medical image data may exhibit a spatial and directional
dependency. For instance, bones and inner organs show different rigidity. Furthermore,
the displacement field may be discontinuous at the interfaces of different organs. Such
discontinuities may have to be defined beforehand [XCX11; Sch+12; Der+15] or inte-
grated into the optimization process [KFC11; Kir+16; Pap+18].
Articulate Transformation Articulate transformations introduce model constraints ex-
plicitly, modeling relationships between them by dedicated degrees of freedom.
Often a skeleton model is used to describe the basic (≈ 20–30) degrees of freedom
of the human body, or the hand. The hierarchical nature of these models allow for a
sequential, hierarchical detection scheme in which the most prominent parts are detected
first. For example, the authors of [GD96] used a graphical model to detect torso and
head; then refine the result to limbs. When the pose state of such model is successfully
matched, the result state has a direct interpretation as centroid position and angles
of the skeletal joints. Generally, the body parts in such model are approximated by
simple shapes. Cylinders [DBR00; SBF00; DR05; Hus07; Sai+15] and ellipsoids [YM18]
are often applied to approximate the individual parts. Volumetric approaches compose
individual limbs as mixtures of Gaussian density distributions [Sto+11].
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In medical image analysis, similar approaches have first been documented for skeletal
registration in micro CT data of mice [Bai+07]. They were later adopted to human ske-
letons [YPJ14; YJ14; Fu+17]. In these approaches, bones of bone sections are registered
successively. The elements are constrained by explicitly modeled joints.
Composition Generally, transformations can be joined in order to reach a successful
result more easily. Often, linear transformations provide the basis which compensate
for global changes in position. For instance, in brain image registration, the brain is
often coarsely aligned by a linear transformation before being matched using deforming
transformations. Such combining approaches are often found for deformable matching;
whereas articulate transformations can naturally integrate the linear positional changes.
1.2.4. Statistical Modeling
Both the transformation and appearance can benefit from statistical modeling. A sta-
tistical model requires samples of training data in order to derive statistical information
from it. A generative model is able to sample from the joint distribution of state and
observation p(State,Observation), whereas a discriminative may only sample from the
conditional distribution p(State|Observation). While a discriminative model discrimina-
tes the observation data to determine a state, a generative model tries to also model the
source.
Typically, statistical modeling is applied in tracking applications, as its is subject to
more variation and more data is available. In medical image registration, statistical
models appear in inter-subject registration via atlases [Lor+02; Che+10] or modeling
organ motion [Mel+07].
Generative Models Generative models can be applied to increase the efficiency of the
state description by learning a projection to a more meaningful state space than the
one used to record the training data in. They for instance include mixture distribution
models and models for subspace learning. For instance, the statistic variations of a scene
background can be modeled by these approaches. The authors of [SG99] model the
background pixel intensities as Gaussian mixtures, instead of fixed values. In [ORP00] a
PCA analysis is used to explain major changes in the global illumination during the day.
An example for subspace modeling is the Active Shape Model (ASM) [CT92; Coo+95].
A shape in this respect is the surface, or contour, which is defined by a set of control
points. An ASM is constructed from a set of training shapes, each specified by control
points which have correspondence among samples. They are matched by Procrustes
alignment (Geometric Model Based (1.2.7)). The remaining variations in the model are
expressed a via covariance matrix. With Principle Component Analysis (PCA) a fixed
size set of the eigenvectors ranked for largest eigenvalues is extracted. These span the
space of major motion components. The number of coefficients required to form a linear
combination of these ’principle components’ is commonly much smaller than that of the
individual control points. In human pose estimation, the state can be reduced as far as
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to describe it by Action Primitives [HWG07]. Active Appearance Models combine active
shape models with an additional modeling of the texture features [CET98; CET01].
In regards to medical applications, population based motion models have been pre-
sented. A range of models exist for motion induced by respiration [McC+13; Pre+14],
cardiac activity [Yu+13], or for prostate deformation [Hu+08].
Discriminative Models Discriminative models are primarily found in applications of
the appearance model, since for predictions in the transformation model, a generative
one would be required. These models are trained to discriminate a set of labeled input
samples. Given a sufficiently large set of positive and negative examples, random forest
classifiers can be trained to distinguish target and background. On-line [Saf+09] variants
can be used for tracking. In [Zha+06] the considered patches for on-line classification
are provided by a Particle Filter approach. An online random forest classifier is also
used in [Wan+17]. In order to account for appearance changes, algorithms presented
in [XSL13] and [Oro+12] repeatedly update the set of used patched. In an exploratory
approach, the authors of [TSB17] use random forest to learn the correspondence between
simulated state and measurement sequences. This can be seen as a sample of learning
based approaches for tracking and registration [Vos+17; Yan+17].
1.2.5. Prediction
There exist different classes for estimating the current region of interest from the prior
result. Algorithms may differ in the method used to predict the next location and in
the method they sample it or use it for assignment (Fig. 1.17).
Prediction can roughly be separated into three categories. The most simple assumption
is that no information about motion is available. In this uninformed case, conservative
choices have to be made. It is possible to expect the target somewhere within the
imaged region and conduct a global search. More optimistic guesses are carried out in
the vicinity of the same location and result in a locally bounded search.
Second, implicit information may be obtained from the pair of reference and current
image itself. For instance Mean Shift and Optical Flow — which will be presented in this
section — may provide suggestions about motion directly based on derivative functions.
This yields cues on what motion appeared in image space.
An explicit prediction can be used, if a state space model is available, which allows the
prediction of a future state from the prior step only. Such predictions may range from
a linear predictions of a Kalman Filter (KF) to arbitrary predictions of a Particle Filter
(PF). These will be covered in detail in section Recursive Bayesian Estimation (1.3).
The sampling process for the predicted region depends on the tracking algorithm
applied. The predicted region may be sampled uniformly, such as in template matching.
Furthermore, a Gaussian distribution can be used to describe the prediction, which may
be used as is or be sampled from. The Particle Filter is furthermore capable of using an
arbitrary, discrete set of predictions as they are. Implicit techniques such as Mean Shift
and Optical Flow generate a prediction of motion for the differences between the prior
and current images themselves.
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Figure 1.17.: Left: Options for predicting the new location of the object and sam-
pling the predicted region. Right: Sample of linear prediction of Gaussian region with
stochastic sampling.
If the predicted region is used to restrict the area of search for the next observa-
tion, it may be sampled from. Usually, a particular type of sampling is associated with
one method. Template matching uses deterministic, uniform sampling within a rectan-
gular bounding box. More elaborate non-uniform deterministic patterns for sampling
have been developed, some of which can be observed in video block matching for vi-
deo compression, which is closely related to template matching: Techniques such as
diamond sampling [ZM00] are however applied iteratively. Similar options exist for re-
gions defined by Gaussian distributions. While obviously stochastic approaches exist
to sample from them, deterministic patterns have been introduced which approximate
the Gaussian density in order to save computation time [PDD00]. Even for arbitrary
distributions given by Particle Filters, fully random and deterministic (re-)sampling can
be applied [HSG06]. While explicit predictions by Kalman and Particle Filter will be
discussed in section Recursive Bayesian Estimation (1.3), three widely applied samples
of uninformed or implicit methods are briefly presented here. All of these methods ge-
nerate point estimates for each object or feature tracked as that they do not provide
information about their uncertainty.
In Template Matching [PKB13] two regions of reference and current image are com-
pared to each other. The technique matches one landmark, described by the template
region from the reference into the current image. Commonly the rectangular template
is compared to rectangular candidate patches in the current image and the center of the
patch with highest similarity is chosen as updated location. In the next frame new can-
didate patches are selected in a rectangular neigborhood around the last result location.
Although speeded up variants of template matching have been suggested [BH01], the
comparison process in this technique is computationally expensive.
The term Optical Flow describes the vector field representation of motion between
two related images of a scene. Assuming the total intensity in an image is conserved
dI/dt = 0, the continuity in the spatiotemporal flow of intensity is expected. As the
problem is ill-posed, further constraints have to be imposed to find a solution. Lukas and
Kanade [LK81] assume that the intensity within a local region around the considered
location is constant. This allows the computation of a sparse Optical Flow field. The
vector field is not guaranteed to be smooth. Horn et al. [HS81] approach the solution
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to Optical Flow by adding the constraint of smoothness to the vector field. Computing
a dense vector field, a second weighted term of quadratic gradients is added into the
evaluation of the target functional. The computation requires more computational time
than the Lukas Kanade method. While in medical image registration, the Optical Flow
field is the measure of interest, in video tracking Optical Flow is sometimes solely used
as means to segment the target structure from the background.
Mean Shift is a kernel based mode-seeking algorithm [FH75]. It seeks the extrema
of modes in a distribution or energy function. The algorithm is started with an initial
poisition in state space. It converges towards a nearby extremum by the iteration of
two steps. First, samples of the distribution are weighted by a kernel localized at the
current position. A weighted mean position is computed, which is then used as the new
center. This is repeated until a convergence criterion is met. The kernel size is referred
to as bandwidth and influences the convergence behavior of the algorithm. Mean Shift
can be applied to clustering and tracking applications. In video tracking, it can for
instance be used on confidence maps computed by comparing the color histogram of the
target to the image via the Bhattacharyya Coefficient. The work [CRM00] uses a Taylor
expansion of the Bhattacharyya coefficient to deterministically set the mean-shift step.
1.2.6. Optimization
Other than prediction, the optimization is a component, which is used for detailed
pose recovery in video tracking and extensively in medical image registration. For an
overview on optimization in medical image registration the reader is referred to [SDP13].
Algorithms may operate on a continuous or discrete space and can be classified into
deterministic and stochastic solvers.
A majority of approaches in image registration applies a continuous optimization,
which refers to the obtained result state being continuous. In these, a defined functional
needs to be optimized. Deterministic optimization procedures are given by common
iterative solvers for non-linear equations. These use local approximations to the tar-
get functional to derive the direction and size for the applied steps in state space. A
non-linear least squares problem may for instance be solved using the Gauss-Newton al-
gorithm, its extension in the Levenberg–Marquardt [Lev44; Mar63] algorithm or quasi-
Newton algorithms such as Broyden-Fletcher–Goldfarb-Shanno [Fle70; Fle70; Gol70;
Sha70], conjugate gradient descent [Pow64] or downhill-simplex [NM65]. There further
exist non-deterministic methods for optimization. Stochastic gradient descent [Rud16]
takes gradient descent steps which are based on random subsets of the data. This ap-
proach introduces randomness into the descent, but can be much more efficient when
applied to large input data. Evolutionary optimization methods have been used for mat-
ching, but are not widely applied [San+12]. Optimization processes based on sequential
Monte Carlo Methods will in more detail be presented in Particle Filter for Articulate
Pose Estimation (1.3.6).
Discrete methods use a discrete set of available deformations in each step of the op-
timization. This allows formulating the objective by means of Markov Random Fields
(MRF) [FH06]. Such model is an undirected graph in which nodes represent individual
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entities to be transformed. The random variable of such a node takes discrete labels
and each node holds the probability distribution of these values. Interaction between
nodes is described by the undirected edges of the graph. Three methods for optimizing
an MRF exist. For two-label cases, the problem can be reformulated into a min-flow
max-cut problem [FF56]. Other approaches [Kom06] are found in belief propagation
methods [Loe04] and linear programming. The spatial layout of the graph used in these
techniques does not necessarily need ot be regular. For instance [Hei+13] optimizes the
layout of MRF nodes on a minimum spanning tree.
Multilevel Optimization While the state of the deformation is provided by a possible
high dimensional pose vector, the cost function is a scalar. The cost landscape can
exhibit many local optima, which distract the optimization process from reaching the
global optimum. Furthermore, the evaluation of a high dimensional state on highly
detailed data is more expensive than evaluating a low dimensional on low resolution
data.
The idea of multilevel approaches [HM04; Paq+06; Ste+06; Moh12] therefore is the
following: The overall deformation can be regarded as a composition of deformations
occurring on multiple spatial scales. Large scale deformations require only a rough des-
cription by a coarse model. Thus, matching the coarse transformation first, can reduce
computational cost. The cost of this coarse level can further be reduced, if the image
data provides features on a low resolution scale that shows the desired coarse deforma-
tion. Thus, both the model and input data can be reduced in detail in order to provide
for an inexpensive initial guess of the transformation. The multilevel optimization then
uses this guess to proceed with the optimization on the next level of detail. The process
continues until the target level of detail is reached. This way, much unnecessary opti-
mization of high detail can be avoided on the low detail level. The iterative scheme of
multilevel optimization agrees well with the iterative nature of most optimization stra-
tegies. In medical image registration, the use of image pyramids or wavelets is common.
Between each level of the pyramid the image resolution is changed by a constant factor.
For instance, the resolution can be doubled in each image dimension, using a Gaussian
kernel filter for downsampling. While the reduction of model detail is up to the designer
of the algorithm, a multilevel approach to the input data is not always possible. If model
and input are reduced in detail simultaneously, the reduced input data is required to
provide motion information on the reduced level. The reduction of model detail is a
powerful tool for increasing the convergence rate and will be applied in this work. A
general multi scale approach can be encodede in a hierarchy of operations, which in turn
can be represented by a hierarchical graph.
1.2.7. Data Association
In the presence of multiple, individual observations, these need to be associated to indi-
vidual parts of the model. There are two particular association problems to be discussed
here. The first concerns detection of point wise associations, when an underlying geo-
metrical model is known. This is a question which is posed in both image registration
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and video tracking. The second concerns the association of measurements to individual
objects, which is predominantly a question, occurring in video tracking. In the following,
different approaches to solving association problems are presented.
Geometric Model Based In image registration, a typical association problem is the
task of finding a matching transformation between two sets of points, which is referred
to as geometric registration [SDP13]. Depending on the available data, these methods
aim for finding the best transformation between two sets of (1) equal size and pairwise
associations and (2) possibly unequal size and unknown associations. The implicit as-
sumption to solve these problems is that there exists a geometric relationship between
the two sets, which can be exploited for solving the association as well as the matching
problem.
Procrustes alignment [Goo91] is used to match two point sets of known pairwise corre-
spondences. After reducing both sets for their centroids, they are aligned by minimizing
inter-point distances using a singular value decomposition. If the correspondence is
unknown, Iterative Closest Points (ICP) matching [BM92] may be applied. The algo-
rithm iteratively executes Procrustes alignment on the changing set of closest point pairs
between both input point sets. There exist mixed problem, in which subsets of the data
are pairwise associable — for instance, if points have a class label which indicates the
type of feature they are derived from. Furthermore, one of the sets may be given by
a parametrized geometric object. In this case, one needs to determine, which points
are associated to the object and which are not — only the associated points are then
used for fitting. A common basic algorithm in this context is random sample consensus
(RANSAC) [FB81] matching, which iteratively fits the model, excluding outliers that
contradict the fit too strongly.
These techniques are equally applicable for tracking tasks. Since they construct the
model matching without a high level estimate, they are also referred to as bottom-up
methods [Mar07]. Top-down approaches in this respect refer to methods, which use
predictions to suggest and measure to confirm a model state and possible associations.
These methods are related to the plain linear and deformable image registration, which
acts on voxel properties, referred to as iconic methods [SDP13].
Observation-To-Object Video tracking poses further types of association problems.
These are related to multiple, independently moving and possibly indistinguishable ob-
jects. In applications without unique models of targets tracked, the association between
observations and a track are crucial. Two common assignment problems exist between
measurements and targets. The first association problem, which is very much related to
the tracking task itself, is the separation of the true target measurement from spurious
measurements called clutter. An additional problem may be introduced when more than
one target is present: Targets have to be distinguished from each other. With increasing
complexity, cases of targets appearing and disappearing have to be managed. The pro-
blem of measurement assignment has been approached in various algorithms. A number
of basic approaches are given in the following:
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The Nearest Neighbor Standard Filter (NNSF) [CL90] assigns the nearest measure-
ment which was observed relative to the predicted position to update the state. When
multiple targets are to be assigned multiple observations, the nearest neighbor optimiza-
tion can be modeled as the weighted connection of a bipartite graph (a graph with edges
only between two sets of nodes). A solution to the related cost minimization is found
for instance in the Hungarian algorithm [Kuh06]. The Probabilistic Data Association
Filter (PDAF) [BDH09] considers cases in which zero, one or multiple measurement
may be related to the target. Within an acceptance region around the estimated state
(validation gate), all observed measurements are integrated into the result. PDAF re-
duces a complex density back to a Gaussian distribution in each step. The Joint PDAF
(JPDAF) [FBS80; CB84] is an extension from single to multiple targets. The multiple
hypotheses tracker (MHT) [Rei79], [Bla04] handles multiple hypotheses about temporal
tracks. Other than NNSF and JPDAF, MHT is able to consider more than the very
last step into the association problem. A ’track’ in this respect refers to a temporal
sequence of positions over a limited set of recent frames. Since the number of possible
tracks increases exponentially with the track duration, pruning techniques are required.
The Probability Hypothesis Density (PHD) Filter is based on random finite sets, for
recursively estimating the number and state of multiple targets. The main goal of the
description via random finite sets is to allow a flexible integration of a varying number
of targets during tracking. The PHD filter does not maintain target association between
steps. Thus added association techniques include track-to-estimate-association [PVS07],
multiple hypotheses filter [PVS07] and clustering [PVS05]. The approach in [Liu+15]
maintains association between consecutive steps by minimizing the overlap of successive
particle clouds.
Hierarchical Graph Hierarchy is a concept, which is applied to organize and structure a
complicated environment. This environment is represented as a set of elements and to be
arranged in such a way that the arising structure allows insight into the interdependency
of its items or groups. Examples for hierarchies can be found in many various disciplines
from social structure, language and ancestry to infrastructure of cities and the world wide
web. Elements in a hierarchy may represent concrete, distinguishable units (e.g.chicken,
grapes and pasta in the food pyramid) or abstract groups and subgroup (e.g. different
mechanical parts belonging to an engine, belonging to a combine harvester).
Hierarchies assign levels to elements. Each element exhibits a certain trait or label
which defines its level. It can for instance be related to an epoch, a rank among element
or a level of detail. Elements of a specific level are associated with those on levels directly
above and below. In a Mono Hierarchy, an element can be associated with at most one
parent above, but multiple children elements below (Fig. 1.18). A node without parent
is referred to as a root node. Most hierarchies exhibit a single root. The complete
connected graph, including the root, is referred to as hierarchical tree; multiple trees
as forest. Nodes without further children are called leaf nodes and can be connected
directly to their root or via intermediary internal nodes.
In tracking applications hierarchical graphs can be used to model a relationship be-
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tween different parts of the appearance. For instance, in [Wan+16], the target is first
sought globally by a single bounding box. The result is then optimized on two further
hierarchical layers which match the location of super pixels and key points, respecti-
vely. Further approaches will be presented in Particle Filter for Articulate Pose Esti-
mation (1.3.6).
Figure 1.18.: A hierarchical tree with three levels.
Clustering Clustering is a way to detect groups of similar entities among a larger set.
Detected similarities can be used to differentiate elements of the individual groups and
to reduce the description of the input data. In tracking applications, clustering may
for instance be utilized in order to reduce the description of a multi-modal mixture
distribution, or with the aim to solve an assignment problem with multiple targets.
Clustering groups a set of input entities into sub-components, or clusters. The forma-
tion of clusters depends on the type and parameters of the clustering algorithm.
Partitional Clustering splits a set of input entities. Several approaches exist. For
instance, if only pairwise relations between input entities are known, these can be des-
cribed as a graph. Graph based clustering methods then determine a split of the graph
that minimizes the dissimilarity among the result clusters. For these, only the distance
between entities is required. If entities exist in a common space, which exhibits a dis-
tance measure, centroid based clustering methods can be applied. These try to optimize
the distances between the available input entities and output cluster centroids. The
most prominent example for this is the k-means algorithm [Llo82]. Parts of this work
will rely on it.
In the k-means algorithm the number k of target clusters is used as a parameter.
The k-means algorithm assigns the input elements to k clusters. The input elements
have a property which they are clustered by, which serves as a position in a Euclidean
space used for clustering. A cluster center exists in the same space and Euclidean
distances can be computed between elements and cluster centers. There exist different
variants of k-means algorithm. In Lloyd’s formulation [Llo82], the algorithm consists of
an iterative update scheme. In each step cluster centers are updated by (1) computing
assignments and (2) using the assignments to update the center position. In the first
step, each element is assigned to the nearest cluster center. Then each center is updated
by computing the arithmetic mean position of the elements assigned to it. This process
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is repeated until the algorithm converges. The k-means algorithm shares similarities to
the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. However, the EM algorithm uses a soft
assignment to clusters and computes cluster centers by a weighted mean. It approximates
clusters as Gaussian distributions and therefore not only updates cluster centers, but also
variances. Several other variants of k-means exist. In this work, spherical k-means will
be of interest, which differs from k-means by the distance measure applied. Spherical k-
means maximizes the cosine similarity (Eq. 1.2) between centroids and clustered entities.
Hierarchical Clustering does not explicitly separate the input set of elements into a
single cluster configuration. Instead, a hierarchical cluster tree is built, in which the
child clusters of a parent cluster share the same set of elements. The root of the tree
holds all elements, which are then further split as levels of the tree progress. The
splits along the tree may be ordered by a cluster cost, such that by choosing a desired
value, a particular cluster configuration is obtained. In hierarchical clustering, two
categories of algorithms can be distinguished. Agglomerative clustering iteratively joins
single elements into larger components. Several methods exist, which primarily differ in
the method for assigning new elements to existing clusters or fusing existing clusters.
Divisive clustering, on the other hand, iteratively splits clusters into sub-clusters. This
work will use a divisive hierarchical clustering scheme, in which nodes are created in a
k-means like fashion oriented on Lloyd’s algorithm.
Hebbian Learning Another form of establishing associations is learning them from ex-
amples. In associative learning as described by Hebb [Heb50], joint activity of neurons is
promoted by strengthening the related neural connection between them. The notion pa-
raphrased as ’What fires together, wires together’ [Sha92] has spawned implementation
into simulated artificial neural networks, which learn by success and failure. In its initial
formulation, the strength wi,j of a neural connection between neurons i and j is updated
via ∆wi,j = η xiyj. In this xi and yj are the (input) activity of neuron i and (result)
activity of neuron j. The value η is referred to as learning rate. Several different formu-
lations of this rule exist. Oja’s Rule introduces an additional negative term to constrain
the growth of weights [Oja82]. It is further generalized in the ’Generalized Hebbian
Algorithm’, where it is used for learning a singular value decompositions [Gor06]. Ge-
nerally, by applying this rule to a directed, bipartite graph, it can be used as means to
learn an association. This work will use a rule inspired by Hebb’s in order to sequentially
update association data.
1.3. Recursive Bayesian Estimation
In real-time applications incoming data has a sequential nature. Sensors update their
state in regular intervals and provide the result to a workstation for further analysis.
For tracking and navigation applications, such sensor might be an optical camera, a
laser range finder, a radar system or any other type which allows for the inference of
the targets state properties. These may include features such as position, orientation,
velocity. If these updates are sufficiently frequent, it is very likely that subsequent
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updates are related. The state information provided by the current update will not be
found independent of the prior. For instance the new location of an object is constrained
by its prior position, its prior velocity and the time which passed from the prior update.
Furthermore, since sensors provide noisy measurements at no time can the target state be
determined with complete certainty. There always remains a residual uncertainty in an
estimate. The presence of uncertainty and the sequential dependency of states leads to
the concept of conditional probability. The iterated application of conditional probability
to repeatedly updated data leads to sequential tracking methods. The Kalman Filter
yields an analytic solution by imposing strong conditions on the tracking process. The
Particle Filter applies Monte Carlo approximation to remove many of the restrictions.
This section presents the aforementioned concepts and methods in the presented order.
Ultimately, this work will employ a Particle Filter for sequential motion estimation.
1.3.1. Bayes’ Theorem
Inferring a system state from noisy observations is an important task for probability
theory. For instance, it may be of interest to infer the state of a known model from
the observations or even infer the model itself from gathered data. One may further be
interested in deriving extending information from the data by making predictions about
future states or states outside the observed bounds in general.
The probability which is assigned to an event depicts it’s likeliness of happening when
a certain experiment is undertaken. The probability space Ω includes all possible (coun-
table) events ωi which are assigned probabilities P (X = ωi) ∈ [0, 1]. For reasons of
simplicity this probability for the outcome X being equal to ωi, will be denoted as
P (ωi). These values for probability range from 0 representing an event which will occur
almost never to 1 of an event which will happen almost surely. As it is assumed that
the experiment will have exactly one outcome, the Law of Total Probability demands
that
∑
i P (ωi) = 1 and also assumes that the discrete atomic events ωi are mutually
exclusive. Events may also defined by subset of events in Ω and have a probability of
the sum of the included events A ⊂ Ω with P (A) = ∑ωi∈A P (ωi). The complement
event A¯ holds the complementary probability P (A¯) = 1− P (A).
Multiple probability spaces may be defined in the same experiment and span a space
of joint probability which depicts the probability of the joint occurrence of events from
both spaces. In the simple case of two probability spaces ΩA,ΩB the joint probability
space ΩAB is two dimensional and the probability of an event A ∈ ΩA occurring together
with B ∈ ΩB is written as P (A∩B). For events which are independent of each other, this
probability is given by the product of the individual ones. If they are not independent of
each other, this dependency is expressed in the conditional probability P (X = x|Y = y)
for and event x occurring, provided the other one y has. As before, P (X = x|Y = y)
will be abbreviated as P (x|y). The joint probability can also be stated in the following
way.
P (A)P (B|A) = P (A ∩ B) = P (B)P (A|B) (1.7)
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This expression for Bayes’ Theorem is usually solved for P (B|A), P (A) is expressed
by conditional terms of P (A|...)P (...) to underline it’s interpretation as a normalizing
constant to the right hand side.
P (Bi|A) = P (Bi)P (A|Bi)∑
i P (Bj)P (A|Bj)
Bayes’ Theorem (1.8)
In this formulation for a particular event Bi, the right hand sides denominator expresses
the probability P (A). The continuous variant reads as
P (θ|φ) = P (θ)P (φ|θ)∫
P (θ′)P (φ|θ′) dθ′ . (1.9)
and is depicted in figure 1.19. The structure of Bayes’ Theorem may not only be used for
making statements about fixed known parameters and properties but also for inferring
them. In Bayesian Inference the structure and concept of the Bayesian formulation of
conditional probability is used making assumptions about unknown data and refining
these with new data arriving. Bayes’ Theorem is read as
Posterior ∝ Likelihood · Prior (1.10)
and the denominators are identified accordingly to (Eq. 1.8) and (Eq. 1.9), whereas the
nominator is a mere proportionality constant and not of interest.
Prior knowledge about the state of the variable may exist however, already before
a measurement has taken place. In this case, it should be taken into account when
gaining information from the measurement itself. Ideally the measurement acts as a
refining step for the already existing knowledge. If no knowledge about the state of a
variable exists, all states should be equally probable. This Principle of Indifference is
based on the symmetry argument that without knowledge, all possible states should be
interchangeable without affecting their probability. This knowledge does not necessarily
need to be objective, but may in fact result of a subjective notion as well. The choice
of a reasonable prior is one subtlety in Bayesian inference. Conditional probability may
be given as a probability of an observation given a certain hypothesis. For inference
it is necessary to invert this conditional probability: It may be more interesting to get
insight into the probability for the hypotheses holding under the given observation. The
final result is gained as the posterior, which similarly to the prior is represented as a
probability distribution.
1.3.2. Sequential Update
In a real-time applications, new information is available with each new update by data.
The state of the tracked object can update sequentially. Following the derivations
of [DFG01], such sequential system update is defined stepwise
p(x0) (1.11)
p(xk|xk−1) for k > 0 (1.12)
p(zk|xk) for k > 0 (1.13)
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Figure 1.19.: Left: Example of a two dimensional probability density distribution
P (θ, φ). The sample projections of profiles in different regions of the distribution indicate
different conditional probability distributions. Right: Marginal P (θ) and P (φ) and two
concrete examples of conditional distributions P (θ|φ = φ0) and P (φ|θ = θ0) (dotted).
The vector valued state xk describes the system state in step k. The knowledge about
the state is encoded in the distribution p(xk). The step k = 0 indexes the prior state,
before tracking commences and k = 1 is the first step in which new information is
available. In the Markovian approximation (Fig. 1.20), each state xk only depends on
its direct predecessor xk−1 (Eq. 1.12). The new information is captured in measurements
zk. Each measurement zk only depends on the current state zk. The measurements is
linked to the data which is provided to the algorithm.
Figure 1.20.: Sequential update of states. Each state xk depends on its prior xk−1.
The observation zk depends on xk.
Series of temporal states and observations are expressed as x0:k
def
= {x0, ..., xk} and
z1:k
def
= {z1, ..., zk}, respectively. At time k, the systems posterior distribution p(x0:k|z1:k)
may be of interest, but even more the marginal, filtering distribution p(xk|z1:k), holding
information about the current state k. From either of these, expectation values
I(f) = Ep(x0:k|z1:k) [f(x0:k)]
def
=
∫
f(x0:k)p(x0:k|z1:k) dx0:k (1.14)
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can be computed. For the filtering distribution, the conditional mean f(x0:k) = xk and
its covariance f(x0:k) = xkx
T
k − Ep(xk|z0:k)[xk]ETp(xk|z0:k)[xk] are of interest.
The posterior distribution
p(x0:k|z1:k) = p(z1:k|x1:k)p(x0:k)∫
p(z1:k|x1:k)p(x0:k) dx0:k (1.15)
is obtained by the application of Bayes’ Theorem and admits a recursive formulation
p(x0:k+1|z1:k+1) = p(x0:k|z1:k)p(zk+1|xk+1)p(xk+1|xk)
p(zk+1|z1:k) . (1.16)
The filtering distribution p(xk|z1:k) obeys
p(xk|z1:k−1) =
∫
p(xk|xk−1)p(xk−1|z1:k−1) dxk−1 Prediction (1.17)
p(xk|z1:k) = p(zk|xk)p(xk|z1:k−1)∫
p(zk|xk)p(xk|z1:k−1) dxk . Update (1.18)
These equations require the solution of high dimensional integrals and are therefore
not generally solvable. Among the most prominent approximations to them are the
Kalman Filter and the Particle Filter. The Kalman Filter assumes that in every step
the distribution and transition can be expressed as a Gaussian and therefore only requires
propagation of mean and covariance. The Particle Filter on the other hand approximates
the distribution by means of Monte Carlo methods and propagates the distribution as
a set of sample points. The Kalman Filter will briefly be presented. After introducing
the Monte Carlo approximation, the focus will be laid upon the Particle Filter.
1.3.3. Kalman Filter
The Kalman Filter [Kal60] describes an approach for filtering and predicting the state
of dynamical system by minimizing the co-variance of system and measurement error.
Published in 1960 it has been widely applied in research and applications, especially in
navigation and tracking.
The filter separates the process into the unobservable process itself and the feedback
about it, which can be gained by sensors. The discrete Kalman Filter assumes discrete
temporal step. The state xt of the system is considered a continuous distribution which
has to obey certain assumptions.
xk = Axk−1 +Buk−1 + wx−1 State Update (1.19)
zk = Hxk + νk Measurement (1.20)
The state transition (Eq. 1.19) describes the linear transition from state xk−1 to xk,
where matrix A defines the state transition without external perturbations. This is
altered by control uk−1 and Gaussian random noise wk−1. The control uk−1 affects
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the state via the dynamic matrix B. Noise terms v and w stem from distributions of
zero mean and covariances R and Q, respectively. States are observable through the
measurement Equation 1.20, where linear Hxk−1 is perturbed by Gaussian noise vk−1.
The application of this filter describes the propagation of a Gaussian distribution of
mean xt and covariance Pt via two separate steps, prediction and measurement. The
prediction step propagates the covariance and mean via Eq. 1.19:
xˆk|k−1 = Axk−1 +Buk−1 (1.21)
Pˆk|k−1 = APˆk|k−1AT +Q (1.22)
In order to correct the predicted state by a measurement, the key values Kalman Gain
Kˆ = Pk|k−1HS−1 and Innovation yˆ = zk − Hxˆx|k−1 and Residual Covariance S =
HPk|k−1HT +R are computed and used in a set of linear equations which are integrated
into the state estimate.
xˆk = xˆk|k−1 + Kˆyˆ (1.23)
Pˆk = Pˆk|k−1 − KˆSKˆT (1.24)
The Kalman Gain is motivated such that the filter is optimal, i.e. produces the least
squares optimum state estimate.
Constraints of the Kalman Filter are given in its linearity and the restriction to Gaus-
sian states and observations. The extended and unscented [JU04] Kalman Filter relaxes
these constraints by locally linearizing non-linear functions: In the Extended Kalman
Filter the dynamics are linearized around the current state. In the Unscented Kalman
Filter, the propagation of the Gaussian is estimated via a set of σ points. These undergo
the nonlinear transform individually and are then used to estimate a Gaussian posterior.
1.3.4. Monte Carlo Sampling
There are several integration and optimization problems which can’t be solved analy-
tically and to which exact computational solutions are not available. The principle of
Monte Carlo simulation is based on replacing a possibly unfeasible continuous integration
by sampling the state space at a randomly chosen, finite number of points. The N
samples {x(i)}Ni=1 are drawn from the target distribution p(x) and approximate it as a
sum of Dirac-δ-distributions.
pN(x) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
δx(i)(x) (1.25)
This allows for approximating an integral of the form
∫
x
f(x)p(x) dx by a finite sum
which for infinite N almost surely converges as
IN(f) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
f(x(i)) −−−→
N→∞
∫
x
f(x)p(x) dx. (1.26)
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The target distribution p may not be easy to sample from and need further processing
before it can be handled. There may however exist another function, which can be
sampled from instead, but which require the generated samples to be corrected for diffe-
rences of the two distribution. Another distribution q used to sample from is referred to
as proposal distribution. This distribution is ideally similar to the target distribution and
easier to sample from. Two Monte Carlo methods applying such proposal distribution
are found in Rejection Sampling and Importance Sampling:
In Rejection Sampling, instead sampling of the target distribution p(x) itself, samples
are generated from a proposal distribution q(x), which is easier to draw from. This
proposal distribution needs to satisfy p(x) ≤Mq(x) with a finite upper bound M <∞.
A newly drawn sample from q(x) is only accepted if another sample drawn from uniform
distribution U(0,1) is within the acceptance range (u < p(x
(i))/(Mq(x(i)))), otherwise it
is discarded. The less overlap between p(x) and Mp(q), the more samples have to be
rejected (P (accept) = 1/M). With increasing number of dimensions the rejection rate
increases rapidly and makes the algorithm inefficient.
Similar to rejection sampling a proposal distribution is introduced in Importance
Sampling. However, instead of binarizing the introduction of the sample into the re-
sult, it is weighted. Importance sampling algorithms introduce an importance weight
ω(x) := p(x)/q(x) for bringing target distribution p(x) into correspondence with propo-
sal distribution q(x). This way the estimate of the integral becomes
IN(f) =
N∑
i=1
f(x(i))ω(x(i)) −−−→
N→∞
∫
x
f(x)ω(x)q(x) dx. (1.27)
This may also be understood as sampling the target density p(x) as
pˆN =
N∑
i=1
ωi(x)δx(i)(x). (1.28)
Sampling again from this estimate is known as Sampling Importance Resampling [Rub88].
For drawing M i.i.d. samples from the distribution given by N samples an M -fold res-
ampling step may be used. This allows samples from pˆN to be drawn multiple times and
leads to a target density estimate
p˜N =
1
M
M∑
i=1
δx˜(i)(x). (1.29)
Figure 1.21 depicts a sample case of importance sampling. Left images show proposal
distributions and samples drawn from them, whereas right plot feature weighted his-
tograms. In top and center plots equally weighted samples are drawn from a uniform
or Beta distribution, respectively. Their weighted histograms recover the shapes of the
related distributions. In the bottom case importance sampling is used to weigh samples
from a Beta distribution to match a uniform distribution.
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Figure 1.21.: Example: Using importance sampling to sample from a uniform dis-
tribution using samples from a Beta distribution. Left: Distribution drawn from (100
samples), and samples drawn from it. Right: Histogram of weighted samples (10000
samples).
1.3.5. Particle Filter
A Particle Filter algorithm [DGA00], also referred to as CONDENSATION [IB98] or
SIR algorithm, is used for real-time tracking when non-Gaussian distributions are in-
volved. The prediction and update equations 1.17 and 1.18 are approximatively solved
by approximating the filtering distribution by a weighted particle set {(sik, piik)}NSi=1 such
that
p(sk|z1:k) ≈
NS∑
i=1
piikδ
(
sk − sik
)
. (1.30)
Note that throughout this work states of the particle filter will be denoted by the letter
s and weights by the letter pi. In this expression a particle at step k has a state sik and
a weight piik. As presented in [MC11], the individual weight is then computed as from
importance sampling:
piik ∝
pk(s
i
k|z1:k)
qk(sik|z1:k)
(1.31)
Then the filtering prior distribution is approximated as {(sik−1, piik−1)}NSi=1 such that from
prediction step (Eq. 1.17) follows the predicted prior
p(sk|z1:k−1) ≈
NS∑
i=1
piik−1p
(
sk|sik−1
)
. (1.32)
Then, the update equation (Eq. 1.18) is used to determine weights
piik ∝
p(zk|sik)
∑NS
j=1 pi
j
k−1p
(
sik|sjk−1
)
qk(sik|z1:k)
. (1.33)
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In the first implementation to visual tracking [IB98], the algorithm draws samples
from the predicted prior (Eq. 1.32), such that the weighting process (Eq. 1.31) simplifies
to
piik ∝ p(zk|sik). (1.34)
Within this formulation, expectation values can be computed.
sˆk = I(ft = sk) =
∑NS
i=1 s
i
kpi
i
k∑NS
i=1 pi
i
k
. (1.35)
The covariance is computed
σ2 =
∑NS
i=1 pi
i
k(sˆk − si)T (sˆk − si)∑
piik
. (1.36)
Other than these direct properties of the filtering distribution, measures for the quality
of the filtering distribution’s sample set itself may be motivated. In [MI00] the authors
introduce the Survival Rate α and Survival Diagnostic D. The Survival Diagnostic is
interpreted as the number of particles which are chosen by the resampling process and
get propagated in to the next distribution.
Dk =
1∑NS
i=1(pi
i
k)
2
≥ 1 (1.37)
In this formulation, the weights are required to be normalized
∑NS
i=1 pi
i
k = 1. The Survival
Rate is then motivated as the portion of samples which survive the resampling process
in the sense that they remain in the same portion of state space. In the case of large
sets the Survival Rate can be estimated as α = D
NS
.
Particle Filter Recursion In application, the filter is applied once for every new update
by data. A set of weighted samples is used to approximate the probability density. This
set is updated in three cyclic steps (Fig. 1.22): resampling, propagation and measure-
ment. In order to sample from the predicted prior, first the prior is sampled from using
resampling and then the sampled particles are propagated with individual dynamics.
In the resampling step, new unweighted samples are drawn from the prior set of weigh-
ted samples. Resampling reduces the probability of continuing to follow unlikely hypot-
heses and backs up the number of samples in likely regions of the state space. Multiple
particles may be drawn from the same parent. The initially motivated procedure of
Multinomial Resampling treats each sample draw independently, such that there exists
no bias in the choice. After using resampling to sample from the prior, dynamics are
applied. The propagation step is executed separately for each individual sample. The al-
lows for any dynamic transformation, which is one of the advantages over the restricting
assumptions of the Kalman Filter. However, in this work a Gaussian noise process will
be used, since exact dynamics are mostly unknown.
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Figure 1.22.: Particle Filter step with ten particles. In the resampling ten new particles
are drawn from 7 parent particles. Their states are dispersed by Gaussian diffusion in
the propagation step. The measurement step the assigns new weights to them.
Next, the still unweighted particles are assigned weights by the likelihood function L in
update or measurement step. This yields the posterior particle set. Finally the posterior
particle set is used to compute the posterior position estimate, which for instance may
be a weighted mean. The posterior is then used as prior in the next step.
Result: Position estimates x˜k for all kmax steps.
Initialize particles {s0i , pi0i }i=1..NS
for k = 1..kmax do
Resample sk∗i from {sk−1i , pik−1i }
Estimate ski from s
k∗
i
Assign weights pii = L(ski )
Compute position estimate x˜k
Algorithm 1.1: Particle Filter Step
1.3.6. Particle Filter for Articulate Pose Estimation
Particle Filter tracking has been applied to articulate motion recovery. Multiple approa-
ches can be found, solving different aspects in the problem of recovering a complex pose.
This section will review examples found in the literature.
The term Layered Sampling [Sul+99] describes the decomposition of the single res-
ampling procedure into a series using a decomposed prior and likelihood functions ite-
ratively approaching the true likelihood and can be seen a precursor to the annealed
Particle Filter. The cost of searching a high dimensional state space can be reduced if
the independence of sub spaces is exploited. Then search and dynamics can be applied
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independently. Separation of state space into sequentially tracked, orthogonal subspaces
has been presented as Partitioned Sampling [MB99; MI00]. Partitioned sampling can
not only reduce the cost when the sub spaces are fully independent, but also if one
subspace depends on the other, as in a hierarchical model. In this case, the order to
evaluation is given by the dependency, but the computational advantage is obtained
nonetheless. An application, which not only captures a separable relation between two
objects, but an actual hierarchy with multiple siblings is demonstrated for human pose
estimation in [MH03].
Figure 1.23.: Annealed Particle Filtering. Left: Block diagram. Right: Detail of the
distribution increases with each iteration in the schedule progressing as m2 → m1 → m0.
The Annealed Particle Filter uses an annealing schedule to iteratively approach the
desired optimum (Fig. 1.23). Simulated Annealing is a stochastic optimization process,
which is motivated by the physical description of the annealing process. The technique
is base on the optimization process of Simulated Annealing (SA) proposed by [KGV83]
in 1983. SA is a stochastic optimization technique, motivated by the approach of a state
of low energy in the slow annealing process of metal. The algorithm seeks the optimum
of a possibly high dimensional energy function by simulating stochastic jumps. Using
the Metropolis-Hasting algorithm [Met+53], these are only accepted if the energy is
optimized, or the temperature is sufficiently high. During simulation the temperature is
slowly lowered. If this process is executed sufficiently slow, the global optimum is found.
Starting with high temperatures allows the algorithm to escape from local minima.
The concept of Simulated Annealing can be applied to high dimensional problems;
for instance in pose estimation. The use of an Annealed Particle Filter is proposed
by [DBR00], where human poses are tracked using a model of 30 degrees of freedom.
The annealing process of the filter separates a single filter step into M successive ones.
With each temporal step one annealing schedule with decreasing estimation variance
BM and βm increases. Along the lines of SA literature [Nea01], layers are traversed from
m = M to m = 0, such that βM increases, representing the cooling process: A dedicated
weighting function wm(Z,X) is chosen as wm(Z,X) = w0(Z,X)
βm with monotonically
increasing βM < ... < β1 < β0. Only if one is interested in the statistics of w0 it is
necessary that the final β0 = 1. It is not required for finding the maximum. In [DBR00]
the choice of βm is motivated by the measure of Survival Diagnostic D, and the related
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particle Survival Rate α = D/NS. As D depends monotonically on βm, βm can be chosen
to fulfill a desired αm. While there exists no general receipe for the choice of αm, the
authors report good results for αm = 0.5 ∀m, and covariance Pm = P0
∏m−1
M αm.
In an application to hand tracking [WLH01], the authors use constraints of natural
hand motion to reduce the configuration space to a more efficient subspace (Generative
Models (1.2.4)). A soft hierarchical model is introduced in [DR05]. The model hierarchy
is implicitly integrated into the model constraints. An Adaptive Diffusion process is
introduced which in an iterated optimization determines the diffusion strength in the
transition kernel from the variance of the previous result. Applying this process to
the single degrees of freedom individually, the model is able to quickly fix the degrees
of freedom, which are already determined with certainty. The majority of remaining
variance is then applied to the degrees of freedom which are yet unclear. This way, the
state space volume search is reduced more quickly, which leads to better performance.
The method is proposed similarly to Covariance Scaled Sampling in [ST01; ST03], where
the current system covariance is set to a multiple of the prior result covariance.
The paper [Hus07] presents a hierarchical scheme for tracking the human body. In this,
single levels of the hierarchy are iteratively optimized before the next level is approached.
In [CCP11] the authors use a set of different body models in the different annealing
stages. In Structural Annealing they use models with different degrees of freedom, where
the low detail layer states are subspaces of the states of high detail layers. Instead of
applying the filtering layers in forward direction, they use a backward propagation in
order to refine the states of the coarse levels by the results of the fine ones.
2. Gaussian Transition Filter Model
Task of a motion tracking algorithm is to determine the state of an object as it moves.
Under ideal conditions, such algorithm is capable of following reliably, while maintaining
a low residual error in the track estimate. However, in realistic conditions, perturbations
and flaws in the input of the system may hamper the proper function. A malfunction
can be formulated as a failure to design and parameterize the algorithm properly. It is
then not able to adapt to the nature of the presented environment. For the application
of a given algorithm it is therefore of major interest to estimate its capabilities, given a
defined scenario.
Aim of this chapter is to provide a simple tracking model for motion of unknown
direction and finite velocity, which is to be tracked using a Particle Filter. In order to
study the interplay of parameters in a controlled environment, the chapter is entirely
based on simulation and will not integrate medical image data yet. It will model and
investigate the performance of filtering with a Gaussian state transition kernel, which is
a common naive approach to state transition in pose estimation tasks. The properties
of this particular model will be derived and validated with respect to three aspects:
• Interplay of parameters in an unperturbed situation
• Residual errors to expect in the state estimate
• Effects of measurement perturbed by a constant level of noise
In further chapters this model will — with slight extension — be applied as tracking mo-
del for nodes on a hierarchical tree. Such tree will allow for the description of articulate
deformation while requiring low degrees of freedom for the individual nodes.
Structure of this chapter Section Model (2.1) begins with a description of the fil-
ter, introducing the tracking process and the available parameters. The probability for
maintaining a track in a defined environment is analyzed in section Sampling Stabi-
lity (2.1.3). Interplay of parameters is investigated in order to separate regimes of likely
tracking success and loss of track using approximations to the initially proposed model.
In the following section Residual Errors (2.1.4), source and scaling behavior of residual
error in the position estimate are motivated for different regimes of operation. Section
Noise (2.2.3) will propose ways to model the occurrence of noise in the measurement
function. Models, estimating thresholds for instabilities, emerging in the presence of
noise, are proposed.
The model sections provide grounds for verifying the proposed behavior in an ex-
perimental section. Computer Experiments (2.2) provides a series of experiments and
describes the way data is collected and evaluated. Obtained results and evaluations
are presented in proceeding Results (2.3). Section Discussion (2.4) recapitulates most
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important findings. The chapter will conclude with concrete suggestions for the choice
of parameters in real-world applications.
2.1. Model
A Particle Filter uses a sampling process to investigate more likely regions for new
object positions more thoroughly than others. When detection depends on the sampling
process, a viable proposal distribution is required to successfully track an object. The
prediction of this viability may be difficult, when non-trivial motion and complex motion
models are involved. One option to resolve this predicament, is to sacrifice the detailed
description of motion for an approximative one.
In an extreme case, motion is only known up to its magnitude — for instance, when
motion is known to be spatially cyclic but its phase unstable, undergoing abrupt changes.
Such situation requires a proposal distribution which is unbiased with respect to the
direction of motion. The change in state can be modeled by a random walk transition
kernel1. In this chapter, a Gaussian Random Walk transition kernel will be investigated
for application in a Particle Filter. It may be interpreted as expecting no motion at
all, but a significant amount of uncertainty therein. As the model is of one of the most
simple forms, insight gained into it is generic and may therefore be utilized in various
applications.
Here, a measurement function is of interest, which unlike a Gaussian, only has a
limited non-zero range; such as may be obtained by the application of an image filter.
The investigation of the effects of this limitation is a key element of this chapter. This
section briefly presents the basic model and introduces two likelihood function: First, a
Gaussian likelihood function is motivated, which is primarily used to derive an analytical
reference solution. Second, a truncated Gaussian of limited support is motivated, as
means to describe the desired filter result likelihood. Further section will be referring to
both when deriving success probabilities and expected errors for position estimates. This
section will model the success probability for an artificial experiment setting executing
a particular, simplified algorithm.
2.1.1. Algorithm and Experiment
The applied tracking algorithm is a simple Particle Filter. It is depicted in Algorithm 2.1.
It uses a drift free Gaussian transition kernel N (s; 0, σ2E), which means the estimation
is a Gaussian diffusion process of fixed variance σ2E.
p(sk|sk−1) = N (sk; sk−1, σ2E) (2.1)
This chapter assumes that the state space and the space of observations are identical,
i.e. that there is no transformation between them. In order to emphasize, that the
Gaussian transition (Eq. 2.1) affects the dynamics in state space, the particle states are
1i.e. there exist no higher order state space dimensions, such as velocity.
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denoted by letter s. A set of NS samples is used to approximate the tracking density,
and is re-sampled in each tracking step. Samples i ∈ {1..NS} have states si and weights
pii and the position estimate is given by the biased estimator
s˜ =
∑NS
i=1 sipii∑NS
i=1 pii
. (2.2)
Test environment is a one dimensional linear motion in a potentially d-dimensional state
space. The fixed motion has velocity v in kmax steps indexed by k ∈ 0..kmax, such that
ground truth position sk = kv. In the initial step at k = 0 the state distribution of
the tracker is set to a Dirac δ-peak at the position of the tracked object s0 = 0. The
observation process is given by a likelihood function L(s, sk, σA), where σ2A is related
to the variance of a peak around ground truth position sk. An experiment is defined
Result: Position estimates s˜k for all kmax steps.
Set s0 = 0
Set all NS particles to (s
0
i , w
0
i )i=1..NS = (s0, 1/NS)
for k = 1..kmax do
Set ground truth sk = kv
Resample sk∗i from {(sk−1i , pik−1i )}
Estimate ski = η with η ∝ N (sk∗i ; 0, σ2E)
Assign weights via likelihood pii = L(ski , sk, σA)
Compute position estimate s˜k from (Eq. 2.2)
Algorithm 2.1: Simulation of Artificial Tracking Experiment
by setting five parameters. The tracking algorithms parameters are given by estimation
variance σ2E and sample count NS. Experiment’s duration is given by the number of steps
kmax. The object to be followed is expressed by its linear velocity v and its appearance
width σA in a likelihood function. Two distinct likelihood functions are used for different
purposes.
In order to allow for analytic expressions of the non-sampled tracking process (Fully
Gaussian Reference Model (2.1.2)), a Gaussian likelihood function L(sk, σA) ∝ N (x; sk, σ2A)
is applied. It yields non-zero values in the whole state space, which allow the tracker
to converge to the true position from any current state. This function is used for the
reference situation in which the tracking process is analytically tractable (sec. Steady
State (2.1.2)).
If the likelihood is the direct result of a measurement process, it is commonly neither
Gaussian shaped nor normalized. Additionally, the filter result may not even allow
convergence from any point in state space, when multiple maxima exist. Such a function
has a limited range in which the tracking distribution converges towards the optimum.
In order to simulate such a behavior, besides the default Gaussian likelihood, a truncated
Gaussian likelihood is used2.
2A similar model can for instance be found in [KA01].
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The simulation of a likelihood function with a limited non-zero range is established
by approximating the Gaussian as its second order Taylor expansion, which is set to
zero for negative values. This will allow the computation of a clear threshold for loss of
track in the Particle Filter simulations. The truncated Gaussian observation likelihood
function is
Ltrunc(s; sk, σ2A) =
1−
(
(s−sk)2
2σ2A
)
, if |s| < √2σA
0, otherwise.
(2.3)
The function 2.3 reaches zero at (s− sk)2 = 2σ2A. The related experiment is depicted in
Figure 2.1.
Figure 2.1.: Example: First steps of the experiment with NS = 20 samples and target
velocity v = 4. Prediction (red arrow) by Gaussian of σE = 4 transforms the weighted
sample set (center row) into the unweighted set (bottom row). The update step (green
arrows) joins predicted set and a truncated Gaussian likelihood function of σA = 1 (top
row) into the posterior (center row). The initial distribution (at k = 0) is sampled from
a Gaussian of σ = 0.8 (center, left). The right hand side shows the variables involved.
Being the result of for instance a measurement process, the likelihood is subjected to
noise and artifacts. Noise within the likelihood function however, may have an influence
Figure 2.2.: Two-dimensional Gaussian likelihood function with noise.
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on the tracking result. One type of noise is investigated (Fig. 2.2): Gaussian noise is
added to the measurement function on evaluation L1 = L0+η with η ∝ N (0; 0, σ2LH) and
negative results restricted to zero. The signal to noise ratio of the result is then estimated
as SNR = I0/σLH where I0 denotes peak likelihood. In order to keep the number of
parameters low, the noise model is implemented free of temporal and spatial correlation.
Each time the function is evaluated, a new random variable is drawn (Fig. 2.2).
2.1.2. Fully Gaussian Reference Model
Without investigating the Particle Filter model yet, it is possible to gain insight into
the proposed tracking process by applying the single step with analytic descriptions.
The random walk tracking model with three model parameters estimation variance σ2E,
measurement variance σ2A, velocity v allows the computation of a steady state for tracking
with ideal Gaussian distributions. The reference model will be used to compute stead
states results. Related descriptions may be found in the literature of time-invariant
Kalman Filters. A graphical illustration of the process is found in the supplementary
material (page 196).
In this model, the Gaussian state density is updated by estimation and measurement
step from prior target density described by mean µk−1 and variance σk−1. The estimation
process, given as a convolution with a diffusive Gaussian of mean 0 and variance σ2E,
yields a new distribution with
µest = µk−1 σ2est = σ
2
k−1 + σ
2
E. (2.4)
Application of the observation, by multiplication with a Gaussian of mean sk, the true
position and variance σ2A yields the measurement density and thus the final density
estimate for k:
µk =
µest
σ2est
+ st
σ2A
1
σ2est
+ 1
σ2A
σ2k =
σ2estσ
2
A
σ2est + σ
2
A
(2.5)
Introducing equations 2.4, this yields
µk =
µk−1σ2A + sk(σ
2
k−1 + σ
2
E)
σ2k−1 + σ
2
E + σ
2
A
σ2k =
(σ2k−1 + σ
2
E)σ
2
A
σ2k−1 + σ
2
E + σ
2
A
. (2.6)
Steady State Iterated application of (Eq. 2.6) leads to a steady state in which the
result follows the target with velocity v and a constant spatial lag l such that sk−1 −
µk−1 = l = sk − µk, µk − µk−1 = v = sk−1 − sk and σk = σsteady = σk−1. Using these
conditions in (Eq. 2.6) steady state variance σ2steady and lag lsteady are found.
lsteady = v
(
σ2A
σ2steady + σ
2
E
)
σ2steady =
σ2E
2
(
−1 +
√
1 + 4
σ2A
σ2E
)
(2.7)
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Time evolution (Eq. 2.6) and steady state variance σ2steady are independent of velocity v.
Variance σ2steady shows two different scaling regimes:
lim
σA/σE→0
σ2steady = σ
2
A lim
σA/σE→∞
σ2steady = σAσE (2.8)
For small values (σA  σE) of observation variance σ2A, using the square root’s (in Eq.
2.7) first order Taylor expansion leads to σ2steady = σ
2
A. For large σA  σE, on the other
hand, the steady state is σAσE. The steady state value of the estimating distribution’s
variance is
σ2steady,Est = σ
2
steady + σ
2
E =
σ2E
2
(
1 +
√
1 + 4
σ2A
σ2E
)
. (2.9)
Analogous to (Eq. 2.8) the scaling for limit cases is
lim
σA/σE→0
σ2steady,Est = σ
2
E lim
σA/σE→∞
σ2steady,Est = σAσE. (2.10)
Similarly to the variances, steady state lag scales differently in the two regimes. It
exhibits a linear dependency to both the velocity v and the ratio σ2A/(σ
2
steady + σ
2
E).
The latter equals the ratio of observation variance to steady state estimation variance
(Eq. 2.9). Therefore, steady state lag scales as
lim
σA/σE→0
lsteady = v
σ2A
σ2E
lim
σA/σE→∞
lsteady = v
σA
σE
. (2.11)
For the proposed tracking application, the regime σA < σE is of interest. Within that
region, the estimating distribution is wider than the observation region and lag is com-
parably low. The presented equations yield analytic results for an idealized situation,
to serve as a reference for the sampled model.
2.1.3. Sampling Stability
Depending on its parametrization, a Particle Filter may be able to produce proposal
densities suitable for tracking the target object3. This requires particles sufficiently
close to — within the range of — the likelihood maximum to be drawn. In this section,
a model for simulating loss of track caused by a likelihood function of limited peak extent
is proposed. Model to be approximated is the sampled, finite step tracking model in
2.1.1. A worst-case approximation to its basic step is used. This allows studying the
effect of finite sampling. This section does not take noise into account.
3An example of a successful case is displayed in Figure 2.1, an unsuccessful case in Figure A.1 on page
196.
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2.1.3.1. Critical Step Approximation
In each tracking step, particles of the filter need to provide a viable support, such that
the important region of the likelihood function is sampled. For being able to follow an
object, it may be sufficient4 to have at least one particle in such an area of importance.
The proposed model assumes that there is a valid region of the likelihood function
and an invalid one. The valid region — centered around the true object’s position —
is required to be sampled from. Samples drawn from the invalid region are considered
lost. As a consequence of the existence of a valid region, prior samples may only exists
therein. Task of the tracking algorithm in this setting is to spread at least one sample
from the prior valid region to the current. This leads to the definition of the worst case,
the critical step.
In the worst case tracking step, the prior is a δ distribution within the prior valid
region, but farthest away from the current valid region.
Figure 2.3.: Model of the critical step in the linear tracking problem with velocity v
and valid observation region size w.
Prior and current regions of width w are centered around prior and current ground
truth positions sk−1 and sk, which are v units apart from each other (Fig. 2.3). The
distribution in the prior valid region consists of samples which reached only the lagging
side to the left and are therefore farthest away from the current valid region. The
estimation process uses a Gaussian kernel to estimate new positions. Therefore the
probability of reaching the current valid region is given as
pS =
∫ v+w
v
N (s; 0, σ2E) ds =
∫ (v+w)/σE
v/σE
N (s; 0, 12) ds. (2.12)
For a set of NS independent samples, the probability of any sample reaching the valid
region is
pM = 1− pM = 1− (1− pS)NS . (2.13)
4Given, the likelihood function is clearly peaked and this peak can be detected.
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Due to resampling, in Particle Filter tracking, a single successful sample5 is sufficient to
branch off a new estimating distribution. Thus, if any sample reaches the valid region,
the step was successful with respect to not losing track of the object. Result of kmax
critical consecutive tracking steps is only successful, if all of them are.
psuccess = (pM)
kmax =
(
1− (1− pS)NS
)kmax
(2.14)
The sequential occurrence of the critical tracking step leads to failure eventually. The
expected number of steps until failure is the expectation value of a geometric distribution.
The success probability decreases exponentially with the number of steps and with all
steps being independent of each other the process is memoryless. This is the case in
random resampling.
In an actual application, the state distribution may recover to a less critical one, which
is not δ-shaped, but spread over the valid observation range. Additionally, it may be
possible to reacquire the target after a single failed step. These effects are not modeled
for reasons of simplicity.
In order to determine a useful parametrization a criterion for the choice of the success
probability of the full experiment needs to be set. If one is interested in a distinct
probability q for a series of kmax successful steps, the multi-sample success probability
must be chosen such that
pM |q = q1/kmax . Quantile Condition (2.15)
2.1.3.2. Approximative Analytic Solutions
In order to parametrize the tracking process, trade-offs between different variables are
possible. Generally, the model is invariant to changes where both w and v increase
linearly with σE. The relation of v and w to σE suggest to replace both v and w by their
normalized forms v/σE and w/σE. In this section, variables denoted with a prime
6 are
normalized by σE, e.g. w
′ = w/σE.
More specific details are obtained from the expressions for single and multi-sample
success probabilities. For w  σE, single-sample success (Eq. 2.12) is approximated as
pS|wσE ≈ wN (v; 0, σ2E) =
w
σE
N
(
v
σE
; 0, 1
)
= w′N (v′; 0, 1) . (2.16)
Furthermore, demanding pM
!
= const. and taking the logarithm of Eq. 2.13 leads to
NS ln(1 − pS) = ln(1 − pM) != const. In the interesting case, when pS is small, the
logarithm can be approximated by its first order Taylor expansion pSNS = c0. Without
further approximation, the direct expression for c0 is
c0 = − ln(1− pM) = − ln(1− kmax√q). (2.17)
5Provided that unsuccessful samples obtain negligible weights, as assummed here.
6For the sake of readability, not every expression of type ·/σE is replaced by the primed one.
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Entering Eq. 2.16 yields w
σE
N (v/σE; 0, 12)NS = c0. Applying the logarithm yields the
first order approximation to the Critical Step Model.(
v
σE
)2
= 2 ln
(
w√
2piσE
Ns
c0
)
1st Order, 1-dimensional (2.18)
This equation describes the relationship of central components for w  σE.
Success Probabilities For the purpose of validating the models with respect to success
probability, full expressions as in Eq. 2.14 are denoted. For the default model this is
psuccess =
1−(1− ∫ (v+w)/σE
v/σE
N (s; 0, 12) ds
)NSkmax . (2.19)
For the first order approximation (Eq. 2.18), the multi-sample probability in the inner
brackets is approximated and therefore
p1stsuccess =
(
1− e−wNSN (v;0,σ2E)
)kmax
. (2.20)
These expressions yield the success probability for a given parametrization and will be
used for verification.
Velocity Correction Due to the pessimistic assumption in each step, the Critical Step
Model yields lower bounds for the performance. These may be corrected replacing the
minimum velocity by an expectation. Instead of the left boundary of the valid region, the
unweighted7, expected sample location within the valid region is used. The uncorrected
v is corrected to v∗.
v∗ =
∫ v+w
v
sN (v; 0, σ2E) ds∫ v+w
v
N (v; 0, σ2E) ds
. (2.21)
Multiple Dimensions In a multi-dimensional state space the following assumption is
used to derive a success probability: The target is to be followed using an isotropic
multivariate Gaussian distribution and localized by an isotropic likelihood function. As
the number of dimensions of the state space is increased, motion remains one dimensi-
onal. The object needs to be found along the dimension of movement (section 2.1.3.1)
while still being detected (in an unchanged location) in the remaining d− 1 dimensions.
The additional dimensions only affect the single-sample probability. Therefore, Eq. 2.12
becomes
pS =
∫ v+w
v
N (s; 0, σ2E) ds
(∫ w/2
−w/2
N (s; 0, σ2E) ds
)d−1
. (2.22)
7A particular shape of a likelihood peak is ignored.
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A successful single sample travels v units in the direction of motion and remains close
to the object in all others.
In this formulation, dimensions are evaluated independently from each other. There-
fore it is only an approximation to the situation of an isotropic likelihood8. Similar to
(Eq. 2.18), the terms of the d− 1 non-motion dimensions can be approximated as
B = lim
w→0
∫ w/2
−w/2
N (s; 0, σ2E) ds =
w√
2piσE
. (2.23)
The additional dimensions act as a bias B on the single sample success probability and
only justified for small w/σE. Expression B also exists in the integral of 1
st dimension,
the dimension of motion. The additional d− 1 dimensions generalize (Eq. 2.18) to(
v
σE
)2
= 2 ln
[(
w√
2piσE
)d
NS
c0
]
1st Order, d-dimensional. (2.24)
Spatial measures such as velocity v and appearance width w emerge as their relative
versions v/σE and w/σE, respectively. Equation 2.24 only offers a real-valued solution
if (
w√
2piσE
)d
NS
c0
≥ 1. (2.25)
Optimum Parametrization In order to study the relationship of parameters, it is con-
venient to center the equations around the estimation kernel’s width σE and consider
v and w as multiples thereof. In a tracking experiment, σE may not be a given me-
asure, and rather act as a tuning parameter. Using w as the fundamental element
of the parametrization process, σE is then used to optimize the search window and
gain maximum velocity v/w. Note that this is an optimization with respect to the
computational effort required for being able to follow the object. It is not an optimi-
zation of result error. The ratio v/w is investigated for the 1st order approximation
(Eq. 2.24). Rescaling the equality, such that the left hand side’s v/σE is transfor-
med into v/w leads to ν2 = 2 ln
(
Aw′d
)
/w′2, with w′ = w/σE and ν = v/w. Term
A = Ns/((2pi)
d/2cO) is always greater than zero for valid parameters. An extremum is
found by setting ∂v′2/∂w′ = 2(d− 2 lnAw′d)/w′3 != 0, located at w′ = √e/A−1/d. Since
∂2ν/∂2w′|w′=√e/A−1/d ≤ 0 this only extremum is a maximum. Therefore, in order to
maximize ν = v/w, parameter should be chosen such that
v
w
∣∣∣
opt
=
√
d√
2pie
(
NS
c0
)1/d
(2.26)
σE
w
∣∣∣
opt
=
1√
2pie
(
NS
c0
)1/d
. (2.27)
8An isotropic likelihood may be integrated into the term for the d− 1 dimensions, but yields a more
complicated multi-dimensional integral. Instead, (Eq. 2.22) is used as approximation.
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Dividing equations 2.26 and 2.27 by another, the maximal velocity in units of σE in d
dimensions is v
σE
|opt =
√
d. A brief overview of these relations is shown in Figure 2.4 in
the view with respect to σE (left) and to w (right).
Figure 2.4.: Overview of extremal and optimal parametrization as suggested by Eq.
2.25, Eq. 2.26, Eq. 2.27. View centered around σE (left) or w (right). The right hand
side clearly shows the optimum parametrization for maximum v/w.
2.1.4. Residual Errors
The position output of the tracking algorithm is obtained using the weighted mean
biased estimator (Eq. 2.2). When sampling from a Gaussian distribution in order to
estimate the mean value, the result holds a standard error. Its level depends on the
Gaussian’s variance as well as the number of samples. The standard error of sampling
from Gaussian of variance σ2 is σ/
√
N with N being the number of samples. In the pro-
posed tracking algorithm, samples to estimate the observation Gaussian are not drawn
from the observation function, but the proposal distribution instead. Furthermore, they
are weighted. Thus, the plain computation of the standard error to the observation
Gaussian does not lead to the desired result. This section motivates error measure for
different regimes of σA/σE, assuming a Gaussian likelihood.
Motion-free case While NS samples are present, due to their weights, not all of them
contribute to the position estimate in equal parts. Behavior of the residual error may
be described using an effectively available sample ratio r. At v = 0, lag may be neg-
lected and proposal distribution and likelihood peak are considered aligned. The ratio
of effectively contributing samples depends on the ratio of σA/σE. For σA > σE it is
r(σA/σE)|σA>σE = 1. In the opposite case σA < σE, samples from the wide estimating
distribution may be drawn on the tails of the observation and, as a result of their low
weight, not contribute much to the estimate. In this case, the effectively available num-
ber of samples is estimated as r(σA/σE)|σA<σE = σA/σE. Hence, the related standard
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error is
res ∝ σA√
NSr(σA/σE)
. (2.28)
Multiplying equation 2.28 by 1/σE, the influence of σE can be eliminated. With norma-
lized error measure ′res = res/σE and the normalized observation width σ
′
A = σA/σE
this yields
′res ∝
σ′A√
NSr(σ′A)
. (2.29)
This formula separates the two regimes of inverse relationships of σE and σA. For the
use in a tracking application, the regime σA < σE is to be considered, which exhibits
another transition: Once the effectively used number of samples becomes too low, the
residual error cannot be decreased further. Considering NS
σA
σE
= Nmin fulfilled, error
(Eq. 2.28) becomes
res ∝ σENmin
NS
. (2.30)
The level of residual error for an effective sample size equal to Nmin, is independent of
σA and the residual error actually dominated by σE instead. The three regions of scaling
are depicted in figure 2.5, along with the cases of motion introduced.
Not only may the samples be limited, the biased estimator also uses their weights to
compute the result. This means that the biased estimate is actually closer to the correct
position than estimated here. While the missing factor will be explored via fitting, it
may be estimated in the following way: Using a biased estimator, which samples from a
Gaussian and weighs the samples by the same Gaussian is identical to sampling from the
product of the Gaussian with itself. Thus, in this particular case, the variance estimate
would be reduced by factor 0.5.
In multiple dimensions, state space is considered to be sampled by an isotropic, mul-
tivariate Gaussian with covariance σ2EI. The sample depletion term has to be used in
powers of d and the Euclidean distance error in d dimensions obtains an additional factor
of
√
d. The d-dimensional version of (Eq. 2.29) reads
′res ∝
σ′A
√
d√
NSrd(σ′A)
. (2.31)
In analogy to the derivation of (Eq. 2.30), level of sample depletion in d dimensions is
obtained by setting NSr
d(σ′A) = Nmin:
res ∝ σE d
√
Nmin
NS
(2.32)
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Motion In the case of motion, the tracking distribution reaches a steady state for a
fixed velocity v. Residual error is composed of the established lag (Eq. 2.7) as well as
the standard error of the mean of the tracking distribution.
 =
√
l2 + σ2/N (2.33)
While for large NS the term of the observation uncertainty vanishes, lag does not. A
depiction of this error measures is found in the right figure 2.5. The gray line displays
the cases for v = 0, whereas red lines are generated for v = 0.01...1 with logarithmic
spacing. Lag mostly dominates regions where σA becomes close to or larger than σE.
Figure 2.5.: Overview over residual errors in 1D. Left: Motion free case. Right: Samples
of cases with motion v > 0. (NS = 1000, Grey lines indicate proportionalities of the
different regions.)
2.1.5. Noise
In previous section, noise has been neglected (σLH = 0). A noisy measurement introduces
a random variable η into the measurement process. This variable is uncorrelated with the
unperturbed likelihood function. It will decrease the quality thereof, since samples in the
noise region receive a non-zero average weight. Assignment of higher weights in formerly
unlikely regions affects both the computation of position estimates as well as the quality
of proposal samples after resampling. This section suggest explanations for some results
which will be obtained when noise is involved. Two models, for estimating the residual
error in cases v = 0 and v > 0, are proposed. A noise induced regime transition, observed
in both, is motivated. Common notion is that samples can be associated with discrete
states: a sample may belong to the correctly working or a or the noise state, respectively.
All models describe time evolution of discrete state probabilities and associate variance
estimates to final probability distributions.
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2.1.5.1. Multi State Noise Model
Aim of this model is the explanation of residual errors observed at v = 0. The initial
set of samples is considered to be centered in the correct position of the object. This
implies that all accumulated distance directly contribute to the observed error measure.
In each step, a sample may be dispersed either onto the true object’s likelihood peak
or the surrounding noise region. Samples in the object area are considered in the correct,
the ground state, whereas those in the noise region are in a noise state. Samples in a
noise state have a finite survival probability which is proportionate to the mean level α
of noise. They may remain noise bound for several steps. The state of a sample indicates
how many steps it already spent in noise, without returning to the ground state. States
are indexed j = 0...∞. Index j = 0 describes ground state, in which a sample is centered
at the likelihood function’s peak area. With each step that a sample spends in the noise
region, it is dispersed by estimation with variance σ2E. Thus, state j corresponds to a
sample drawn from a distribution of variance σ2j = σ
2
A + jσ
2
E. Instead of a concrete
ensemble of NS samples, the state density {ρkj} is simulated. It is initialized as ρ0j = δj,1
and updated k ⇒ k + 1 for kmax steps via the successive application of
ρ′1 =
∞∑
j=1
ρkjγj ρ
′
j = ρ
k
j−1(1− γj−1) ∀j > 1 Transition (2.34)
ρk+1j =
ρ′jwj∑∞
l=1 ρ
′
lwl
. Resampling (2.35)
A sample may undergo either of the two transitions in (Eq. 2.34). Reflection to the
ground state s0 happens, when a sample from state j is drawn into the correct object’s
location with probability γj. Otherwise, a sample advances to the next state. In one
dimension, the reflection probability can be estimated as γj = σA/σj. After transition,
resampling (Eq. 2.35) occurs with weights chosen w0 = 1 as the signal and for j > 0
with wj = α proportionate to the noise reference level.
This model does not guarantee a steady state. If mean noise level α is sufficiently
low, a steady-state may be reached, but otherwise the distribution will diverge. After
kmax steps, simulation is stopped and the present distribution {ρj} = {ρkmaxj } (Fig. 2.6)
is used to compute the expected error level: NSρj samples are present in each state, of
which in the estimation process only fractions γj and 1 − γj reach either correct peak
or noise area, respectively. Correct samples correspond to weight 1 and variance σ2A,
whereas noisy ones have weight α and variance σ2j . Final resulting variance is estimated
as
σˆ2 =
∑
j NSρj[γjσ
2
A + (1− γj)α2(σ2A + jσ2E)]
(
∑
j NSρj[γj + (1− γj)α])2
(2.36)
=
1
NS
∑
i si[γjσ
2
A + (1− γj)α2(σ2A + jσ2E)]
(
∑
j sj[γj + (1− γj)α])2
(2.37)
A depiction of the simulation of this model is seen in Figure 2.7.
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Figure 2.6.: Multi State Noise Model:Samples of simulated distributions for σA = 0.1,
σE = 1 and kmax = 10 steps.
2.1.5.2. Two State Noise Model
The previous model does not reveal an analytic steady state. The two-state model
simplifies the situation, in order to admit a steady state. This is then used to formulate
a noise related sample depletion for the Critical Step Model. Other than the previous
model, this one will consider the case v > 0.
Dropping the differentiation of noise states, only correct ground and noise states with
densities ρkC + ρ
k
N = 1 remain. With motion, the only transition from noise to ground
state considered is the resampling process. Accidental, correct estimation from noise to
the target region is neglected.
ρkC,E = γρ
k
C Estimation + Observation (2.38)
ρk+1C =
ρkC,E
ρkC,E + α(1− ρkC,E)
Resampling (2.39)
In estimation and observation step (Eq. 2.38), only a fraction ρC,E with 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 of
samples reaches the target position. Factor γ is identified as the single sample success
probability pS. Samples in noise are lost, unless regained in resampling (Eq. 2.39) with
weights wC = 1 and wN = α. Evolution of ρ
k
C is given by ρ
k+1
C = ρ
k
C/[ρ
k
C(1− α) + α/γ].
Steady states after transition and resampling are
ρsteadyC,E =
γ − α
1− α ρ
steady
C =
1− α/γ
1− α , (2.40)
respectively. Obviously, it is required that γ
!≥ α, in order to not violate the normaliza-
tion 0 ≤ ρsteadyC ≤ 1. With level α > 0 of noise, the fraction of samples contributing to
the tracking process in the expected manner is reduced to N˜S = NSρ
steady
C . In the com-
putation of the full success probability, this measure needs to be adapted accordingly.
Since γ = pS, the term N˜S introduces pS into the exponent of the multi-sample success
probability (Eq. 2.13). Deriving the 1st order approximation as before, this leads to c0
being replaced by
c′0 = αNS + (1− α)c0. (2.41)
The approximation describes noise-induced reduction of available samples for the de-
tection process. It does not take into account that noise also deteriorates the position
estimate.
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2.1.5.3. Transition point
Both models show an interesting transition between a stable and an unstable regime.
The influence of α on this transition will be motivated by computing a variance estimate
for the Two State Noise Model. Here, after estimation, nC,E = NSρ
steady
C,E correct and
nN,E = NS(1− ρsteadyC,E ) noise samples exist. Inside the noise area, samples are weighted
by α and considered to have an arbitrary variance σ2E. Within range of the object,
samples show variance σ2A and are weighted by 1. Then, total variance of the two states
is estimated as
σˆ2 =
nECσ
2
A + n
E
Nα
2σ2E
(nC,E + αnN,E)2
=
σ2E
NS
[
α2
γ2
+
(σ2A/σ
2
E − α2)(γ − α)
γ2(1− α)
]
. (2.42)
In the 1D case of v = 0, γ = σA/σE is identified
9. Limit terms limγ→0 σ2 =
σ2E
NS
α2
γ2
and
limγ→∞ σ2 =
σ2E
NS
γ intersect at
γ = α2/3. Approximate Transition Point (2.43)
Together with error graphs of the Multi and Two State Noise Model, this is depicted in
figure 2.7.
Figure 2.7.: Error levels estimated by Multi State Noise Model and Two State Noise
Model: In the noise case, the error level of the Multi State Noise Model depends on the
number of simulated steps, whereas the Two State Noise Model is independent thereof.
The different scaling regimes of the error estimate have been motivated for the Two
State Noise Model (Eq. 2.42) and lead to a noise dependent transition point (Eq. 2.43)
which visually matches both models.
This relation approximates the transition between error estimates being dominated
by incorrect samples in noise and those drawn in the correct object’s location. While
equation 2.40 suggest that full sample depletion ρsteadyC = 0 occurs at γ = α, sample
depletion with respect to result stability appears at γ = α2/3 already (Fig. 2.8). This is
interpreted as an increased effective level of noise (α → α2/3, α < 1), which is present
9For α = 0, residual error (Eq. 2.28) σ2 = σ2A/(NSσA/σE) is re-obtained.
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in Equation 2.40. Assuming that this assessment not only holds for the point of full
depletion, then replacing α by α2/3 in Equation 2.40 yields a curve progression that not
only models the final depletion, but also suggest a progression towards it (Fig. 2.8).
ρsteadyC,E =
γ − α2/3
1− α2/3 (2.44)
Likewise, the sample depletion in the Critical Step Model can be estimated more pessi-
mistically by replacing 2.41 by
c′0 = α
2/3NS + (1− α2/3)c0. (2.45)
Using this correction term, the influence of noise can be estimated for cases where the
velocity is greater than zero.
(A) α = 0 in (Eq. 2.40)
(B) α > 0 in (Eq. 2.40)
(C) α > 0 in (Eq. 2.44)
Figure 2.8.: Sample depletion dependent on relative observation width σA/σE: (A)
without noise in measurement. With with noise in measurement (B) full depletion is
reached when γ = α. Depletion with respect to result stability is reached at γ = α2/3.
In this case the depletion curve (orange, dashed) is motivated by interpreting Equation
2.40 as an increased effective noise level (Eq. 2.44).
2.2. Computer Experiments
Experiments are conducted to validate the behavior of the proposed model or assess it,
where yet unknown. This is achieved by simulating tracking scenarios that the theore-
tical model is intended to describe. Each consists of multiple independent simulations.
In a single simulation, the target to be tracked is moved linearly without spatial and
observation noise. In four major experiment groups track stability and residual errors
are investigated.
Every experiment therein relies on the computation of error measures. For each tem-
poral step of the experiment, the distance between the tracking result ~˜sk and the ground
truth ~sk is computed as absolute Euclidean distance dk = || ~˜sk − ~xk||D in D dimensions.
From these kmax measures such as maximum Dmax = maxk dk and root mean squared
distance Drms =
√∑
k d
2
k/kmax are derived. Measure Dmax is strongly influenced by any
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track failure and hence used to detect it. It describes the distance which was not tracked
along after failure. Measure Drms is used to validate the residual error in the successful
regime.
2.2.1. Sampling Stability
For a fixed success probabiltiy, the Critical Step Model offers a boundary line in para-
meter space which separates the mostly successful from the mostly unsuccessful regime.
This is to be fitted by data (Fig. 2.9). A single experiment is conducted in which an
independent variable is altered (A). The results are then classified individually and the
transition point along this variable is determined via logistic regression (B). This pro-
cess is repeated altering a second independent variable (e.g. σA). This yields transition
points for the first, dependent on the second independent variable. A model is then fit
to the set of transition points (C).
Figure 2.9.: Three steps of model fitting (see text).
Data Sampling Simulations are independent of each other and have a fixed success
probability. In experiments multiple simulations are run with parameters within a spe-
cific range. Sampling single parameter sets only once in order to maximize the number
of different sets will be referred to as dense sampling. For statistics, multiple simulations
with same settings are required, which will be referred to as repeated sampling.
Classification Error in an simulation may have arisen from steady state lag, uncer-
tainty in the observation or from track failure. Assuming a simulation, which does not
allow for lag to build up, then only the error of the observation is allowed. Then, the
upper limit to error measures is given by the observation’s σA. A limit is chosen such
that
Slagfree =
1 if Dmax < 3σA0 otherwise Lag Rejecting (2.46)
This thresholding procedure is applicable if a mostly lag free situation is expected. If,
on the other hand, lag can not be ruled out, it is accepted to a fraction αT of the total
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distance in the following way.
Slag =
1 if Dmax < max (3σA, αTkmaxv)0 otherwise Lag Accepting (2.47)
In practice, an algorithm which does not accumulate lag is favored. However, since there
still exists a difference between a complete loss of track and the buildup of a limited lag,
both thresholding rules are of interest.
Transition Fitting In order to determine a regime transition, the set is fixed except
for a single parameter (commonly v) which is scanned. The results are then classified
using (Eq. 2.46) or (Eq. 2.47). Binarized this way, they are used as dependent variable
in a logistic regression in order to estimate a transition (commonly ν) from stable to
unstable regime. In further steps, the transition needs to be associated with a success
probability psuccess. This will be determined beforehand for the known parametrization
(w =
√
8σA) in case of the truncated Gaussian model.
Numerical Approximation An analytic expression only exists for the 1st order case
(Eq. 2.24). Threshold velocity for the non-approximated model is computed numerically
by v∗ = arg minv |psuccess(v, w, σE, kmax)− q|, where q is the target success probability.
For the computation of the threshold value v∗ in the proceeding step it is sufficient to
sample the space of v densely and select the parameter yielding the minimum result.
This estimate may further be refined using an optimization algorithm such as a Golden
Section search [Kie53].
Model Fitting Fitting (see step (C) in figure 2.9) is based on results obtained for
the one dimensional case. Fitting factors f and g scale the input w/σE = fσA/σE and
N˜S = gNS to their effective values. Given a set of experimental threshold velocities νi
for and parameter sets si with parameters indexed by i , the fitness of the parameter
set is computed as ξ(f, g) =
∑
i κ(si) [νi − v∗(sˆi)]2 /
∑
i κ(si). with sˆi being the re-scaled
parameter sets. Not all sections of the data can be explained by all models. Depending
on the parameters si, function κ(si) either returns 1 or 0 if the set is included in the fit
or not. Fitness function is optimized using a Nelder-Mead [NM65] optimization scheme.
2.2.2. Residual Error
The second section of experiments is concerned with residual errors. Simulations are
carried out using dense sampling and the resulting mean error level Drms is compared
to theory or theoretical curves are fit against it. Experiments scan residual errors over
σA on a logarithmic scale, for few fixed σE. Sample count NS is altered multiple times
in order to confirm scaling of standard errors. Step count kmax is chosen large enough
to allow for the buildup of a steady state when v > 0.
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2.2.3. Noise
Noise is introduced into the settings and its influence is compared to predictions given by
models proposed in section Noise (2.1.5). The influence of noise on achievable velocity
and error measures is examined. Furthermore the effect of using multiple iterations
of tracking on the same image is analyzed. In the model derivation the average noise
level alpha is motivated with respect to the average weight of the foreground peak. The
foreground peaks intensity is estimated by integrating αref =
∫ σ/2
x=−σ/2N (s; 0, σ2) ds ≈
0.3829. In an experiment, α is therefore obtained by computing the pure noise level
of the Gaussian noise model α0(σLH) = 0.5
∫∞
x=0
N (x; 0, σ2LH) dx and normalizing it to
α(σLH) = α0(σLH)/αref .
2.2.4. Implementation
The algorithm is implemented in C++ and controlled via a MeVisLab (MeVis Medical
Solutions, Germany) module using Python scripts. Code was executed on a standard
PC with an Intel Core i7 processor 3.4GHz and 32GB of RAM on Windows 7 64bit in
a single thread.
2.3. Results
Along the lines of the described experiments, the following results are obtained.
2.3.1. Sampling Stability
Classification Decision Criterion Before investigating the effects in actual thresholded
data, the difference in the two classification rules is investigated. The two rules — either
rejecting or accepting lag — yield different results in classifying success and failure. In
this section their different behavior is briefly investigated to distinguish similarities and
differences in their functioning. Figure 2.10 shows a typical parameter scan, in which the
Figure 2.10.: Lag accepting (Eq. 2.46) and lag rejecting (Eq. 2.47) thresholds applied
to data (dashed, dotted resp.).
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maximum error Dmax is computed for experiments scanned over v, for a fixed σE. Re-
sult curves show the characteristic transition from low-error phase to the failure phase,
in which the error is close to the maximum distance. The threshold parametrization
computed using (Eq. 2.47) with αT = 0.2 is depicted by a vertical dashed line.
The first thresholding at Dmax = 3σA is useful in cases where no lag can be established,
or lag is negligible. This applies to the truncated Gaussian model (right) with σA not
being very small. For the Gaussian model, condition (Eq. 2.46) underestimates the
performance, as it would interpret errors arising by lag as failure. In the Gaussian case
which leads to lag, classification rule (Eq. 2.47) leads to much better results in terms of
detecting a clear threshold. The dashed line ∝ v for αT = 0.2 intersects the transition
point from lag-phase to failure-phase well. Both threshold conditions yield interesting
cases for the classification of experiments. While only the lag-free condition directly
corresponds to the Critical Step Model, the lag accepting rule shows useful properties
for finding thresholds including lag.
Threshold Velocity Fitting Fitting different models to the experimental data is under-
taken in this section. In a first step, the success-probability which is observed at the clas-
sification threshold was determined by fitting the known model10, yielding psuccess = 0.58.
This means that experiment in the working regime succeed to 58%. With the known
value for psuccess, other models could be fit for w and NS (table 2.1). The table sum-
marizes fitted N˜S/NS and w/σA and cost ffit. The cost ffull denotes the cost of the
fitted function on the full dataset (νi = 1∀i in Eq. 2.2.1). A subset of the related
data and corresponding fits are visualized in figure 2.11. Results for the model without
velocity correction are not depicted, as they were always outperformed by the velocity
corrected model: The velocity corrected model is able to describe the plateau region
(2.11), whereas the non-corrected model is not.
The first order approximation does not explain the plateau region for large σA/σE: Any
evaluation of the ffull for this model yields significantly higher results than the fitting
cost obtained in the 1st order region (ffull  ffit). The numerically approximated,
velocity corrected model however is capable of fitting this non-linear section well (Fig.
2.11).
Without fitting NS, the corrected model is capable of describing the plateau region
when lag does not occur. When lag is present (Gaussian, Lag accepting rule), the
threshold level can only be fit when NS is used as fitting parameter. Fitting NS also
leads to slight increase for the selected N˜S/NS ≈ 1.2..1.3, the plateau could already be
matched without it. The cost for the full data set is slightly decreased in these cases.
For select values of σA/σE, data was sampled repeatedly (100 times) along the v/σE
axis. This allowed for the computation of an empirical success probability, which when
compared to the model’s predictions, leads to the same result as presented. Furthermore
it confirms the theory of the success probabilty computation, but for brevity only a figure
in the supplementary materials is shown (Figure A.3 on page 197).
101st order, truncated Gaussian, lag rejecting rule (w =
√
8σA, N˜S = NS)
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Model Likelihood Lag N˜S/NS w/σA ffit (Comp.) ffull
1st Order
Gaussian
Accept (1) 76.92 0.26  20.35
Reject (1) 6.71 0.21  6.73
Truncated
Accept (1) 3.06 0.51  2.40
Reject (1) (
√
8) 0.27  1.36
Corr. - NS
Gaussian
Accept (1) 79.48 0.60  20.23
Reject (1) 6.86 0.24 < 0.54
Truncated
Accept (1) 3.09 0.49 < 0.71
Reject (1) 2.86 0.46 ≈ 0.50
Corr. + NS
Gaussian
Accept 4.39 17.04 0.55 ≈ 0.57
Reject 1.28 5.33 0.27 ≈ 0.30
Truncated
Accept 1.23 2.51 0.52 ≈ 0.52
Reject 1.27 2.23 0.36 ≈ 0.37
Table 2.1.: Fitting results. ’Corr. ±NS’ denotes fiting the velocity corrected model
with and without allowing NS to be fit. A large difference in ffit and ffull indicates that
the ramp section could be fitted, but the plateau was missed.
Figure 2.11.: Data thresholding and fitting results (table 2.1).
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Multiple Dimension The 1D translation model is extended into a 2D and 3D model
by adding more degrees of freedom to the state space. An experiment is conducted with
isotropic likelihood functions for varying observation widths σA in order to assess sample
depletion due to increasing number of independent dimensions as proposed by the bias
terms.
Figure 2.12 depicts results obtained from simulations of the experiment in the top row.
For various values of σA, the threshold velocity has been determined. The columns of
the figure display results for the already known 1D and the extended 2D and 3D cases.
The bottom row shows the same data, but in the view centered around σA. Simulations
have been executed for two values of sample counts NS ∈ [128, 1024]. Theoretical curves
depicted are generated using the scaling factors presented in table 2.1, using the first
order and the velocity corrected model.
Figure 2.12.: Tracking experiment in a space of 1, 2, and 3 degrees of freedom (columns)
in views focused around σE(top) and σA(bottom). (Settings: kmax = 1000, σE = 1)
The quality of the 1st order approximation decreases with the number of dimensions,
as the interesting region is driven towards higher σA/σE. This has been discussed in the
derivation, but is now also confirmed by the experimental data. The view centered on
σA (bottom row), reveals, while the first order model determines the optimum (peak)
position sufficiently well, it overestimates the performance v/σA. A drawback of the
velocity correction is visible for large σE/σA: In this part an incorrect base level remains,
which is not predicted by the 1st order model. The base level at v = σA is an artefact of
the velocity prediction.
Formula (Eq. 2.22) for d-dimensional case, is an approximation to the situation si-
mulated in the sense that the simulation used a truly isotropic likelihood, while the
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approximative equation treats dimensions fully independently. Despite this difference,
the curves are in agreement with the experimental results. An overestimation of the
results, which would be caused by the approximation might only be seen in the 2D and
3D Gaussian case for large σA/σE.
2.3.2. Residual Error
Residual Error without Motion The first set of experiments deals with the situation
of v = 0. Figure 2.13 displays results for one (left) and three (right) dimensional state
space. It is compared to error predicted by equations (Eq. 2.28) and (Eq. 2.30). Measures
in this figure are normalized by σE.
The three motivated regimes of error scaling can be identified (A) σA > σE or (B)
and (C) σA < σE with and without sufficient samples respectively. Scaling in regions
(A) and (B), motivated to be ≈ √2 was determined in the range 0.7 to 0.85 via fitting
in four cases in 1D. The factor of region (C) was found to be 1.8 for the two likelihood
functions.
Figure 2.13.: Residual error Drms/σE for v = 0 (Settings: kmax = 1000, σE =
{0.1, 1, 10}, NS = 1024)
Major difference between the Gaussian and the truncated Gaussian observation are
observed in the area where the cut-off range of the truncated model takes effect. Similar
to the truncated Gaussian model, the Gaussian model shows an error level falloff for very
small σA/σE, which was not modeled. It is likely the result of computational imprecision.
Within the result data and model, the optimal parametrization for motion may be
observed. For the sake of brevity, this is depicted in the supplementary material in
Figure A.4. With the lag-rejecting rule, ’optimal’ parametrization is found at the level
of sample depletion, before regime (B) ramp meets (C). Accepting lag when it appears
11, regime (C) is integrated into the area of acceptable parametrization.
Center and right hand side shows the comparable 2D and 3D case. Due to the ad-
ditional dimensions the scaling of errors (Eq. 2.31) (Eq. 2.32) with σA/σE differ and
are matched by the experimental data. Regimes have not specifically been fit to the
regions — instead the default values have been used. They do however fit the curve
11e.g. in the Gaussian case
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characteristics well. This confirms both, treating the single dimensions independently
as well as the suggested sample depletion process.
Residual Error with Motion In the second set, experiments are concerned with the
additional effects introduced by motion with v > 0. Figure 2.14 depicts the scaling of
residual errors with changes of v (left) and σA/σE (right).
Figure 2.14.: Residual standard errors at v > 0. Dots: measured error; Lines: Residual
standard error in steady state as proposed by equation 2.33 (right side: dashed, if
expected in regime of track-loss); Residual standard errors at v > 0. (Settings: Gaussian
model, NS = 1024, kmax = 1000)
Left of 2.14 displays the obtained error plotted against velocity v, with v ranging from
0 up to values (v/σe > 6) where all depicted tracks fail. There are two regimes which
are explained by equations in this figure. At v being close or equal to zero, the model
v = 0 explains the error level. Continuing to higher values of v, the lag described in
section 2.1.2 starts to dominate and the steady state 2.33 yields a useful approximation
to the error. The region is best met for σA = σE. Higher and lower ratios produces
higher error levels a the transition into the regime of error loss at v/σE ≈ 0.2. In the
last regime (v/σE > 0.3) the track cannot be maintained. Results depicted show the
Gaussian likelihood case.
On the right hand side, the figure shows res plotted against σA/σE for different v.
Theoretically expected values are drawn by thick and dashed lines depending on whether
track is expected to be successful or not. In the two cases when it is expected to fail,
the residual error level is the track length, showing as horizontal line in the top. Again,
major deviations arise for those parametrization which are still in the regime of successful
outcome, but close to the threshold to track-loss.
Aside from the results, theoretical graphs and position of the optimum parametrization
are drawn into the figure, showing that the optimum is found in a region where the least
lag is to be expected.
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2.3.3. Noise
Motion Free Case With additional noise, the residual error and its transition between
stable and unstable regime are analyzed and compared to prediction of the Multi State
Noise Model (2.1.5.1).
The introduction of noise leads to instabilities for narrow likelihood functions (Fig. 2.15).
Left plot displays both experimental data (single dots) and predictions by the proposed
Multi State Noise Model (filled lines) and Two State Noise Model (dotted lines). From
Figure 2.15.: Left: Residual errors obtained when noise is of different levels is intro-
duced (v = 0). Dots: data. Filled lines: Multi State Noise Model, Dotted lines: Two
State Noise Model. Dashed horizontal: Error level due to fully random walk of a single
sample, dashed verticals: model minima (Settings: NS = 1000, kmax = 1000, σE = 1,
Gaussian, 10 averages). Right: Relationship of error minima to background noise level.
(50 averages)
the reference case (green), an increase in noise level increases the residual error in the
region of low σA/σE. For σLH > 0 transition points exists, where the result error de-
taches from the σLH = 0 reference. The level of the maximum obtained error (dashed
horizontal line) is matched by the expected error of the random walk of a single par-
ticle. The level for this is computed as the mean absolute deviation of samples drawn
from a zero mean Gaussian distribution of variance kmax σ
2
E, which following [Gea35] is
σE
√
2kmax/pi.
The comparing Multi-State model for v = 0 was iterated for kmax = 1000 steps and
expected error (Eq. 2.36) computed. It shows a similar effect of creating transition
points. Their locations (vertical dashed) visually match the transition points of the
experimental data. The error level in the working regime is mostly correctly reproduced
(except the case σLH = 1). However, the error in the regime of track loss is not matched.
In particular, the maximum error observed in experiments is not matched by the model.
The Two State Noise Model shows a very similar transition, but approximates the region
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of track loss more strongly. It does not produce the observed plateau region for σA/σE →
0.
The right plot of 2.15 shows the experimentally obtained transition points, more den-
sely sampled for different noise levels σLH (dots). Transitions predicted by the model
are overlaid as green dashed line. Fitting the experimental data by a power law yields
σA/σE ≈ 1.14α0.63 (black line). Fitting the model prediction in the same way yields
σA/σE ≈ 1.12α0.65 (green line). The transition of the Two State Noise Model is expli-
citly given by σA/σE = α
2/3. It matches the experimentally observed transitions worse
than the Multi State Noise Model.
Motion Case With motion, reachable maximum velocity is analyzed via thresholding.
The lag-accepting case could not be fit well using (Eq. 2.40) as sample depletion term.
The Two State Noise Model for v > 0 underestimates errors. Instead, thresholding
was executed rejecting lag (Fig. 2.16). The expected threshold was computed using
(Eq. 2.40), but replacing α by α2/3, such that sample depletion occurs at the approximate
error transition (Eq. 2.43).
The curve shape in two and three dimensions is matched. With noise the performance
Figure 2.16.: 1D, 2D, 3D results for different levels of noise, classified without allowing
lag. Results and velocity corrected model. (NS = 1000, kmax = 1000, velocity corrected,
NS fitted, lag rejected)
is occasionally underestimated.
Multiple Iterations The effect of multiple iterations is examined by iterating single
steps NI times. Figure 2.17 (left) displays results for two experiments in which the
product NSNI is constant. Without noise (σLH = 0), and in the regime σA < σE, cases
with the same NINS lead to identical results (not shown). Thus, model curves can be
computed using N ′S = NINS as sample count. With noise σLH > 0, spreading samples
into multiple steps yields a higher maximum velocity. For small σLH = 0.001 results can
be approximated by using σ′E =
√
NIσE and N
′
S = NINS. For large σLH = 0.1, this
approximation underestimates the obtained results.
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Figure 2.17.: Effect of spreading samples over NI iterations, such that NSNI = const.
Left: Low noise; Right: High noise.
2.4. Discussion
In this chapter, interdependence of parameters and expectable error measures in simple
Particle Filter with a Gaussian random walk transition kernel were analyzed. In the
noise free case, stability and residual errors could be modeled. With noise involved, the
threshold between stable and unstable regime could be derived.
The discussion will cover the findings of this chapter and draw a conclusion, advocating
a scheme for an application.
2.4.1. Findings
Three models, namely for the investigation of sampling stability, residual errors and
track stability in random noise were proposed.
Sampling Stability Concerned with the availability of sufficient samples for object
detection, the Critical Step Model (Sampling Stability (2.1.3)) uses worst case assump-
tions to formulate pessimistic success probabilities. Approximations allow for analytic
expressions in extreme cases. The 1D model explains the interdependence of arising
tracking parameters (Threshold Velocity Fitting (2.3.1)). Extensions to more than one-
dimensional state spaces (Multiple Dimension (2.3.1)) are added in integral formula-
tion and as first order analytic approximation. With increasing numbers of degrees of
freedom, the first order approximation model increasingly overestimates the achieva-
ble maximum velocity. The model could be fit to experimental data yielding threshold
functions between a mostly successful and mostly failing regime of parametrizations.
Two likelihood functions were used to simulate tracking experiments — a Gaussian and
a truncated Gaussian, which approximates the Gaussian up to second order only. The
former was used to confirm predictions of a non-sampled fully Gaussian reference model,
whereas the latter was required to confirm approximative predictions of the proposed
model.
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Residual Errors The chosen estimator is biased by the proposal distribution’s spread,
which it is not corrected for. While it is biased by the sample spread, it is compu-
tationally efficient. Using this estimator leads to specific residual errors, which were
investigated. Three distinct scaling regimes could be observed for residual error, which
differ in the amount of samples available in the ground truth target region. Predictions
for these regions were confirmed in 1, 2 and 3 dimensions. Their values are related to the
computation of the position by a biased estimator. Validating results could be obtained
for cases without (Residual Error without Motion (2.3.2)) and with motion (Residual
Error with Motion (2.3.2)).
Noise In the motion-free variant, a model for the explanation of the obtained error level
was suggested by the Multi State Noise Model and Two State Noise Model. They re-
produces the emergence of an instable regime, as observed in experimental data (Motion
Free Case (2.3.3)). The scaling of transition points is very similar to the one observed
in experiment and the error level in the stable regime is confirmed. As the Two State
Noise Model only approximates the effects in noise, the Multi State Noise Model is bet-
ter suited to fit the transition. The Two State Noise Model is not suited to explain error
in the regime of track loss. The Multi State Noise Model is able to predict the behavior
correctly. However, the maximum error predicted for the unstable regime was lower than
the experimental value, due to neglecting sample degeneracy in the model. Assuming
independence of samples, the model computes the variance as reduced by factor 1/NS,
when all samples occupy the highest error mode. Nevertheless, the resampling process
causes a degeneracy, which is further strengthened by uneven weightings due to noise.
Therefore, the effective sample count is much lower in higher noise modes. This explains
the experimental error at the level of a single-sample random walk.
Even though the model does not capture effects introduced by sample degeneracy, it
is able to predict transition points between stable and unstable regime. It predicts the
transition better than the Two State Noise Model, but the Two State Noise Model is
allows for an analytic derivation of the transition. In both proposed models, single steps
are no longer completely independent from each other, as in the noise free Critical Step
Model. However, in the Two State Noise Model model it was possible to obtain a steady
state result and treat single steps as if they were independent again.
The Two State Noise Model for v > 0 can be used as a motivation to explain the
general drop in velocity reachable of the thresholded result data (Motion Case (2.3.3)).
The replacement of α by α2/3 in the steady state solution yields roughly the correct
threshold behavior by dragging the sample count to zero at the threshold to instability.
The underestimation in for large σA/σE is likely an artifact of the data thresholding,
rejecting the present lag at a particular cutoff. In two and three dimension the quality
of the predicted values also does not perfectly match the data. Generally this approach
preserves the general behavior. However, due to the derivation, it might lead to a loss of
correct interpretation of success probability in cO. With the presented experiment this
could not be verified. The empirical success probability would have to be measured to
fully confirm the suggested depletion term (Eq. 2.45).
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In the literature of multi target tracking, often a Poisson distributed noise of false
alarms is used [FBS80]. Such type of noise describes the faulty detection of incorrect
target candidates in a preprocessing step — concrete realizations of localized measu-
rements. The even noise level α, which is presented in this chapter, is a value which
the measurement process senses even outside the actual target range. It describes an
imperfect image filter, which after is not able to perfectly separate sought target from
background. Thus, other than concrete, rare realizations of a false alarm, a general level
of uncertainty is assumed. This might for instance be caused by strong noise in the
input data (low SNR).
Multiple Iterations The choice of a few iterations improves performance, due to the
estimating distribution spreading out, when the object is not found. For low noise the
results can be explained by setting introducing altered values for σE and NS into the
single-step model (Multiple Iterations (2.3.3)). At high noise levels multiple iterations
perform better than the altered model is able to predict. A reason for this must be
sought in multi-step effect, which cannot be described by the proposed model. In any
case, a lower bound can be estimated.
Finally, obtaining multiple iterations at the expense of a lowered number of samples
comes with the cost of shorter memory of the particle set. In particular, a multi-modal
sample set may deteriorate, when a single mode dominates in multiple iterations.
Limitations For the sake of simplicity, this section did not cover several possible exten-
sions. (1) The model does not adapt to — even linear — velocity, as there is no velocity
term. Here, this is an unwanted source of lag, but reflects the notion that nothing about
the motion is known, other than its maximum magnitude. (2) Furthermore, neither
non-isotropic likelihood function, nor non-isotropic estimation kernel are introduced. It
is however possible to extend the model in this direction, but approximations are more
difficult. (3) A fixed size diffusion kernel is assumed. The diffusion kernel’s width might
be adapted to the measured result standard deviation, as suggested in literature [DR05].
(4) The resampling scheme is assumed to be multinomial resampling, thus completely un-
biased and random. There exist other algorithms in literature [DC05; HSG06; CKC17],
which implement resampling differently. While random resampling may be less optimal
to the application, its indepdence assumption is helpful for modeling. Therefore, a lower
limit for the performance is obtained. (5) The theory for multiple iterations only poses a
lower limit, but in case of strong noise is outperformed by the algorithm. Measurement
exponentiation by an annealing schedule was considered, but not integrated into the
scheme.
2.4.2. Parametrization Scheme
This chapter offers a ’recipe’ (Fig. 2.18) for parameterizing a specific Particle Filter
algorithm for following a target, which admits a likelihood function of limited support. It
essentially sets the parametrization for being able to successfully detect the target along
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a path. In order to further refine the obtained position estimate, additional iterations,
such as an annealing schedule may be employed. Due to the complexity of the process,
this has not been covered in this chapter. However, it will be utilized in the following.
The parametrization scheme for the detection stage starts out by determining the
obtainable σA from the data: The measurement function for features is applied to the
image input and the characteristic scale of the response peaks is obtained. Of these,
the smallest σA is to be used as reference. Furthermore, a baseline noise level can
be measured outside these peaks. If it exists, either the measurement function may
be changed to suppress it, or the average level α may be carried into a noise based
computation.
With α = 0, it is possible to define typical parameters and demand a certain success
probability. The velocity v is to be maintained for kmax of frames without loss of track
with the probability psuccess in d dimensions. From kmax and psuccess, the value c0 is com-
puted in (Eq. 2.17). If the measurement uncertainty is obtained as standard deviation
σA it may need ot be scaled in order to convert it into a valid range w. Rough conversion
values can be found in table 2.1. Then, equation (Eq. 2.26) allows the computation of
the number of required samples. Finally, the required estimation range σE is obtained
from (Eq. 2.27).
Step Reference
A (Eq. 2.17): c0 = − ln(1− kmax√psuccess)
B tab. 2.1
C (Eq. 2.26): vw
∣∣
opt
=
√
d√
2pie
(
NS
c0
)1/d
D (Eq. 2.27): σEw
∣∣
opt
= 1√
2pie
(
NS
c0
)1/d
Figure 2.18.: Proposed parametrization scheme for the noise free (α = 0) case.
If typical σA differ for the dimensions of state space, σE is to be set for each of them
individually.
With noise involved, value c0 in equations (Eq. 2.26), equations (Eq. 2.27) in steps
C,D is to be replaced as in (Eq. 2.17), which leads to a different number of samples
required to follow the target. However, the position estimate may still suffer from noise.
At this point in (Eq. 2.17), term α may be replaced by α2/3, in order to emphasize the
deprivation of samples for the estimate as motivated in Transition point (2.1.5.3).
It is not necessarily required to improve estimate quality in this manner. The appli-
cation of multiple iterations per step may be used to improve the quality. Unless the
number of samples is extremely low, it has been shown to be beneficial to spread samples
over multiple iterations, keeping NSNI constant. The additional iterations may be used
to improve the estimate quality and reduce lag. For this, an annealing schedule may be
applied, which has not been discussed in this chapter.
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Example An exemplary computation might be structured like this: In 2D EPI image
data of liver motion, smallest landmarks take approximately on voxel in extent. The
valid range of a likelihood function is w = 1 vx. Directed, rapid motion in the sequence
shows as v = 2 vx/frame, over an duration of 15 frames from full inhalation to exhalation.
With a goal of being able to follow the motion in psuccess = 90% of the cases, computation
(C) yields the required NS ≈ 169 particles. Step (D) reveals the required σE =
√
2 vx
≈ 1.4 vx. Doubling the expected velocity to v = 4 vx/frame yields NS ≈ 677 ≈ 4× 169
particles at a σE = 2
√
2 vx ≈ 2.8 vx. Increasing the desired success probability to 0.99
would raise the number of particles to NS = 250 and NS = 999, respectively.
Approximating the object region by a truncated Gaussian of σA = w/
√
8, the expected
residual error in the track estimate is given by (Eq. 2.33). It is  ≈ 0.12 vx for case
σE =
√
2 and  ≈ 0.06 vx for case σE = 2
√
2. This inverse effect is a result of lag being
reduced by a wider σE (Eq. 2.11) and is affordable only by the 4× increased number of
samples.
Noise in the measurement process may deteriorate the result. The updated equation
2.41 leads to the same estimating σE. However, an increased number of samples is
required. For v = 2 vx/frame, the sample count at α = 0.01 increases from 169 to 226.
2.4.3. Conclusion
This chapter has investigated and described properties of a very simple Particle Filter
model. Particular properties of the model include a limitation of the support of the
likelihood function and the reduction of the estimation process to a plain Gaussian
diffusion. Three sections investigated and explained different properties of the model:
• Sampling stability with respect to a potential loss of track was described, such
that a parametrization for a desired success probability is possible.
• In case of a successful track, estimates for the expectable residual error have been
motivated and confirmed.
• For the case of noise being added into the measurement process, models have
been derived to explain the impact on the track stability and decrease of estimate
quality.
Though these properties only cover a particular type of algorithm, a basic understanding
for the interdependency of parameters can be gained and employed in the configuration.
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2.5. List of variables
Group Var. Brief Detail
Common µ··· Mean Mean (of a Gaussian distribution)
σ··· Standard Devi-
ation
Standard deviation (of a Gaussian distribution)
L Likelihood
Function
Indices i, k Indices Indices for samples i = 1..NS
Index of a temporal step k = 1..kmax
Particles ski Sample State State of sample i in step k
piki Sample Weight Weight of sample i in step k
σE Estimation
Width
Standard deviation of Gaussian transition kernel in
estimation process
σA Appearance
Width
Standard deviation of Gaussian likelihood of the ob-
servation
Motion v Velocity Dimensionless linear velocity in x-direction
sk Position True position in step k
Noise σLH Measurement
Noise
Standard deviation of additive measurement noise
α Measurement
Noise
Effective, mean level of noise, relative to maximum
likelihood value.
Sampling
Stability
w Region Width Width of a valid region to be sampled from for a
success step
pS Single Sample
Probability
Probability of a single sample reaching the valid re-
gion
pM Multi Sample
Probability
Probability for any of multiple samples reaching the
valid region
psuccess Success Proba-
bility
Probability for successfully sampling from the valid
regions of k steps, using NS samples
Multi-
State
Model
ρkj Probability mass of all particles having missed the
valid region j times. j is the discrete index of a
”noise mode”.
γj Probability of detecting the valid region from noise
mode j.
Two-State
Model
ρkN Probability of a sample being in the ’noise’ region.
ρkC Probability of a sample being in the ’correct’ region.
γ Probability of a sample remaining in the valid region
during after estimation and observation.
ρkC,E Probability of a sample being in the ’correct’ region,
after estimation and observation.

3. Fixed Hierarchy Model
In order to apply the theoretical model of the previous chapter to real-word scenarios,
it needs to be coupled to the actual sensor data. For the given medical image data this
means that for the present landmarks, both their appearance and possible transforma-
tions need to be modeled. This chapter will establish a hierarchical transformation and
appearance scheme for medical image data.
When observing an object to be tracked, different features and scales of features allow
for its localization. At multiple image resolutions, these may appear as differently sized
blobs. Search range for and uncertainty in the position of a feature are often related to
its scale. This can be made use of for an iterative optimization approach to tracking.
Starting localization with large scale features, a fast, but still coarse position estimate
is obtained. Proceeding iterations then refine the estimate using smaller scale features
up to the desired level of detail.
At the same time, multiple small scale features may only become distinguishable by a
pattern in their spatial arrangement. If multiple, similar features exist on a small scale
level, they can only be distinguished using additional information from a larger scale.
This applies for instance to many liver blood vessel cross sections in 2D EPI image data.
In both cases, hypotheses are passed on through multiple levels of detail to form a final
state estimate. This approach can yield efficient optimization algorithms, and be expres-
sed as a hierarchical evaluation scheme. This chapter proposes a hierarchical scheme,
which allows different scale transformations and observation using a hierarchical tree.
Nodes of the tree represent the actual tracking entities, responsible for the optimization
process. Edges specify the relationships between them.
The single instance of Gaussian Transition Filter Model (2) yields a suitable model
for very simple situations with few degrees of freedom. In order to apply it to more
articulate situations, multiple of these instances will be joined as nodes in a hierarchical
tree. This chapter will present the extension to the required hierarchical transformation.
The scheme is described in a general fashion and this chapter will present concrete
results for a fixed two level hierarchy. Further steps to approach medical image data
are shown. The chapter will present a sparse representation and matching function for
landmarks. With the intent of real-time applicability, a sparse gradient based description
is suggested. Moreover, a feature detector for the automated, initial detection of liver
vessels is motivated.
In the experimental section, the basic components are examined individually. For a
controlled environment, initial experiments are conducted based on artificially generated
data. The second part of the experiment then moves towards annotated medical image
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series. Investigations of the proposed two-level model are undertaken on three example
cases.
3.1. Modeling
Advancing from the plain theoretical model in chapter Gaussian Transition Filter Mo-
del (2) to a realistic application, two particular properties of the algorithm need to be
specified in more detail. The theoretical model used a simplifying Gaussian likelihood
function in state space. In an application, the relation between the state space and the
data needs to be defined (Fig. 3.1). The transformation model will translate a point in
state space — a hypothesis — into a linear transformation. The appearance model will
describe a feature or landmark in the data in a local landmark coordinate system. The
transformation will be used to transform a point in landmark space into image space.
By joining transformation and landmark model a function to evaluate the hypothesis is
obtained. Applying it to the image then yields the weight for the hypothesis.
Figure 3.1.: When working with real work data, transformation and appearance have
to be specified.
This section present the transformation model and an appearance model for medical
image data. The appearance model will be designed to describe landmarks observable
in the image data. The transformation model will be used to transform them into image
space. A hierarchical model will be presented in this chapter. Child nodes provide
residual transformations to the transformations of their parent node and describe the
motion of smaller regions than their parents. Each node’s configuration is driven by an
own state space. The dynamics of each node in the tree will use a model closely related
to chapter Gaussian Transition Filter Model (2).
3.1.1. Hierarchical Transformation Model
A tracking algorithm typically assumes that the tracked object does not change its
arrangement beyond an acceptable magnitude — it requires a minimum amount of
correlation among appearance and motion. Correlation is the main motivation for the
introduction of a hierarchical evaluation scheme. It manifests itself in the joint presence
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of landmarks and their related joint motion. Hierarchy is intended to dissect both
appearance and motion into correlated and uncorrelated segments: In a hierarchical
scheme, nodes of a common parent share a common property. A parent node encodes
the correlated appearance and motion of its child nodes. Among each other, children
show smaller scale correlation than their parent node. Thus, proceeding from root to
leaves of such a tree, the correlation among entities as well as their scale of appearance
and distinguishable motion decrease.
Here, nodes of the hierarchy are chosen as entities of the optimization process of
tracking. Results of parent nodes are passed on along the edges to child nodes, which
incorporate their parent’s result into the optimization process. While the node in its
functions itself will be specified later, it holds descriptive elements along the hierarchical
tree — transformations and observations.
3.1.1.1. State and Transformation Space
The hierarchy of transformations aimed for, here, is a scene graph [Cla76] like tree
(Fig. 3.2): It uses child levels to describe residual transforms with respect to trans-
formations on parent level. The state space of a child level encodes the difference of
transformation to the parent level. This implies that the interpretation of state space
on child level depends on states on the parent level. States of different levels are not
expected to be compatible to each other: The full transformation of a child level can-
not necessarily be expressed as an absolute state in either space. Therefore, states are
converted to transformations first (Fig. 3.1), which are then joined into a single trans-
formation (Fig. 3.2). This auxiliary space will be referred to as transformation space.
The motif of state spaces is however kept in order to maintain low numbers of easily
interpretable degrees of freedom.
As in a scene graph, transformations are computed as paths, starting from the root
node and finishing at the current node of interest. These kinds of computations are
required on multiple occasions for tracking. The full path transformation of a node is
used to update the related weight of the particle set, or to return the transformations
center as output. The paths from root and the path to a leaf, excluding the node itself,
will be referred to as root path and leaf path, respectively. For each node, there exists
at most one root path, whereas the number of leaf paths is not limited. The root path
defines the parent coordinate system of a node. It is therefore a necessary element for
the definition of transformation hypotheses. Leaf paths only need evaluation if one is
interested in the location of the leaves of the node. This is for instance the case if the
appearance model of a node is defined as a conjunction of models only available at the
leaves. This will be presented in the further text.
In one tracking step, the hierarchical graph is updated level by level, traversing from
root to leaves. For a single node, the evaluation of a transformation chain appears along
a path, such that it is not affected by any neighboring paths. Thus, in the following,
transformation chains are derived with a selected path in mind: Indices for particular
nodes on the same level of a tree level are neglected for convenience. The same applied
to the temporal step k. On each level l of the path, a transformation matrix Ml can be
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Figure 3.2.: Hierarchy, states, transformations and observation for nodes along a path.
Example in which level 1 allows for 3 DOF (translation x,y, rotation around z) and
levels 2 and 3 for 2 DOF (translation x,y). Left: Sample transformation from reference
to current (top) and one highlighted path of the current transformation (bottom). Right:
Realization in the algorithm.
formed, which depends on the associated ensemble of particles {Sl}. The joint, or full
transformation for a path from root to level l is the product
M fulll = M1M2...Ml−1Ml =
l∏
i=1
Mi (3.1)
Within each node, the level related transformation M l consists of a fixed and a dynamic
part.
Ml = M
pc
l M
dyn
l (f({Sl})) (3.2)
Static part Mpcl describes the time independent transformation from parent’s to current
child’s coordinate system’s origin. In general, this transformation differs for all children
of the same parent. It is typically set at the time of initialization and may also be
regarded as a fixed property of the edge between parent and child node. The dynamic
part Mdynl (f({Sl})) is governed by a model as presented in chapter Gaussian Transition
Filter Model (2) and the feature of a (child) node. It captures transformations with
respect to the child coordinate system’s origin. These transformations depend on the
state which function f() extracts from the associated sample set {Sl}. Dependent on
context, function f may yield individual states from the particle set or statistical mea-
sures such as MAP and mean state. The former is required in order to be able to assign
weights to the individual states. The latter is used to obtain estimates for the level,
but also to reduce complexity along the hierarchical tree. In order to evaluate a path,
a function f must be chosen for every level involved. Here, we use few dynamic and
a static transformation of interest. Dynamic estimates are given in prior and current
ensemble transformation estimates Mˆl,k−1 and Mˆl,k such as mean or MAP state trans-
formation of the related level. A further particular, static transformation is given in the
reference where Mdynl = M
dyn
l (sref ) = I and therefore Ml = M
pc
l . This transformation
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Figure 3.3.: Transformation along a path of five levels as a product of level dependent
transformations Ml (eqns. 3.1, 3.2). Each level’s transformation Ml is composed of a
static parent-to-child Mpcl and a dynamic transformation M
dyn
l derived from the related
level’s sample set. In general (A) any sample of each level might be combined among
each other, but can not be represented by level-bound weights. In order to compute
weights for the samples of the current level, all other levels have to be set to a unique
transformation.
relates stage l to its reference transformation, as that it ignores the state of the sample
set.
Evaluation of different transformations from sample sets along a path allows for many
combinatorial options. Three of these are depicted in Figure 3.3. Generally, it is possible
to combine single state-related transformations with f(Sl) = si of any level among each
other (case A). This leads to a vast increase in complexity. It is particularly inconsistent
to assigning unique weights to the states of each level. Therefore, when processing or
obtaining results from a certain level, only states on one level are treated independently.
For all other — predecessor and successor — levels, a single transformation is required
(cases B,C). In this sense, the interpretation of individual states depends on the current
root and leaf paths of the node.
In both configurations (B,C) root path transformations are set by ensemble estimates.
While (B) seeks a known reference configuration, (C) tries to detect one which has been
updated by altered leaf path transformation. In this sense, the transformation path of
type (B) is used when adapting the transformation only in top-down-direction. Paths of
type (C) feed back updated transformations and make them available to parent levels.
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Transformation (Eq. 3.1) of the current node l therefore is
M fulll =
(
l−1∏
i=1
Mˆi
)
Ml (3.3)
This transformation may suffice for the current level. However, if one is interested in
the leaf transformation, given this current level’s transformation, one needs to set the
leaf path as well. Figure 3.3 shows two configurations in this regard. Configuration (B)
sets the leaf path transformation by the reference configuration
M
full,(B)
L = M
full
l
L∏
i=l+1
Mpci (3.4)
In configuration (C), the leaf path up to node L is set by transformation estimates, such
that
M
full,(C)
L = M
full
l
L∏
i=l+1
Mˆi (3.5)
This implies that when updating level l, levels > l are integrated by an updated version,
instead of their reference as in (B).
Weights stored on each level represent the quality of a match of the local transfor-
mation, given already computed predecessors and possibly, successors. Two ways of
associating appearance models to the hierarchical tree can immediately be considered:
First, an appearance model can be defined for each node individually. Second, along a
hierarchical tree it may also exist as a conjunction of multiple smaller models. A node
based approach associates individual models to all nodes. These landmark models are
not updated. Therefore, this approach seeks a reference representation. A leaf based
approach assigns them to leaf nodes only (Fig. 3.4). The appearance model for a node
is then computed by transforming the leaf models into the node’s coordinate system.
For this, the updated leaf paths (C) or reference leaf paths (B) are available. Therefore,
depending on what is used, the leaf based modeling can either seek the prior or the
reference configuration, respectively.
This chapter will employ a node based approach. The algorithm will therefore seek
the reference appearance of landmarks. The motivation for this is the prevention of
model drift. It is the common approach of medical image registration. While the leaf
based approach will be tried out here, it is further generalized in the proceeding chapter
Dynamic Hierarchy Model (4) before being applied thoroughly.
Two Level Model Moving towards an actual application, the ’Two Level Model’ will
introduce a fixed hierarchy of two levels — the root and directly attached leaf level
(Fig. 3.5). In this chapter, root and leaf level will be referred to as global and lo-
cal levels, respectively. On root and leaf level, global and local states SG, SL specify
transformations MG and ML, respectively. A global level transformation is computed
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Figure 3.4.: Node and leaf based appearance modeling. The node based approach
provides individual appearance models for each node. The leaf based approach provi-
des them for leaves only. Node appearance models are then constructed from prior or
reference leaf paths and leaf models (Prior/Reference Seeking, resp.).
Figure 3.5.: Left: Global transformation from reference state (red) to current glo-
bal state (blue) and local transformation within the current global coordinate system
(green). Right: Filtering scheme applied in the tracking process: The global state SG
are estimated based on their temporal priors, while local states’ SG estimation uses the
current global state as prior. In each estimation step an annealing step can be introduced
(circular arrow).
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as the product of temporarily constant root and current global state’s transformation
MGk,i = M
0GMG(sGk,i), where k and i index step and particle, respectively. Transforma-
tions MGk,i are used to obtain respective weights pi
G
k,i from the global appearance model
LG. Result of the global stage is a weighted mean state sˆGk , which is associated with the
transformation
MˆGk = M
0GMG(sˆGk ) (3.6)
with sˆGk =
∑
i pi
G
k,is
G
k,i, and normalized weights
∑
i pi
G
k,i = 1. It is provided to the local
stage as reference transformation prior.
Analogously, local transformations are computed for the leaf stage. For a particular
leaf the static parent-to-child transformation is joined with current local state transfor-
mations MLk,i = M
GLML(sLk,i), where i indexes local states. These exist in the prior
coordinate system, estimated as MˆGk , such that full estimates of local transformations
are conditioned on the global estimate:
Mˆ
L|G
k,i = Mˆ
G
k M
L
k,i = M
0GMG(sˆGk )M
GLML(sLk,i) (3.7)
These are used to transform the appearance models positions ~v, obtain the local stages
weights pi
L|G
k,i . Again,
∑
i pi
L|G
k,i = 1 and finally the mean local transformation
MˆL|G = MGLML
(∑
i
pi
L|G
i,k s
L
i,k
)
(3.8)
Again, an annealing schedule may be applied before finally, the mean transformation
estimate
Mˆ fullk = Mˆ
G
k Mˆ
L|G
k (3.9)
is obtained. As each appearance model’s coordinate system is chosen to be centered
locally (at vector ~0), the two level position estimate for a landmark is computed as
Mˆ fullk ~0.
3.1.1.2. Estimates
Position estimates and uncertainty are computed per level. Here, they are obtained for
the node they are computed for. For the chosen current level, the parent transformation
estimate is regarded as static. In the selected reference seeking approach child transfor-
mations are not considered. For the two level model this means for the computation of
root level position estimates (Fig. 3.6, case A): The transformation chain’s current set
of transformations is given by the root’s set. Child transformations are not set, besides
the child individual transformations Mgl. In order to estimate the mean position for leaf
nodes, the mean is computed as
~ˆrk|root =
∑
i
piGi,kM
0GTGi,kM
GL~0 (3.10)
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Figure 3.6.: Transformation stages of the two level filter: Obtaining transformations
for a correction by the global stage only (left) or for both stages (right).
with associated variance of spatial distance
σ2~rk |root =
∑
i
piGi,k
∣∣∣~ˆrk|root−M0GTGi,kMGL~0∣∣∣2 . (3.11)
For the local level (Fig. 3.6, case B), the global transformation is regarded as given,
such that conditional position and variance estimate are
~ˆrk|leaf =
∑
i
pili,kMˆ
G
k M
GLMGi,k~0 and (3.12)
σ2~rk |leaf =
∑
i
piGi,k
∣∣∣~ˆrk|leaf−M0GTGi,kMGL~0∣∣∣2 (3.13)
The notation ·|root describes estimated location after correcting for the correlated com-
ponent of motion, whereas ·|leaf denotes those after an additional correction of local
differences.
3.1.1.3. Temporal Evolution of States
The proposed hierarchical scheme treats parent level results as inputs to their child
nodes: Nodes may receive prior input by their parent node’s posterior transformation
estimate and their own temporal distribution. These will be termed hierarchical prior
and temporal prior. A hierarchical prior is available to all, except the root node. Tempo-
ral priors are available to all nodes, but are conditioned on respective parent coordinate
systems, except for the root node. The root is the only node to function as an indepen-
dent Particle Filter. All others must integrate a mixture of hierarchical and temporal
priors in order to generate and interpret new states (Fig. 3.7, left). Details of the par-
ticular integration depend on the tracking algorithm. In general, the hierarchical tree
itself is intended to reflect a known, fixed representation of the target to be modeled.
Throughout the course of tracking it remains unchanged, and the system’s dynamics
are managed by the node entities of the hierarchy. If an underlying hierarchy is not
known, it may be necessary to adapt the current tree into another, which will be dis-
cussed in chapter Dynamic Hierarchy Model (4). The tracking process is executed from
root to leaves, processing the levels sequentially. Each node is updated given informa-
tion gained on prior temporal steps and hierarchical levels. In a common scheme, the
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tracking process uses the input information to run a single or multiple update passes
for its distribution of local transformation states (Alg. 3.1). With each iterative step,
different σE and λ for estimation and annealing may be applied. The adaptation of σE
may be done, setting the diffusion values in the respective dimensions of state space
equal to the empirical standard deviation therein. This will be referred to as adaptive
diffusion, whereas leaving diffusive values constant will be referred to as static diffusion.
The default model is chosen to only propagate the temporal state prior of the root node.
Leaf nodes’ states are reset to reference in each pass, but disperse due to their dynamics
within a pass. This is done in order to prevent local nodes from drifting, if their local
model is uncertain.
Figure 3.7.: Temporal and hierarchical priors in hierarchical tree (left) and their pro-
pagation along a branch (right). Cases (A),(B) correspond to using the ensemble of
transformations or an estimate thereof as prior for the child level (see Fig. 3.3)
Input : Parent transformation TP and temporal prior
Parameters: NS, L, {(σE, λ)}
Result: Updated distribution and transformation estimate
Use parent TˆP as reference transformation.
for (λ, σE) in {(λ, σE)} do
Re-sample s∗i from own prior {(si, pii)}
Estimate si = η with η ∝ N (s∗i ; 0, σ2E)
Assign weights pii = Lλ(TˆPT (si))
Compute mean state xˆ and transformation estimate T (xˆ)
Algorithm 3.1: Generic Filter Block
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3.1.2. Contrast Based Appearance Model
Data acquired from physical sensors may not be interpretable directly. Often, it is obtai-
ned from a stream of data which is interpretable by a human. Further processing may
be required, in order to make it interpretable by an algorithm. This task is undertaken
by the appearance model. It defines a likelihood function, which specifies, how strongly
the data is in agreement with proposed state hypotheses.
This section will present a sparse appearance model — an entity which allows for
assigning weights to pose hypotheses. The model will describe landmarks by the contrast
on the edges of structures. It will be reduced to the main describing entities in order
to allow for real-time applications. Its phenomenological likelihood function will be
designed to yield high values on matches and zero in non-matching regions.
3.1.2.1. Reduced, Transformable Landmark Model
A model is chosen, which changes the evaluation function by a spatial transformation
and applies it to the current image. Aim of such model is the fast identification of a
reference landmark in a current image.
The model will hold weighted positions and an associated measurement function. Two
distinct properties determine the general functioning: (1) The reduction process for se-
lecting the spatial layout. (2) The selection of a measurement function and related
assignment of weights to the spatial layout. After a common introduction to the para-
meters, these properties will be discussed.
Figure 3.8.: Left: Fixed transformation Tref positions the model in its reference loca-
tion. Right: Hypotheses transformations Thyp are used to evaluate hypotheses in the
current image. Measurement function L joins weights {wi} and intensities {I(Thyppi)}
into sample hypotheses weight pihyp. Contrast based weights wi ∈ {+1,−1} indicated
by color.
Parameters The model itself is specified by a set of weighted positions and an associ-
ated evaluation function: A set of NP relevant voxel positions ~pi is defined with respect
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to the transformation center of the reference landmark. Initial voxel positions are there-
fore given by applying the reference transformation Tref ~pi. A descriptive value wi is
associated with each position ~pi (Fig. 3.8). Here, this value may for instance represent
the initial patch’s voxel intensity within the reference image. Alternatively, a derived
weight, such as the response of a filter applied to the image may be of interest.
State hypotheses are provided to the model as transformation matrices Thyp. Once
parametrized by {~pi, wi} with i ∈ 1..NP , the evaluation function
L(Thyp|Icur, {~pi, wi}) (3.14)
assigns a weight value to transformation hypotheses Thyp, given the current image Icur.
There are several options to determine a weight via L. Three variants applied in this
work are depicted in table 3.1.
For instance, in template matching, the set {~pi} includes all voxels of the landmark,
carrying their initial intensity set wi = Iref (Tref ~pi) as descriptive values. Transforma-
tion hypotheses Thyp consist of integer translations along the Euclidean axes and the
evaluation function is given as a correlation between the set of descriptive values wi and
the set of intensities at Icur(Thyp~pi).
Weights wi Measurement function L(Thyp|Icur, {~pi, wi})
SSD Iref (Tref ~pi) exp(−βSSD
∑
i(I(Thyp~pi)− wi)2)
Correlation Iref (Tref ~pi) cov(I(Thyp~pi), wi)/[var(I(Thyp~pi)) var(wi)]
Contrast +1,−1 see section 3.1.2.2
Table 3.1.: Chosen measurement functions L and related choice of weights wi.
Plain template matching is however computationally expensive and restricted in the de-
grees of freedom. Here, arbitrary transformations are allowed, but the set of descriptive
points is reduced and the weighting function adapted.
Reduction Function The computational cost of evaluating a transformation hypothesis
scales at least linearly with the number of points. In order to lower this cost, the set of
points is reduced, when the model is generated. In this work, a set of initial candidate
voxels is translated into a set of candidate entities. An energy function for subsets of
these entities is defined and the subset minimizing the energy is chosen. Entities are
then translated back into voxel positions and assigned a weight for integration into the
appearance model. The detailed process is described as follows and depicted in figure
3.9:
Within a given range of an initial position, all voxel positions are considered for inte-
gration into the appearance model. A selection process extracts entities from the initial
region and selects a subset from it, which holds NP voxels. These entities may for in-
stance be voxel positions (single site) or position pairs describing a gradient (paired).
With each entity i, an energy i and a spatial center position ~ci are associated.
From the set A of available entities, only a fixed size subset A+ is to be selected to form
the model. This subset is chosen to minimize an ’energy’ function which consists of single
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Figure 3.9.: Generation process for appearance model. The reduction process is either
single site based (top) or site pair based (bottom) and determines which voxels to inte-
grate into the description. These voxels are then represented by weights, chosen depen-
ding on the desired measurement function.
term energies i and symmetric pair energies κi,j = κj,i. The energy of configuration a
is defined as
E(a) =
∑
i∈a
i +
∑
i,j∈a,j>i
κi,j (3.15)
The terms i assign single entity energies, which rank entities among each other. In-
teraction term κi,j is used to disperse chosen pairs and modeled as Heaviside-function
κi,j = κ0Θ(dmin − |~ci − ~cj|) which contributes κ0  i if pairs are closer to each other
than a minimum distance dmin. The optimization process is to determine the minimum
energy configuration
A+ = arg min
a
E(a) (3.16)
The functional (Eq. 3.16) of configuration a can not be minimized deterministically.
Simulated Annealing and alternatively a greedy algorithm are applied to approximate a
solution. After the selection of entities, these are integrated into the appearance model
as weighted voxel positions. The selected weights depend on the chosen measurement
function (e.g. table 3.1). Note: Here, a selection process for point pairs was shown.
In order to select a contrast type set of voxels using single site selection, in this work
the selection process is run twice, with half the target number of points — once with
positive and once with negative intensities as single site energies.
3.1.2.2. Sparse, Gradient Based Description
Common medical image data such as MRI magnitude images are represented by scalar,
grey scale values. The level of image intensities is influenced by local as well as global
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factors. Local factors are given by the imaged structures themselves and represent the
way the imaged tissue responds to the imaging modality. Additional global changes in
image intensity can arise from varying sensitivities of the modality in different areas
of an image. These may for instance be coil sensitivity maps in MR or depth specific
attenuation in ultrasound imaging. In order to generate a model which is independent
of global intensity changes, local contrast descriptions can be suitable. This section pro-
poses a concrete configuration for the reduction process and a contrast based weighting
function.
Contrast Based Point Reduction In the generation process, pairs of points which form
a gradient are considered for integration into the model. These pair entities are chosen as
the pairs within a circular neighborhood around the desired landmark position. In order
to keep growth of the number of candidates linear, only pairs with a point distance below
a limit Dmax are chosen. Each pair i with voxel positions ~ri,0 and ~ri,1 is characterized
by its relative intensity difference ∆bi = |Iref (~ri,0) − Iref (~ri,1)|/(max Iref − min Iref ),
the points’ absolute spatial distance Di = |~ri,0 − ~ri,1| and the center position ~ci =
0.5( ~ri,0 + ~ri,1).
The single entity energy term is chosen proportional to the intensity difference and
inversely scaled by the distance Di = |~ri,0− ~ri,1| with a power γ ≥ 0. Scaling parameter
γ is introduced to favor short distance pairs in cases of pairs with similar intensities (see
Fig. 3.10).
i = −
(
∆bi
Dγi
)2
(3.17)
After optimization of (Eq. 3.16), the select set A+ of entities is split into equal size sets
of dark and bright voxels, defining the lower and higher intensity voxels of all pairs each.
Contrast Based Observation Function In the contrast based weighting function the
set of points associated with the model P = {~pl, wl}l=1..NP is split1 into bright and dark
subsets Pb and Pd which differ in their weights:
wl =
+1 if (~pl, wl) ∈ Pb−1 otherwise (3.18)
Weights wl are used to compute a weight given image intensity at transformed positions
of the descriptive positions I(Thyp~pl). Image I and transformation Thyp under conside-
ration are merged with the weights in dot product kernel
ψ′(Thyp, I,P) =
NP∑
l=1
wlI(Thyp~pl). (3.19)
1Here, the classification leading to this split is part of the pair based reduction algorithm already.
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Figure 3.10.: Left: Example case effect of scaling parameter γ (eq. 3.17) on the point
selection process for a 1D gradient (top). Voxel position x takes only discrete values.
Bottom: Configurations for different values of γ (green: bright point, blue: dark point)
and sample selection for γ = 0.4. Right: Process applied to 2D test image data using
different γ.
such that
Lλ(ψ′) ∝
[ψ′(Thyp, I,P)]λ if ψ′(Thyp, I,P) ≥ 0ε→ 0 otherwise. (3.20)
Equation 3.18 suppresses negative values of the kernel result ψ′ which would imply
inverted contrast. The parameter λ is used to emphasize high weighting in an annealing
schedule. In practice, the value ε is used to circumvent an all-zero particle set. Value ε
is strictly zero, if any hypotheses reaches ψ′ > 0 and a positive constant if all ψ′ = 0.
3.1.3. EPI Liver Feature Detector
In order to automatize the application for EPI liver motion tracking, it is necessary to
detect landmarks in an initial image. Here, a Local Binary Pattern (LBP) based detector
is motivated. While the motivation stems from LBP, instead of a target histogram a
particular target pattern will be sought.
Seeking ideal vessel cross-sections in a single initial frame, one can demand, that the
vessel should be bright and isotropic. A suitable vessel cross section must admit strong
radial gradients. The proposed detector will therefore demand that radial gradients
exceed tangential ones, in several directions. If the radius of the pattern is chosen in
the order of the cross section, tangential gradients will indicate whether the vessel is
isotropic. Since for each radial direction, such a binary decision can be made, the idea of
local binary patterns is used. The decisions in the LBP is, whether the radial gradient
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exceeds the tangential(Fig. 3.11). With center intensity bR and external intensities bi
with cyclic index i, the radial gradient for direction i is |bR − bi|. Tangential gradients
are found in |bi − bi+1|,|bi − bi−1| and |bi−1 − bi+1|. Requiring all tangential gradients to
be lower than a fraction α of the radial yields decision rule
BITi = max{|bi − bi+1|, |bi − bi−1|, |bi+1 − bi−1|} < α|bR − bi|. (3.21)
for a single bit of the binary pattern.
Applying the filter to an input reference image, leads to a binary pattern map. Despite
the common practice of deriving local LBP histograms, here the map is used directly:
For circular spots, only pattern 0 with BITi = 0∀i is of particular interest. Voxels
with pattern 0 are masked and considered as landmark candidates. In order to select
a subset, the voxels are ranked by the initial image intensities and voxels with highest
intensity chosen first, which reflects the observation, that vessels appear brighter than
the background. A minimum distance constraint prevents neighbor voxels from both
being selected.
Figure 3.11.: Left: Instead of comparing reference (R) intensity to current intensity
(i), the gradient based LBP compares the radial gradient (R → i) to the tangential
gradients (i ↔ i + 1),(i ↔ i− 1),(i− 1 ↔ i + 1). Right: Application of gradient based
LBP to a liver vessel EPI image. From the input image (A), a LBP map is extracted
(B) and filtered for pattern 0 (all radial gradients stronger than tangential, C). These
locations are then weighted by the initial intensity (D and in E as overlay) and the NLM
best as initial position.
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3.2. Experiments
This section describes experiments applying the two level algorithm to artificial and me-
dical image data. Artificial data allows for the examination of the tracking performance
in a controlled environment. In order to asses this performance, a simplified scenario is
defined, which captures the main properties of the task. Once the algorithm is set up
to solve it, controlled perturbations are introduced. Behavior, which was not regarded
during parametrization, is evaluated and limitations of the algorithm explored. Artifi-
cial data of a simple breathing model will be used to understand the capabilities and
limitations of the two-level transformation model. This model will be free of dedicated
appearance descriptions. Inversely, a model for artificial landmark representation will
be introduced to study the proposed appearance model. The experiments then proceed
to medical image data. Initially the case of 2D EPI liver motion is analyzed. In this,
the EPI liver feature detector is investigated as well as the two-level filter for tracking.
The tracking algorithm is then adapted to other scenarios of medical image data: 2D
ultrasound image data of liver motion and 3D EPI images of prostate deformation.
The two-level filter is implemented using node based appearance models. For the two-
level model this mostly implies that the root appearance model may be specified more
independently from the leaf models. Initial input to the algorithm is given by a set of
positions specified in a reference frame. These determine locations of landmarks to be
used for tracking and position estimates to be obtained for. For each of these landmarks,
a local appearance model is generated by the sparse, local gradient based approach
presented in Sparse, Gradient Based Description (3.1.2.2). Due to their restricted, local
range these are not strongly affected by global intensity changes. For the leaf level,
the obtained descriptions are used as they are. For the global model, the procedure
is repeated — possibly using different parameters, such as wider regions — and the
obtained models are joined into a single. This is done by joining their sets of positions
and their sets of weights. The transformation center of the root model is chosen as the
mean of the input positions.
The core algorithms itself were implemented in C++ and controlled via a MeVisLab
(MeVis Medical Solutions, Germany) module using Python scripts. Code was executed
on a standard PC with an Intel Core i7 processor 3.4GHz and 32GB of RAM on Windows
7 64bit in a single thread.
3.2.1. Simple Breathing Motion Model
A two dimensional motion pattern is defined, in which a global component is driven
by a single phase parameter. The model’s scaling, translation and rotation parameter
are driven by the cos4 model as described for the translation component of breathing
motion by Lujan [Luj+99]. Without perturbations, all landmarks undergo the global
transformation. Driving term αk = cos
4 (pik/TF ) with k = [0..kmax] alters the elements
of the global reference transformation simultaneously:
MGk = M
G
TY (ATαk)M
G
S (1 + ASαk)M
G
R (ARαk) (3.22)
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The global translation MGTY , scaling M
G
S and rotation M
G
R transformations are defined
with respect to center of the global model in the initial situation k = 0. Translation is
chosen in the y-direction, scaling given as an isotropic scaling in the local xy-plane and
rotation is about the through-plane z-axis. Aside from a perfect global motion pattern,
there will exist components of motion which do not abide by the global scheme. Most of
these may be handled on a local scale as they only pose small, localized deviations from
the pattern. However, it is also possible that certain parts of the model belong to anot-
her, contradicting ’global’ motion pattern, for instance a permanently static component.
Influence of these kinds of perturbations to the idealized global model is investigated
in simulation. For the simulation of artificial motion data, artificial Gaussian likelihood
functions are used (Algorithm and Experiment (2.1.1)). The measurement function of
single landmarks is given as L(x, σA), sampled by a point sample at the transformed
location x in image space. Measurement of the global model is a sum of measurements
at landmark positions transformed by the global model, in order to soften constraints
in the presence of contradicting landmarks. Perturbations in the observation process
lead to identical landmarks not being equally well observable, up to the point of single
landmarks not being observable at all. The typical appearance width σA may change
or the likelihood function may artificially be discretized by voxels. A reference parame-
trization is defined. The parameters are chosen similar to those which will be observed
in an MRI guided breathing motion experiment, with the goal of a realistic setup. This
implies, that the reference parametrization is not the one to achieve best performance in
any setting. For instance, the chosen, realistic frame rate will be limited and therefore
cause measurable error. Parameters are chosen as follows:
A set of landmarks is to be transformed, for instance representing a set of observable
vessel cross sections visible in sagittal liver images. Their layout is depicted in (Fig. 3.12).
It is defined for the exhale state and consists of twelve landmarks. These are arranged
on a triangular grid, such that neighboring landmarks are 40 mm apart from each other.
The grid is placed within a rectangular region of 120 mm by 120 mm in inhale position.
During motion this region is transformed about its center position.
A series of two breathing cycles is to be tracked with update intervals of TF seconds
per frame. Given frame rate 1/TF , the number of frames kmax = NC dTcycle/TF e is
chosen as dependent variable in each experiment. Here, Tcycle is the period of each of a
breathing cycle. For the sake of simplicity Tcycle = 1, which leaves the interpretation of
1/TF to be the frame rate per breathing cycle. With respect to physiology, amplitudes
for the reference are chosen large AT = 40 mm, AS = 20% and AR = 5
◦. Joining
both unperturbed transformation and observation, total likelihood landscape or artificial
image is computed as
Ik(~r) =
NLM∑
i=1
B
(
~r − TGk ~rGLi − ~pk,i
)
. (3.23)
Here, B indicates the weight which can directly be read from image from the transformed
image position. The indexes k and i indicate the temporal step and the landmark, re-
spectively. Perturbations are introduced with respect to this definition. In experiments,
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Ideal 1 2
3 4 5
Figure 3.12.: Left: Reference layout for the landmarks for the artificial motion model,
defined by a regular triangular grid in the exhale state. The region and transformation
center is marked by X. Motion paths and inhale state are drawn for scale reference (with
AT = 20 mm, AS = 0.2, AR = 5
◦). Right: Test scenarios as perturbations of the ideal
motion: Dotted black lines indicate actual motion of the single landmarks throughout
the cycle. Image color, showing the superposition of all generated image of the sequence,
encodes state density of the single landmarks. For detailed description, see text.
the reference frame (k = 0), which is used for initialization, is free of perturbations and
identical in all scenarios.
Case 1. Static Motion Component A fixed size subset of landmarks permanently
remains in the initial position instead of moving with the global model. This simulates
a secondary and conflicting mode of motion. The test parameter is the size of the subset
of static landmarks |Lstatic| = 0..12. In each simulation this subset Lstatic is randomly
drawn from all landmarks L. The global transformation is replaced as Ti,k = T
G
0 if
li ∈ Lstatic, otherwise Ti,k = TGk .
Case 2. Reduced Observability is simulated by restricting the set of visible landmarks
to a fixed size, random subset for each frame. The global B0 is replaced by an individual
Bk,i ∈ {0, B0} for invisible and visible landmarks, respectively.
Case 3. Frame Rate Dependency For the varying frame rate scenario the cycle is
sampled at different frame durations TF/Tcycle = 0.01..0.3.
Case 4. Single Deviation From Global Model In the case of a single landmark deviating
from the globally observed motion pattern, in each frame a single landmark lk,j is chosen
randomly and a deviation of fixed distance Rdev = 0..10 and random direction αk =
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U(0, 2pi) in the 2D plane is added to the transformation.
~pk,i = δi,jRdev (sin(αk), cos(αk))
T (3.24)
Case 5. Joint Deviation From Global Model The case of local deviations from the
global motion pattern is simulated by adding random spatial Gaussian noise for each
landmark and frame with values σloc = 0..10.
~pk,i = N (~0, diag(σ2loc)) (3.25)
A single breathing cycle is used in a test scenario and each scenario is tested indepen-
dently of the others. Tracked positions are compared to the known reference. Mean,
maximum and median error are computed and averaged over 100 repetitions. All me-
asures are obtained for the desired and available positions only — meaning that static
and temporarily hidden sites are excluded.
3.2.2. Sparse, Gradient Based Landmark Model
Besides the transformation model, the appearance model is to be tested. Test structures
are chosen as elliptic spots of intensity with count, angle and eccentricity drawn from
uniform distributions between provided ranges for each subset of the test data. The
density is chosen such that sufficient spots fall into the initialization region. Angles are
drawn from [0, 2pi]. The intensity profile is negative quadratic (I0(1 − x2), where x is
linearly interpolated from x = 0 in the ellipsis’ center and x = 1 on its outline).
Within the image, an appearance model is initialized. Centered at an initial position ~r0,
the spatial representation is initialized from all voxels within an initial radius of typically
r =20 vx. These voxels with position (~p − ~r0)2 < r2 define the set {~pi} of initialization
positions. Once the appearance model is initialized from this set, it provides the response
function L(). A spatial response of the model to an image is computed by evaluating
the appearance model on the set of initial positions R = L({~pi}) — comparable to
a 2D correlation function, limited to the initialization area. Responses are evaluated
(Fig. 3.13) on the initial image (R0) and the initial image, perturbed by Gaussian noise
(R1). The perturbed image is computed as Inoise(x, y) = max (0, I0(x, y) +N (0, σ2noise)).
Value σnoise is use to drive the noise level and the resulting empirical signal-to-noise
is estimated as SNR= E(I0)/
√
Var(Inoise − I0). These responses R0,R1 are treated as
posterior distributions generated by the likelihood function on a flat prior within the
initialization region. Hence, R0 and R1 are normalized before being evaluated further. A
measure of performance of a single response is given in the Survival Diagnostic (Eq. 1.37),
which is MSD(R) =
(∑
x,y R
2(x, y)
)−1
. The similarity of the spatial responses to one
another (perturbed and unperturbed) is computed using Pearson’s correlation (Eq. 1.3),
as MPC(R0, R1) = cov(R0, R1)/(var(R0) var(R1)).
Aside from paired reduction, two alternative single site reduction functions are chosen
for comparison. Their single term energy |i| is either the intensity itself, or the response
to a narrow Marr-Hildreth kernel filter [MH80]. The appearance model’s weighting
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Figure 3.13.: (A) Initial image and model, (B) Response R0 of the model (B) to the
initial image, (C) Noisy copy of the image (SNR = 0.85), (D) Response R1 of the model
to the noisy image.
function is altered for comparison. The sum-of-squared-distances measure (Tab. 3.1)
is used as alternative, dissimilarity based function. The exponent βSSD ≈ 5 · 10−4 is
chosen sufficiently high to suppress a non-negligible response in positions of obvious
disagreement2 of the transformed model and image content, but no further. This is
done such that on a linear scale, a response offset to unlikely regions is visibly brought
close to zero. Influence of the two major parameters γ = −0.3..1.0 and the number of
points NP = 10..143 integrated into the model on the performance on the static test
data set is evaluated with respect to the presented measures. Optimization (Eq. 3.16)
of the entity selection is executed as a Simulated Annealing process and as a greedy
computation. In Simulated Annealing with 10000 steps and linearly increasing3 β, each
alternation of the configuration a is computed by exchanging two elements in the set
by random alternatives. A new configuration b is accepted certainly if E(b) < E(a) or
with probability exp(−β(E(b) − E(a))) in the opposed case E(b) > E(a). The greedy
algorithm on the other hand, selects the best single energy pairs in each step. It does so
by neglecting those within the limit range of already selected ones.
3.2.3. 2D MRI Data
Data A volunteer data set of 10 2D EPI liver motion data [Tan+16] is used to evaluate
the performance of the proposed tracking algorithm (Fig. 3.14). The data consist of
sagittal 2D EPI images series showing motion of liver and kidney of 10 volunteers.
These total a number of 120 series with 300 frames each. The voxel size is 1.875 mm in
plane with a slice thickness of 6 mm which are typical values for real-time thermometry
imaging with EPI. The image repetition time is 144ms. Due to saturation effects in the
EPI imaging process, rather than the first, the tenth image is used as reference. At the
tenth image, the global intensity level has decayed to a stable steady state and intensity
levels in proceeding frames are comparable. Expert annotations of liver blood vessels
were known in four sets and these were used for training. Random frames are annotated
2The region further away from the desired likelihood peak, in a noise free image.
3β = β0tcurrent/tmax
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with around 15 landmarks. The remaining annotation for six test sets was not available
to the author.
Initial Positions Global Model Local Models
Figure 3.14.: Initialization samples of the appearance model on EPI slices of liver data
with small (top) and large (bottom) vessels. Global and local models are depicted by
their bright and dark components (yellow and blue respectively).
Feature Detector In order to asses the performance of the feature detector presented
in EPI Liver Feature Detector (3.1.3), the reference annotation of the MRI dataset is
used. A local maximum detector is compared to the proposed differential local binary
pattern with an 8-neighborhood. The detector results are compared to the manual
annotation of 1200 reference landmarks: Result of running a feature detector is a ranked
list of positions4. The list is compared to the list of reference positions. For each
reference position, the closest detection is selected. The distance between ground truth
and detection is measured, and the rank of the detection is stored. A good detection
result is characterized by low residual distances between detection and annotation and
high ranks of the related detection. For different detector kernel sizes, rank and distance
distribution are investigated in order to decide for an appropriate scale.
Tracking The two level model is initialized by defining contrast based appearance
models for local and global stages (Fig. 3.14). Local appearance models are genera-
ted individually. For the global model, another set of local models is generated with
different parameters. Their appearance is then joined to form the final global model.
Evaluation of results for the test sets was carried out by a third party. Input to the
4As described above, candidate voxels are ranked by the initial intensity for both detectors.
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evaluation were tracking results as position estimates with related standard deviations.
A scalar deviation was computed as isotropic standard deviation, based on the squared
2D distances to the mean position. The evaluation was carried out once with the full set
of landmarks. In a second evaluation, only landmarks with standard deviation below a
threshold were included.
For the non publicly available expert annotation, sizes of the local appearance model
are chosen 15 mm which is approximately the size of vessels. The larger patches which
are joined to the global model are chosen 35 mm. With σLT = 2 mm and σ
G
T = 8 mm
local and global translatory motion scales are chosen in a comparable ratio. Scaling
(σGS = 0.01) and rotation (σ
G
R = 0.001) parameters of the global model are chose to
model slow changes. Global and local sample counts are chosen 500 and 100. Annealing
schedules with linearly increasing exponent Λ = {0.6, 1.2, 1.8} and Λ = {0.6, 1.2} were
chosen for the observation iterations. Global and local appearance models are initialized
with radii 35 mm, 15 mm, minimal point distances 4.5 mm, 2.5 mm and point counts 35
and 20, respectively.
For a further, general evaluation, annotations for the training sets were added ma-
nually by a non-trained expert. For this, the test set data was annotated in random
frames. This includes frames where not all landmarks’ positions are clearly determined.
This annotation was used to investigate the difference between the two stages of the
algorithm. For the second experiment, the parametrization of the algorithm differs slig-
htly. This is related to both being conducted with temporal difference and the range of
algorithmic options increased. For instance, setting (1) uses three global iterations with
fixed diffusion of 8 mm standard deviation using 500 samples. Setting (2) replaces these
by five iterations of adaptive diffusion of 3 mm using only 100 samples. Furthermore,
parametrization offers more degrees of freedom for leaf level transformations and adds
explicit limits for root level scaling and rotation. The dynamic settings are summarized
in table 3.2.
3.2.4. 2D US Data
Data The two stage hierarchical tracking scheme was also applied to two dimensional
ultrasound data. The algorithm was evaluated on the 2D data of the challenge on liver
ultrasound tracking 2014 [Luc+15], against an annotation generated by non-medical-
expert colleagues at Fraunhofer MEVIS.
A dataset consists of a series of 2D images. For the first image — being the reference
— a set of (1 to 5) landmarks is given in voxel coordinates. An annotation denotes their
voxel position in select proceeding frames. The tracking algorithm produces position
estimates for all given landmarks and all frames. In frames with available annotation,
the lateral and axial voxel distance (dx,dy) between position estimates and annotation is
computed and converted to a distance error  =
√
(dxVy)2 + (dyVy)2 in mm, where Vx and
Vy denote lateral and axial voxel extent in mm, respectively. Mean errors are computed
over the related annotation as averages per landmark, or average of all landmarks.
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(1) Experiment with (2) Detail experiment with
official annotation alternative annotation
Root Leaf Root Leaf
TX 8.0 mm 2.0 mm 3.0 mm 2.0 mm
TY 8.0 mm 2.0 mm 3.0 mm 2.0 mm
SX 0.01 0 0.002 (0.9, 1.1) 0.01
SY 0.01 0 0.002 (0.8, 1.2) 0.1
RZ 0.001 0 0.01 (-0.05, 0.05) 0.0
Prior Temporal Hierarchical Temporal Hierarchical
Diff. Static Static Adaptive Static
NS 500 100 100 100
Λ {0.6, 1.2, 1.8} {0.6, 1.2} {2, 4, 6, 8, 10} {1, 2, 3}
Obs R 35 mm 15 mm 28 mm 15 mm
Reduction paired (8 pairs) paired (30 pairs) paired (8 pairs) paired (30 pairs)
Weighting contrast contrast contrast contrast
Table 3.2.: Settings of the two level algorithm, applied to liver MRI data.
Input : Reference positions, tracked position estimates indexed by
landmark ID, time and level; voxelsize
Parameters: { ~prefi,t }, { ~ptracki,t,l }, i = 1..L, t = 1..tmax, l = 1..Lmax , Voxel size as
vector ~V
Result: Landmark, time and level specific absolute distances di,t,l in mm
for each element (t0, i0, ~pref ) in { ~prefi,t } do
for each element (t1, i1, l, ~ptrack) in { ~ptracki,t,l } do
if t0 = t1 & i0 = 1 then
Compute distance vector ~D ← ~ptrack − ~pref
... scalar distance dvxi0,t0,l ← | ~D|2 in voxel
... scalar distance dmmi0,t0,il ← (D2xV 2x +D2yV 2y +D2zV 2z )1/2 in mm
Algorithm 3.2: Computation of Result Measures for Evaluation
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Preprocessing The data requires preprocessing to make it approachable by the tracking
algorithm. These steps include the generation of mask images and filtering of the refe-
rence image.
In order to guide the tracking algorithm towards the relevant sections of ultrasound
images, masks are generated by applying thresholding and morphological filters. The
reference image is thresholded by its lowest value, which then is followed by dilation and
erosion filters. This closes gaps in the mask. Masks are used both for filtering landmark
seed points as well as positions used to initialize the landmarks’ appearance models.
Figure 3.15.: Left: Landmark input for local and global model with and without
additional diaphragm landmarks as schematics. Right: Global model generated in actual
data without (left) and with (right) additional landmarks. Local models are identical
in both cases and not depicted. It is to be noted that the shown ultrasound imagery
is acquired with the transducer below the rib cage, facing upwards. Therefore the
diaphragm, which anatomically lies above the liver, shows below it.
For a contrast based appearance model, one is interested in observing large scale
gradients rather than single ultrasound speckles. Therefore, the reference image is pre-
processed using a median filter, which suppresses minima between speckles. Also, ultra-
sound images show a non-isotropic point spread function for lateral and radial direction.
Furthermore, as a result of direct reflection, gradients in axial direction appear stronger.
Lateral point spread is often stronger than axial. In order to account for an imbalance
in these gradients, the kernel of the median filter is chosen non-isotropic (15 axial×5
lateral voxels). This preprocessing step shapes the input for the building the appearance
model and is only required for the initial image.
Tracking For tracking, the dynamic settings are set as depicted in table 3.3. Two
modes of application are explored. In plain application of the two level model, only
given landmarks are joined into the global appearance model. After matching the global
model, the local models are optimized given the global result.
Compared to EPI data, fewer vessel landmarks are visible and annotated (3-5) in
the data. Therefore, some landmarks are added to justify a global model and make
use of the well visible diaphragm region. Addition of landmarks into the lower image
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region can force the identification of the diaphragm (Fig. 3.15). Center for a triangular
grid of seven additional landmarks is chosen in relative units in the lower image region
(x, y) = (0.5, 0.6), with relative distances of 0.25. The additional landmarks are only
integrated into the global appearance model and not represented as additional leaf nodes.
Root Leaf
TX 3.0 mm 2.0 mm
TY 3.0 mm 2.0 mm
SX 0.002 (0.9,1.1) 0.01 (0.8, 1.2)
SY 0.002 (0.8,1.2) 0.01 (0.8, 1.2)
RZ 0.01 (-0.05,0.05) 0.0
Prior Temporal Hierarchical
Diff. Adaptive Static
NS 600 500
NI 3(Λ ∈ {4, 8, 12}) 3(Λ ∈ {4, 8, 12})
Obs R 0.1 img. size 25 vx
Reduction paired (60 pairs) paired (30 pairs)
Weighting contrast contrast
Table 3.3.: Settings of the two level algorithm, applied to 2D liver ultrasound data.
Due to the variability in the appearance in ultrasound data, different contrast based
appearance models are explored (Fig. 3.16). The dot product kernel (Eq. 3.19) of the
contrast based model multiplies weights wi with intensity measurements I(T ~pi). For
both factors an alternative is explored. In the reference case, the set of reduced voxel
positions is assigned integer weights ±1, which is an approximation for dividing regions
into dark and bright areas. As an alternative, these values are chosen proportional to
the voxel intensity within the range of all select intensities as in [Rot+14], thus assigning
a soft weight ∈ [−1, 1]. An alternative to the measured intensity is gained by reducing
the measured intensity values by their mean.
3.2.5. 3D MRI Data
Data Three dimensional EPI of prostate motion or deformation during FUS treatment
is investigated. The data features multi slice 3D MRI data, with higher in-plane than
through plane voxel resolution (e.g. 1.6 mm ×1.6 mm ×6 mm). Slice alignment is axial.
The algorithm is provided with meshes of the current location of the prostate capsule
and possibly urethra and rectal wall, as these pose locations have to be avoided during
treatment. Three dimensional images are acquired regularly during the procedure in or-
der to confirm the correct positioning and to verify a baseline for thermometry. Updates
are much less frequent than in 2D liver motion examples. Updates appear irregular, in
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Figure 3.16.: Alternative initialization of appearance model weights and alternative
measurement of the intensity. In the contrast based appearance model, initialized weight
and measured intensity are joined in a product kernel (Eq. 3.19).
the order of few minutes, as confirmation scans in between steps of the application of
focused ultrasound. Task of the tracking component is to detect whether and how the
prostate changed location.
In twenty three data sets, an annotation of three structure types is used to determine
the validity of the algorithm (Fig. 3.17). The structures types are prostate capsule,
urethra and rectal wall. The annotation is generated manually by a non-trained ex-
pert and provides a deformation vector for select positions, indicating the motion from
reference to the related current image. The tracking result is then used to estimate a
deformation vector for the annotated reference position. Then, estimated and annotated
deformation are compared. Their tip distance is chosen as error measure and the length
of the annotated vector is counted as reference motion, which is to be compensated.
Model Input to the algorithm are three dimensional EPI MRI images. In the reference,
the regions of interest are provided as meshes. Motion information is extracted as a three
dimensional sparse vector field. The global transformation allows translation and scaling,
shearing and rotation in axial (x,y) plane. Transformations leading to motion through
the axial plane are neglected, since the voxel resolution in z direction is low. Furthermore,
it is much more challenging to account for a full three dimensional transformation when
annotating a dataset. Local transformations are given by x,y translations within the
global prior coordinate system. In this setup all deformations appear in the axial planes
of the 3D volume. The configuration of the parameters is summarized in table 3.4.
Reference meshes are used to derive the target region by mapping the interior of the
capsule mesh to the image region. Furthermore, meshes are down sampled. The resulting
coarser meshes’ edge points are used as seeds for landmarks. These seeds reside on the
outside of the related image region. Seeds within the region are generated by adding a
regular grid inside the mask area. The grid is chosen as a regular triangular grid within
each axial slice. The initial positions provided to the tracking algorithm are therefore
mesh edges and volume grid positions.
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Appearance models are generated differently on global and local level. The global stage
uses a sparse edge description, whereas fully initialized image patches with SSD based
weighting define local patches. This speeds up global detection and leaves refinement to
the local stage. Since transformations allow motion in plane, local appearance models
within each plane are two dimensional. The global transformation model, joining all
local models is three dimensional.
During tracking, the global stage uses multiple iterations with adaptive diffusion to
settle into an optimum position as a mean result. Local models use this optimum’s
transformation to base their relative motion on. On the local level, a limited number
of iterations is used and fixed translation diffusion values of 1 mm in (x,y) direction are
applied.
Figure 3.17 depicts a sample case. In the left image, prostate with urethra in the
center are annotated in reference position (yellow). In current images, the prostate has
moved towards the bottom left corner of the image (green boundary). The center image
shows a result based on the global deformation result, the right one based on the local
results (yellow arrows). The local deformation moves the urethra position further to the
true location. Furthermore, the top right boundary moves closer to the true location
with the local correction.
Figure 3.17.: Left: Deformation (contours) and annotation (vectors) in three regions
(capsule, urethra, rectal wall) Right: Deformation detection: Reference image, global
and local deformation detected on current image. Yellow and green outline represent
the reference mesh and the current, deformed mesh respectively.
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Root Leaf
TX , TY 2.0 mm 1.0 mm
SX , SY 0.1, 0.1 -
RZ 0.01 -
ShXY 0.05 -
Prior Temporal Hierarchical
Diff. Adaptive Static
NS 100 500
NI 4(Λ ∈ {2, 4, 6, 8}) 1
Obs R 10 vx 3 vx
Reduction paired (10 pairs) none
Weighting contrast SSD
Table 3.4.: Settings of the two level algorithm, applied to liver MRI data. (ShXY
indicates shearing in XY plane.)
3.3. Results
3.3.1. Simple Breathing Motion Model
The effect of different perturbations to a large scale default motion are investigated in
proposed scenarios (Fig. 3.18). For all values of the perturbations, spatial errors are
computed which indicate deterioration of the results. Perturbation are introduced with
respect to the 12 landmark reference case. Simulation results are averaged over ten
executions and computed for both the case of static diffusion and adaptive diffusion.
Figure 3.18 depicts the influence of changes of landmarks present in the moving com-
ponent. (A) depicts the dependence of mean error measures on the number of landmarks
present in the model. Error values are stable for landmark numbers of five and more.
With four landmarks the error measure begins to deteriorate. The error measure wor-
sens drastically when using adaptive diffusion, but in case of static diffusion is limited.
A subset of landmarks of the 12 landmark-model is held static in (B). If this subset is
larger or equal to half the number of landmarks (6 in this case), the track is lost. The
track can be kept with stable error measure for four of twelve landmarks and begins to
deteriorate for five. In case of success, error measures are lower for the adaptive diffusion
model. In (C) only a random subset of the twelve landmarks is visible in each frame
after the first. Showing less than four landmarks in each frame leads to loss of the track.
With four and more landmarks the motion can be followed. Then, errors for adaptive
diffusion are lower than for static. They also remain more stable as the number of visible
landmarks is decreased.
Figure 3.18 shows errors introduced by scaling and noise. For (D), the experiment is
scaled spatially, which leads to a linear increase in error measures, if the observation is
continuous. In order to simulate a discretization, the likelihood function is only sampled
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Figure 3.18.: Top: Error measures depending on the number of present / static and
visible landmarks. Bottom: Error measures depending on spatial and temporal changes
and spatial noise. Plots B,C,E,F and G correspond to the described perturbation cases
1-5, respectively.
at integer positions in space, by rounding the continuous position to the next integer.
Then, once the experiment’s scaling reaches ≈ 0.5 = 1/σA (dotted gray vertical), tracks
are lost.
In (E) the frame rate TF is scanned as ratio of the breathing cycle Tcycle duration.
Error measures are stable up to TF/Tcycle ≈ 0.09, which for a breathing cycle of 4 s
corresponds to 360 ms. For larger values, error measures start to deteriorate strongly.
Plots (F) and (G) show the increase of error with increased spatial uncertainty. Single
local deviations (F) start to influence the mean error at standard deviations of ≈ 3,
whereas local deviations of all landmarks (G) already affect the performance at standard
deviation 1.
3.3.2. Sparse, Gradient Based Landmark Model
Different reduction and weighting schemes are examined at varying SNR levels. Figure
3.19 shows the drop in Pearson’s correlation MPC as the noise increases (landmark patch
radius = 20 vx, point limit NP = 50). For each algorithm the correlation MPC at high
SNR levels is very close to one. With decreasing SNR, these values drop. At SNR = 1
the drop in correlation has visibly started in all cases. In this regime, performances of the
algorithms is separated by the point reduction routine. Point based routines reach mean
correlation values between 0.85 and 0.90, whereas the point pair based initialization still
reaches values above 0.95. With signal-to-noise ratio decreasing beyond 0.5 the main
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Figure 3.19.: Pearson’s correlation of the response R0 to the initial, noise free image
to the response R1 to the same image, perturbed by Gaussian noise.
falloff is determined by the weighting function. SSD-based weighting shows a shorter
tail as compared to contrast based weighting.
Figure 3.20.: Left:Survival Diagnostic dependent on point count, compared for different
reduction schemes. Low MSD indicates a specific model with low description error.
Right: Drop of the Survival Diagnostic, as γ increases on symmetric artificial blob data.
Independent of the reduction strategy, with increasing number of points, the target
description error will initially drop, as seen by the Survival Diagnostic MSD(Fig. 3.20).
With further increasing NP this may however change. The error is reduced further for
paired point selection. Beyond a certain number of points, the error of models reduced
by single site selection increases again. In general, the Survival Diagnostic of single site
reduction based on intensity is higher than based on the Marr-Hildreth filter and both
are higher than that of paired reduction.
Effect of single pair weighting is studied on artificial test data set with random fixed size
structures of eccentricity 0 (a0 = a1). The effect of parameter γ on the response to these
images was evaluated by the Survival Diagnostic MSD (Fig. 3.19). Here, for parameter
values γ ≥ 0 a drop in MSD can be observed for increasing γ up until γ ≈ 0.3. Smaller
structures lead to smaller Survival Diagnostics. Structures larger than the maximum
pair length D do not show a clear drop in MSD. In this case, both sites of a gradient
point pair are already located on the same gradient slope.
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Equation 3.16 was approximated via a greedy algorithm or Simulated Annealing. Com-
paring Pearson’s correlation graphs as in figure 3.19, only a slight advantage is visible
(not depicted). With Simulated Annealing, mean correlation values are approximately
1% higher, along the function’s slope.
3.3.3. 2D MRI Data
EPI Liver Feature Detector A local maximum and an LBP based detector are ap-
plied to the reference MRI images. Figure 3.21 depicts the distribution of ranks and
distances for different kernel sizes of the LBP based detector. Low ranks and distances
are favorable. A majority of samples achieves distances below ≈ 3 mm and ranks below
40. A more sparse distribution of ”outliers” exists with much larger distances and ranks.
The 50th and 90th percentile of the marginal distributions along distance and rank axes
are highlighted.
Figure 3.21.: Top: Exemplary scatter plots of the results of detections of the 1200
ground truth landmarks by the proposed LBP based kernel filter with different sizes.
Bottom: Distances between ground truth position and feature detection for different
kernel sizes, 50th and 90th percentiles.
Values of 50th and 90th percentile for both detectors and measures are shown in figure
3.21 in more detail.
For the LBP based measure, the 50th percentile of distance error is mostly stable at
1.8 vx, the 90th shows a clear minimum for a 3 vx kernel size. The depiction of ranks
shows maxima in both percentile curves for the kernel size of 3 vx.
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The maximum filter shows a different qualitative result. For small kernel sizes, de-
tections are closer than one voxel to annotations. They are, however, so dense that
detections closest to the annotation reach very low ranks (> 50). Only for larger kernels
(>≈5 vx), the number of detections becomes sparse and ranks drop. In this region, the
distance error however starts to increase.
The local maxima filter yields distance error comparable to the optimum value of the
LBP based filter for 5 vx kernel size. However, the ranks of these detections are much
lower than for the LBP based filter. Similarly, when the local maxima filter reaches a
comparable rank (kernel size 7 vx), the error measure is more than twice the error of the
LBP optimum.
Tracking In the test set the average motion of the landmarks and the ground truth
with respect to the initial image is 5 mm–5.5 mm (table 3.5), with 95% of the motion
remaining below 15 mm. The algorithm reaches a mean tracking error of 0.94 mm to the
expert annotations on the test data set. Excluding uncertain landmarks with standard
deviation above 5 mm reduced the number of valid landmarks from 3705 to 2657, which
does not increase the performance significantly, but reduces the 95th percentile error from
2.07 mm to 2.03 mm. The mean error of the reduced set is 0.93 mm. With the given
voxel size of 1.875 mm the algorithm reaches sub-voxel accuracy with respect to the mean
error. With the presented parametrization the algorithm requires approximately 2.25 ms
of processing time per landmark and frame without parallelization. Thus, with the test
set models consisting of 4 to 17 landmarks it reaches real-time performance. The average
error of 0.94 mm is an improvement of 0.16 mm with respect to previously [Tan+16]
reported results on the same data.
Results All (3705) / mm Only valid (2657) / mm
Mean Std.Dev. 95% Mean Std.Dev. 95%
LM Mo. 5.24 4.29 14.07 5.23 4.29 14.04
GT Mo. 5.39 4.30 13.99 5.38 4.29 13.96
Error 0.94 0.72 2.07 0.93 0.72 2.03
Table 3.5.: Results for motion tracking in EPI liver images against expert annotation
to the test data set. Top: Absolute motion of the landmarks in annotated frames
with respect to the reference frame. Center: Absolute motion of the annotations in
the annotated frames with respect to the reference frame. Bottom: Residual absolute
distance between tracking result and annotation in the annotated frames.
Data is further evaluated against a reference in which the non-available test set is
replaced by a manual annotation (Fig. 3.22), in order to study the effect of global
and local models. In all cases, the algorithm yields median error levels below typical
voxel sizes in the images. Local error levels are found to be lower than global error
levels. Outliers are attributable to few landmarks among each set, which the algorithm
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performs on worse than the rest. These are in particular small liver vessels in the outer
region of the liver. Error levels of the training sets (indices 0,1,5,6) are lower than those
of the test sets, even though in this case the algorithm is not particularly optimized
for the training set — the training sets are annotated by the alternative, non-expert
annotation.
Figure 3.22.: 2D MRI: Sample results, comparing global and local errors of the ten
series. Light gray lines indicate voxel sizes present in the datasets.
Due to relatively low resolution and the number of points or gradients used to describe
local image patches can be reduced. With 8 gradient point pairs local and global models
of vessels are sufficiently well defined to support a stable detection of the global motion.
With such a parametrization, tracking result is obtained within 5.0ms on average and
9.6ms maximum.
3.3.4. 2D Ultrasound Image Data
The algorithm is parametrized as in (Fig. 3.3) and applied to the given dataset. Statistics
of the obtained errors are depicted in (Fig. 3.23) for each landmark individually. The
mean error of a landmark, averaged over all obtained error measures, is 2.27 mm on
global and 1.86 mm on local level. Averages of average errors per landmark are 2.72 mm
and 2.23 mm respectively.
Adding global landmarks into the diaphragm region changes these error levels to
2.32 mm and 1.87 mm or 3.01 mm and 2.48 mm respectively. In all cases the local opti-
mization decreases error levels. The addition of landmarks slightly increases them.
For each landmark a global and local position estimate and resulting error measure
exist in the obtained result data. While the local level is able to decrease error measure
on average, it does not do so for every landmark and time step. Histogram (Fig. 3.23,
left) shows a correlation between local and global error measures, for the whole dataset.
Applying linear regression (Fig. 3.24) to the pairs of local stage L and global stage
G error measures, the relation L = 0.57 mm + 0.58G is found (depicted as line),
with Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.67. This implies that equality is reached for
G = L ≈ 1.38 mm. For G < 1.38, the local stage error L is smaller then G and
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Figure 3.23.: 2D US: Application of to ultrasound image data. Results for individual
landmarks obtained on global (top) and local stage (bottom). Values are sorted by the
global model’s median error.
vice versa. This effect is seen in more detail by computing the average local stage
error for global stage error bins (overlaid graph). The mean local stage error does not
fall below 0.9 mm, even for the G ≈ 0 bin. On the other hand, for large G, the
mean local error lies below the linear regression. With seven additional root model
landmarks in the diaphragm region, a qualitatively similar result is obtained. However,
the slope of the linear regression is lowered in that L =0.68 mm + 0.47G with correlation
coefficient of 0.67. Equality is reached for G = L ≈1.28 mm. In the compared settings,
the default case yields an average G =2.23 mm and L =1.86 mm. With additional
landmarks, these are G =2.48 mm and L =1.87 mm. The reasons for the lowered slope
when using additional landmarks is not found in a lowered local stage error. Instead,
additional landmarks increase the global stage’s error level, while local stage errors
remain comparable.
Results described above are obtained for the default sequences, cycled frame by frame.
Introducing large jumps of 200 frames per step, the temporal correlation between subse-
quent images is mostly lost. Error levels are raised in general (Fig. 3.24). They however
show strong outliers in sequences without additional landmarks. These extreme outliers
are widely suppressed when additional landmarks are installed. The model with additi-
onal landmarks shows error levels up to 18 mm, whereas the model without exhibits six
outliers in the range of 18 mm – 45 mm.
The contrast based appearance model was altered by two changes: (1) Weights of the
model are chosen proportional to initial intensity (2) The mean of the current intensity
was removed before the application of the product kernel. With the chosen setup of using
a median filter image as reference input, change (1) could not increase the performance
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Figure 3.24.: 2D US: Left: Histogram of joint occurrences of global and local error me-
asures G, L, linear regression thereof (straight line) and mean local error level (graph).
Right: Error levels in an ”uncorrelated jump” sequence of 200 frames step width, com-
pared for tracking without (default) and with additional diaphragm landmarks. The
default model produces outliers (encircled), from which the track cannot recover. With
additional landmarks, these outliers do not appear.
and added strong outliers. Change (2) is found to improve performance of the global
model, changing a mean error of 2.60 mm to 2.51 mm.
In plain application to the annotated data, a mean computation time of 29.5 ms is
found for each dataset, whereas the mean computation time per landmark is 10.1 ms.
The additional seven global landmarks in the diaphragm region introduce an offset in
computation time, leading to an average 68.2 ms among datasets5.
3.3.5. 3D MRI Data
For prostate motion detection, the motion component of the algorithm was parametrized
as shown in (Tab. 3.4). Landmark errors in the 3D MRI data are compared separately
(Fig. 3.25), by structure type. For each type, the figure relates reference motion to error
measures obtained for the global and local level. For each time point the error mean
for all structures and as per structure type is computed. The statistics of these errors
over all annotated time points is shown. For all structures errors, the median of mean
can be reduced from 2 mm (no correction) to 1.4 mm (global correction) and 1 mm (local
correction). Capsule landmarks reduce median distance of 2.3 mm to a residual error
of 1.1 mm and 1.0 mm, respectively. A similar reduction can be observed for urethra
landmarks. The base error reduction by the global model is also present in the rectal
wall landmarks. However, the local correction does not decrease the error further. It
even slightly increases (median ≈ 1.4 mm) compared to the global reduction (median ≈
1.2 mm).
5Since the additional landmarks are only integrated into the root model, a time-per-landmark of the
two model cases would not be comparable and is not shown.
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Figure 3.25.: 3D MRI: Statistics of mean error measures in single time points in all
prostate datasets.
Most of the computation time is spent for the initialization phase. Mostly the process
of ranking gradient point pairs in a 3D dataset leads to a processing time of a few (less
than 5) seconds. The update of the tracking result, when provided with new current
data can be executed in an average 920 ms with a standard deviation of 200 ms. These
timings are obtained without parallelization.
3.4. Discussion
This chapter provided introducing experiment to tracking applications in medical image
data. A simple hierarchical tree model and a sparse landmark representation are both
investigated on artificial before being applied to medical image data.
3.4.1. Simple Breathing Motion Model
A hierarchical two-level motion model was used to provide ground truth data, which
obeys the transformation the two-level filter was to track. Artificial perturbations were
introduced to study the limitations.
The given reference model showed a stable parametrization plateau for wide ranges of
imaging frame rates. Extending the frame time TF by 200% (to ≈ 350 ms in a 4 s cycle)
was still in the stable region. With the set global motion translation amplitude of 4 cm
and even cos2 motion, this corresponds to peak velocity of ≈ 0.7 · 4 cm = 2.8 cm per
frame.
Introduction of spatial deviations of single landmarks lead to loss of the landmark, as
soon as it exits the convergence range given by local diffusion values. This was caused
by the local landmarks solely relying on the global hierarchical motion prior instead of
the their temporal. If only few landmarks showed random spatial movement within the
global component, the global motion detection was not affected. Once all landmarks
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exhibited uncorrelated spatial deviations from the global motion, the track could be lost
completely.
With increasing strength of the local deviations, the likelihood peak of the global
motion spreads out. It decreases in strength and becomes multi modal. Tracking is
sensitive to these perturbations and error estimates decrease strongly from spatial devi-
ations from 1 mm and more. Hence, for a well functioning model it is required that there
exists a set of landmarks which represents the common moving structure well. This set
should outweigh the set of static landmarks and the set of landmarks with strong local
displacements.
In order to successfully run a tracking algorithm in the given artificial scenario, the
time per frame needs to be lower than a tenth of the breathing cycle. If the global model
allows scaling and rotation, these degrees of freedom need to be bound by a minimum
set of simultaneously visible landmarks. If this is not given, the state space extents
for these degrees of freedom need to be restricted or fully removed. In general, using
adaptive diffusion allows to reduce error with respect to using static diffusion. This is
however only true for the case of success. The case of failure, adaptive diffusion leads
to higher error measures. This is caused by the adaptive process spreading the support
samples further in order to find a mode.
The influence of the number of landmarks present in the moving model, revealed im-
portant properties of the global model. As long as the number of local landmarks was
sufficiently high to specify clear constraints, the global model could follow the related
motion. An observation fixing fewer degrees of freedom that the state space offered, left
states space dimensions under determined. Especially in the case of adaptive diffusion,
the standard deviation increased drastically in these excess dimensions, causing insta-
bility. This may be avoided by restricting maximum diffusive values and extent of the
state space dimensions themselves: A sufficient number of landmarks must permanently
be present. Further, for the given parametrization, a ratio of 1/3 of the landmarks could
be chosen to be static without hampering the proper detection of the global motion
component. Since the algorithm lacks a propagation term besides Gaussian diffusion, it
accepted static components as the sought target more easily than the moving. Hence,
a fraction of more than 50% of landmarks being static leads to certain failure. The
presence of competing modes of motion will be approached in the proceeding chapter.
Generally, the artificial motion model could yield robust results over much wider ranges
of parameters than proposed reference parametrization assumed.
3.4.2. Sparse, Gradient Based Landmark Model
For modeling landmarks, a sparse contrast based feature description is proposed. Its
basic properties were evaluated on artificial image data of features resembling liver vessels
in EPI image data.
The appearance model requires both a function for reducing descriptive points to a
fixed size set and a weighting function applied to the resulting set.
Point pair based point reduction shows to be more robust than single point based,
since a context of two points belonging to a local gradient is preserved. This leads to
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higher resistance against Gaussian noise. The gain is equal for SSD based and contrast
based weighting. For higher levels of noise, correlation of the SSD based observation
decreases more quickly than the contrast based. In this range, the additive nature of
the contrast weighting’s kernel can compensate the external additive noise better than
the SSD. This, however, mostly affects the range of very low SNR < 0.5.
A point-pair based reduction function is presented and found to outperform two single-
point based reduction functions, in that it yields models more resilient to Gaussian noise.
In single site reduction, an increase in the number of points may deteriorate the model.
Pair based reduction is found to circumvent this problem. A tuning parameter γ can
be used to weigh emphasis between intensity and spatial extent of the point pairs. It
controls an agglomeration process of gradient point pairs around high contrast regions.
After point reduction, the appearance model requires a weighting function for appli-
cation. A contrast based weighting function is compared to an SSD based one. For low
SNR values they are found to perform similarly well for reasonably low SNR. The SSD
based function is however more restrictive to high noise values as to model appearance
changes (data not shown). While both functions can successfully be applied to the given
sparse sample data, the contrast based function is recommended for quick large scale
adaptation. For detailed, small scale adaptation, SSD based weighting is favorable, due
to the more precise target encoding.
Only slight benefit can be gained by optimizing the reduction functional by Simulated
Annealing as opposed to a greedy algorithm. Since SA requires much more computation,
greedy optimization is suitable for fast initialization in real-time applications. Therefore,
in order to operate a fast, noise-resistant algorithm, the combination of contrast pair
based initialization with a contrast based weighting function is chosen.
The idea of using a simplified weighting kernel may be found in the literature. In [KMI02],
the authors use increment sign correlation, where the signs of the differences of direct
neighbor voxels are stored. This technique is refined in [KSI03] to motivate a selective
correlation coefficient.
The method proposed here offers a range-to-gradient optimization parameter, which
can be used to adjust to different gradient slopes or scales in the image. Although this
parameter γ will be used single valued in this work, it might be used for statistical
modeling, since it may create multiple representations from the same region.
3.4.3. 2D MRI Data
Two dimensional EPI data of liver motion caused by breathing were used to investigate
a feature detector and the two-level tracking model.
An LBP based kernel filter is found to outperform a local maximum filter as it reaches
either lower distance errors or higher ranks of the detections. Furthermore, the LBP
based filter has the advantage of a fixed (here 8) neighborhood6, whereas the cost of the
evaluation of a maximum filter scales quadratic with the kernel size. Using the kernel
size of 3 vx for the LBP based detector, the rank’s 90th percentile is located at ≈ 30–40
6If the number of neighbors was increased for large kernel sizes, the scaling would be linear.
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features. This means, that for the considered data, features up to rank 30–40 need to be
considered for integration, when using only this optimum kernel size. While an optimum
kernel size can be found for the data considered, in the actual application a range of
kernel sizes is used. If the first one does not return a sufficient amount of landmarks,
the process is repeated with another size. Given that the annotation shows 20 features
at most, this means that 10–20 additional landmarks are detected. While these often
reside in the liver as well, they do not always. False positives arise for instance in the
spine region or the kidney, if visible. While the former is likely to interfere with the
construction of a viable tracking model, the latter may even stabilize it. The kidney
does not follow the exact motion as the liver, but is affected by breathing motion in a
very similar way. Therefore, it is not necessary to remove kidney landmarks from the
model before tracking.
Applied to real-time EPI images of liver motion, the two level tracking algorithm is
capable of following the presented global motion pattern well. The local stage can be
used to decrease global error levels further. In the given dataset, some landmarks are
barely visible. These can be difficult to annotate and track, as they may only be visible in
particular phases of the breathing cycle. Few cases of deep inhalation posed difficulties.
This could however be resolved by introducing adaptive diffusion.
3.4.4. 2D US Data
In 2D ultrasound, the two-level model is generally found to show the desired effect: A
global model introduces stability, whereas the local one refines current position estimates.
Available ultrasound reference data differed from MRI data in that few landmarks
only are annotated. In most of the data, 2D liver ultrasound shows fewer vessels than
2D liver EPI images do. In multiple cases of US data only one landmark was given
and the global model was less efficient. Parameters such as scaling — intended to be
evaluated on larger, global ranges — act on a single landmark and can introduce degrees
of freedom which are not well defined. As seen in artificial data experiments, this may
lead to instability, if adaptive diffusion is used on the global level.
Speckle noise leaves the plain initialization of a contour based appearance model with
the need to overcome abundant dark inter-speckle regions. A median filter could be used
to ameliorate the process. It was found sufficient to apply the filter to the initial image
only, which saves computation time during application. Naturally, some ultrasound
images show a strong bias for (vertical) gradients, in the direction of sound. In the
selection of gradients for contour based description, horizontal and vertical gradients are
both important and a compensation for the bias is required. Therefore, the median filter
is chosen with a non-isotropic kernel, which is found to balance the mixture of gradient
directions. Its settings are naturally data dependent, but the single chosen setting did
yield reasonable results for all observed types of ultrasound data. With this type of
preprocessing the algorithm is fundamentally different from Speckle Tracking. While
Speckle Tracking tracks the motion of individual maxima in the back scattered signal,
the algorithm in this work aims to detect the motion of larger scale level structure.
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Long handheld ultrasound sequences can show drifts in vessel and diaphragm positions.
These occur as absolute as well as changes relative to other landmarks. Often, absolute
difference were related to the actual motion of interest. Relative differences, on the
other hand, can be attributed to changes in the slice alignment, as a result of probe
or volunteer position changes. Due to the irregular structure of liver vasculature, there
are cases in which the inter-landmark drifts can not be matched by a global similarity
transformation. Also, changes in the vasculature may appear as motion, but start to
contradict the positioning of the diaphragm.
In an application, the relation of diaphragm and liver vessels should not drift strongly
throughout the course of an image sequence. If such a drift is present, it is an indicator
for the imaging plane having changed with respect to the target. In this case, the
tracking result loses its value, as the detected landmarks — even though they may look
similar — do not correspond to the reference markers.
Additional landmarks located on the diaphragm are found to stabilize the track when
the imaging plane is stable as well. Otherwise, they can even destabilize it, by misgui-
ding the global model. As a reflecting surface, the diaphragm provides a strong contrast,
which can be much more robust to slight angulation of the imaging plane, than vessel
landmarks. If the image plane is held constant with respect to the liver, the diaphragm
can provide a stabilizing tool, if vessels are not clearly identifiable. Due to the strong
contrast, the diaphragm however dominates the optimization of the global model. Thus,
if the imaging plane is angulated, vessels may appear to have moved with respect to
the diaphragm. A global model optimized to the diaphragm location then provides an
unsuitable prior for the detection of vessels. Computationally, the addition of diaphragm
landmarks is relatively expensive, as a grid of seven such landmarks already outweighs
the often few present vessel landmarks. In this regard, a more delicate selection pro-
cess for support structures might be useful. They could for instance be based on a
segmentation of the diaphragm, and explicitly integrate the diaphragm edges into the
model.
Both, 2D US and 2D MRI data, can suffer from through-plane motion (TPM). TPM
causes tracked structure to disappear, new structure to appear. It can change the
appearance of vessel landmarks as the cross section is altered. Generally, in both types of
data TMP can be found. In MRI it is related to tissue moving through the fixed imaging
plane. In ultrasound data it may also be caused by an unstable location of the handheld
ultrasound probe. The effect in both modalities differs. In MRI data TPM affects
the neighbor relations of landmarks. The appearance often is not altered drastically. In
fact, cardiac pulsation shows more pronounced changes in the appearance of large vessels
than TPM. The low amounts of TPM only affect a low fraction of landmarks, such that
the global modal remains stable. In ultrasound, TPM visibly changes the appearance
of landmarks. Just as in MRI, it changes the neighborhood relations. However, since
fewer vessel landmarks are visible in the ultrasound data, these changes affect the global
model much more strongly. Means to stabilize the global model have been proposed in
integrating the diaphragm in to it. This could amend the effect of changing landmark
appearance, but for high magnitude TPM is also found to introduce conflicts into the
global model.
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3.4.5. 3D MRI Data
In three dimensional EPI image data the motion of prostate, rectal wall and urethra could
be followed. While for prostate capsule and urethra the additional local optimization
was found to decrease error, this distinction could not be made for the less clearly defined
rectal wall region.
The presented global model is able to capture the overall motion in the available
prostate motion sets. It does however not describe motion of the prostate in detail. Par-
ticularly the urethra shows motion which in some datasets is decoupled from the motion
of the prostate. In those, it does not always follow the global motion or exaggerates it
strongly. It is not clear whether this is conventional deformation or the effect of ablation
in certain regions of the prostate. Here, a local correction is able to capture the motion
of the urethra to certain extents, yet not fully. This may be seen in figure 3.17, where
the urethra motion is better captured by the local correction. The optimization of local
landmarks is limited in range, such that it is not possible to capture fully arbitrary
urethra motion. This is done to prevent more uncertain landmarks losing track.
Rather than motion, the prostate MRI data shows deformation. In given sets, the
observable global motion was limited to ranges of 5 mm to 8 mm. Global adaptation of
the algorithm is possible in larger areas of few centimeters. However, the algorithm is
capable of capturing larger global motions than present in the provided data. This was
tested by artificially shifting image content in either reference or current image.
As a common problem, landmarks at high contrast boundaries produce the most cer-
tain position estimates. The estimates’ standard deviations on edges such as the prostate
border and urethra are found to be lower than those within comparably even intensity
areas within the prostate capsule. In these areas, the local correction tends to follow the
global prior. Here, the algorithm might benefit from a regularization between neighbo-
ring sites.
In the generated annotation, rectal wall structure is the region of largest tracking
error. This is related to the structure only yielding a constraint perpendicular to the
wall. In this case, the local correction performs even or worse compared to the global.
Another argument for this effect is the annotator also not being able to distinguish the
motion well — in this region, an annotator also must estimate the motion by what seems
plausible on a global level. Hence, benefit of a local correction cannot be shown with
certainty by the annotation.
3.4.6. Common Findings
This section proposed a particular implementation of a two level filter. The choice of two
levels facilitates the generation of a simple hierarchy. Both levels of a hierarchy require
parametrization. Fast, lightweight operations can be left to the initial root position es-
timation, whereas more complex details can be computed on leaf stages. In particular,
the algorithm is designed for real-time matching of a sparse field. While the leaf stage
covers additional, local deviations from the global pattern, it does so in a limited way.
Aside from further refining the leaf stage, its result might be used as prior input for other
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algorithms. It could be forwarded to an interpolation or to a registration algorithms,
which converge to their optimum more quickly, given a useful prior. The simplified
global motion model is shown to yield robust results for a series of test scenarios with
simplified perturbations observed in medical image series. In this artificial environment,
the limits of the algorithm have been explored with respect to tracking breathing mo-
tion. The knowledge about these limitations may serve as a tool for the discrimination
of valid from invalid input. There is no dedicated interaction or regularization term in
the optimization on the local level. Simple mass spring FEM model might be introduced
as interaction terms on the leaf stage. This might increase computational cost drasti-
cally and is not directly compatible with the underlying stochastic optimization scheme.
Here, the direct interaction of local landmarks is replaced by the assumption of highly
correlated motion described by the global model. Local correction accounts for errors in
this assumption.
In each of the three proposed applications to tracking, a real-time performance could
be reached during execution. In the 2D cases this means that results were computed
in less than the frame duration of approximately 100ms. The case of 3D data yielded
tracking results within one second while images are updated every few minutes. In all
cases, the initialization phase — particularly the reduction of the landmark description
— required more time. Depending on the sparsity, a factor of five could be found.
In the implementation, this however has to be executed once. Since the algorithm is
implemented for a single CPU thread, there are straightforward options to increase
performance. In particular, there are serveral options to parallelize the execution. This
will be considered in detail in the final discussion.
The presented implementation of the two level algorithm operates on node-based ap-
pearance models and discards temporal priors for the leaf stage — the algorithm seeks
landmark representations as observed in the reference situation. Using a leaf based
appearance model and maintaining distribution priors on the leaf stage, the global re-
presentation is updated with each step. In an assessment in the 2D EPI case, this was
found to be unstable over time, if the state space of the leaf level is unbounded. The rea-
son is that single leaf node, if unstable within a single frame may drift among the global
model and be unable to recover. These deteriorate both quality of the global model as
well as their own temporal prior. Hence, in order to operate this implementation, more
high level logic is required, which sorts unstable and stable landmarks from the global
model. In this chapter this problem has been approached by only using hierarchical
priors for the local model, i.e. disregarding their temporal priors. Even if a landmark
is temporarily undetectable, the filter will return a position estimate, which then is
mostly determined by the global estimate. This resolves the necessity for additional
maintenance, but possibly increases the distance between global current and reference
representation in some phases of the track.
Outlook The proposed two-level algorithm is very general and can be extended to
adopt alternative appearance models easily. Additional levels may be integrated and
tailored to different situations. The two-level approach demonstrates the most simple
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hierarchical application. Its output, being a sparse deformation field, may need to be
processed in further steps. Multiple ways to proceed from this data include spatial in-
terpolation to dense deformation field via piecewise affine warp [MB04] or the use in a
dedicated, statistical shape motion model for spatiotemporal prediction [Pre+14]. As
an extension, methods for the interpolation of the result vector field might be conside-
red. For thin plate splines [Duc77] there exist extensions which allow the integration of
anisotropic position uncertainty for elastic registration [Roh+01].
In general, joining landmarks into clusters for evaluation shows the expected stabi-
lizing effect, if the correct landmarks are chosen. Joining vessels into clusters shows a
stabilizing effect, as well as joining clusters with further structure such as the diaphragm.
This however requires three levels, which cannot be handled by the two level model. The
motivation of a fixed three level model is not trivial, as the new inner layer of nodes
requires knowledge of the actual components of motion. These are not known before-
hand and cannot be derived from the initial image. The following chapter will suggest
a solution to these limitation.
3.4.7. Conclusion
In this chapter the necessary components for applying the ’building blocks’ of chapter
Gaussian Transition Filter Model (2) to actual medical image data have been presented.
They have been extended by
• A generic description of a hierarchical tree for tracking articulated motion
– using a transformation hierarchy
– offering different ways to encode the appearance model along the tree
• A sparse description of landmarks, which allows for real-time processing. It fea-
tures a tuning parameter that defines what scales of gradients are integrated into
the model.
• An inexpensive feature detector for liver vessels in EPI image data
Application to three sample cases of medical image data has demonstrated the real-
time applicability. The hierarchical model has been shown beneficial for the robustness
of the results, but in this chapter was limited to a fixed, two level model. The proceeding
chapter will extend this model to allow a generic tree to adapt and also to formulate a
generic description of appearance from the tree.
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3.5. List of variables
Group Var. Brief Detail
Reduction
Function
i Single entity energy
κi,j (Repulsive) entity interaction
Contrast
Based
Reduction
∆bi Intensity Diff. Absolute intensity difference of a gradient point pair.
Di Spatial Dist. Absolute spatial distance of a gradient point pair.
γ Tuning Tuning parameter for the selection process; shifting
emphasis either towards high contrast or short dis-
tance gradients entities.
Experiment SNR Signal-to-noise
ratio
Estimate of the signal-to-noise ratio of an artificial
image.
Result
Measures
R0, R1 Local response of a filter to the reference image pa-
tch, and to a current image patch, resp.
MSD ’Survival Diagnostic’ obtained from a response.
MPC Pearson’s Correlation between two responses (refe-
rence and current).
Artificial
Breathing
Model
k Frame Index Index of a temporal step. With k = 0..kmax, where
k = 0 denotes the reference.
TF Fixed duration of a single frame.
Tcycle Fixed duration of a breathing cycle.
AT ,
AS , AR
Amplitudes Amplitudes of global translation, scaling and rota-
tion, resp.
σA Appearance
Width
Width of a landmarks likelihood function.

4. Dynamic Hierarchy Model
When a model is initialized from a single reference frame, detailed information of expec-
table motion may be unknown. A set of landmarks may be detected, but their mutual
relationships and motion patterns are initially unknown. Assuming the relationship of
landmarks may be captured in a hierarchical graph, a single initial frame does not suffice
to derive this graph. It must be learned by observing the temporal evolution. In this
chapter, a hierarchical model will be dynamically generated and updated using on-line
using hierarchical clustering and agglomerative adaptation. Nodes will be added to or
and removed from the tree. Goal is to obtain a motion hierarchy which is able to encode
the observable image content.
Key idea is to start tracking from a situation of least information about the expectable
motion. In this, the describing hierarchical tree consists of a sole root node. Only in
the reference state, the root node model certainly is able to describe the observed state.
In further progress of the motion, the model may need to be adapted. As with distance
to the reference frame, the matching error increases, the model indicates its descriptive
limitations (Fig. 4.1). Once this happens however, additional information of the motion
is available, since all frames up to the current are known. This may be used to update the
motion model in such a way that it better describes the observable motion pattern. The
Figure 4.1.: Moving from reference to a distant state, the error in the description may
increase, due to limitations of the model itself (A). Updating the model may account for
appearances not initially anticipated (B) and thus reduce the error in the distant state.
approach in this section relies on updating the underlying motion hierarchy. New nodes
will be introduced to capture yet undescribed residual motion. Further, mechanisms are
introduced which limit the growth of the tree. Existing nodes will be updated in their
function and possibly removed if they do not maintain a benefit.
The chapter is subdivided into the following sections: The first part describes the
model by introducing the notion of associations between landmarks and nodes of the
hierarchical tree description of motion. The concept will be used as a basis for two
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distinct adaptation processes described in the following two sections: A top-down clus-
tering approach, and a bottom-up rearrangement and merging process. The subsequent
experiments section defines artificial scenarios which investigate basic behavior of the
proposed model. Furthermore, the adaptation process is explored on EPI image data
of liver motion. The chapter is summarized with an outlook on possible use cases,
extensions and simplifications of the algorithm.
4.1. Model
In the previous chapter Fixed Hierarchy Model (3), a model hierarchy was provided
in advance. The algorithm used the same structure for any kind of data: A global
common motion and individual local deviations thereof. For a general case, where the
tree is not predefined, it must be derived from the data itself. For this, in a first step, the
hierarchical model must be defined such that it allows for sequential steps of adaptation.
Within the vast space of possible tree configurations, it is not possible to evaluate all
configurations or even monitor them comparably over multiple steps. The choice of a
hierarchical tree therefore requires that only trees with an already measured benefit over
others are considered. These may then be refined further. This suggests an approach
of hierarchical clustering in which the tree is built up from the root node by recursively
applying split operations to the existing nodes.
Here, such approach is chosen, which splits existing clusters into sub-clusters. The
tracking process starts out with a root node, holding a representation and describing
the motion of all landmarks. New nodes are created by splitting existing leaf nodes into
further clusters of landmarks (Fig. 4.2, A), which are then appended. If sibling nodes
are found to express the same motion, they can be joined again (Fig. 4.2, B).
Figure 4.2.: Hierarchical split and join operation. (A) Adding child nodes to explain
independent motion of sub components. (B) Removing excess components by merging
nodes.
In the hierarchy, nodes describe clusters of common motion. When new sub-compo-
nents are formed, new appearance models and transformations for these must be defined.
Splitting an existing node must create new appearance models for the child nodes. For
this, the connection between a node and its landmark clusters is relaxed. This Model
section will introduce the notion of associations between features and nodes, which will
lead to a more generic formulation of the tracking process. It will allow for on-line
buildup and reconfiguration of a hierarchical tracking tree. A particular set of rules for
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associations will be used as boundary condition for rearranging associations themselves
and even the hierarchical tree.
4.1.1. Node-to-Landmark Association
In the previous chapter Fixed Hierarchy Model (3), two variants of associating the ap-
pearance to the hierarchical tree have been described. The node based appearance model
assumed that each node of the fixed hierarchical tree was provided an own model. This
does not allow for of the hierarchical tree without generating entirely new models. The
leaf based appearance model on the other hand assumed that the leafs of a fixed tree hold
the building blocks to construct the appearance models of the parents. In this model,
each node is associated to all appearance models of its leaf nodes. The leaf based model
already conveys the idea of constructing the appearance model from a set of smaller
models. These are however not idenpendent of the tree as they are explicitly associated
with the leaf nodes.
In order to generalize the idea of a hierarchical tree for tracking, one must acknowledge
that landmarks exist independently of the tree itself. Nodes in the hierarchy represent
observable clusters of common motion. One may interpret the hierarchical tree as the
result of a hierarchical clustering process. In this, the root node is associated with all
landmarks. This set of associations is subdivided on next level by splitting it among
the child nodes of the root. Each landmark now is associated to the root and associated
to one of the root’s children. These children may further be subdivided until there are
only leaf nodes with an association to a single feature each left (Fig. 4.3). In order to
Figure 4.3.: Left: Propagation of landmark associations along a hierarchical tree.
Right: The notion of associations between nodes and landmarks will be used to dy-
namically alter the hierarchical tree.
introduce a general scheme of hierarchical clustering and tracking for an arbitrary set
of landmarks, the notion of an association between nodes and landmarks is introduced.
Associations create the binding element between the hierarchy and the set of landmarks.
Considering them as individual entities will allow rearranging the function of the hierar-
chy dynamically. As association has different properties, the most important one being
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a label-like state. The motivation for associations will start out with a binary state
association, but then be extended to a ternary description.
Each node i in the tree is associated to at least one landmark. Landmarks may receive
associations from multiple nodes. There may not be more than one association between
node and landmark. The association entity describes properties of the relationship
between node i and a landmark j. Its primary property is a label-like state, which in
the most simple case would take a binary value
SAi,j ∈ {0, 1} def= {not present, present} (4.1)
It indicates whether the association exists (SAi,j = 1) or not (S
A
i,j = 0). In this chapter,
index i will be used for nodes, j for landmark. An association or one of its properties is
indexed by i, j.
The binary state of an association (Eq. 4.1) describes associations in a fixed tracking
hierarchy. States present and not present are permanent. They are however not indepen-
dent along the hierarchy. Hierarchical clustering motivates a normalizing condition: The
association of landmark j to node i, depends on sibling and parent node’s association
(Fig. 4.4).
1. Availability A landmark j is available to node i, if node i does not have a
parent node or the parent node p is associated to the landmark (SAp,j = 1). If the
landmark is available, it may or may not be associated to node i (SAi,j ∈ {0, 1});
otherwise it may not (SAi,j = 0).
2. Normalization Among a set of sibling nodes S, to which landmark j is avai-
lable, exactly one is associated to it.∑
i∈S S
A
i,j = 1.
Figure 4.4.: Rule set for forwarding associations along a hierarchical tree.
Rule (1) determines, which kinds of associations are allowed, whereas (2) defines that
exactly one of them is realized. Adhering to both, there are now three states an asso-
ciation may obtain (Fig. 4.5). It may be forbidden by rule (1). Unless it is forbidden,
it is allowed, i.e. in a state which is further differentiated by rule (2). Among allowed
sibling associations to the same landmark, most are not established (weak association)
except for a single association which is established (strong association).
This means: Strongly associated landmarks of a parent node are split up among the
child nodes. Each of them is strongly associated to exactly one child and weakly to the
other children. A node cannot be associated (strongly, weakly) to a landmark if the
parent node is not strongly associated to it. The dynamics of the tree will be introduced
with the exchange of weak and strong associations.
The type of the association determines its contribution to the tracking process. For-
bidden associations do not partake in it. Differentiation between weak and strong associ-
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Figure 4.5.: Left: In order to allow for updates of associations, a third weak association
state is introduced. To a limited extent it takes part in the measurement process for
a node, but does not affect the node’s result in the update. Weak and strong associ-
ations can be exchanged, giving room for a dynamical tree configuration. Right: The
association to one particular landmark is passed along a hierarchical tree. Obeying the
set of rules (Fig. 4.4), individual, single paths of strong associations are formed for each
landmark. The rule set allows changing weak and strong associations to sibling nodes
(arrows), which is the basis for dynamic tree adaptation.
ation affects the dynamics of the model. Only strong associations are treated as present
associations in the binary state: They update their set of sample weights and provide
them to the update step of the associated node. Weak associations will partake in a
reduced kind of measurement, which is not integrated into the tracking result, but em-
ployed to occasionally update the associations themselves. Dynamics will be introduced
to alter states between weak and strong associations, and altering these will affect the
differentiation of allowed and forbidden state on descendant levels along the hierarchy.
This particular set of rules leads to an arrangement where a landmark strongly associ-
ated with the root node passes on this strong association along a single path until a leaf
is reached. Direct sibling nodes to strongly associated nodes receive weak associations
with the landmark, whereas associations to all other nodes are forbidden (Fig. 4.5). The
rules ensure that the number of strong associations to a landmark does not increase
more than O(L) with L levels of the hierarchy. They reflect the idea of clustering the
target model into complementary sets of landmarks.
The following terminology is used: If a node and landmark share a strong association,
this work may reference them as associated. Otherwise the association type will be
stated explicitly.
Properties and Usage of an Association For tracking individual nodes, further pro-
perties of an association are of interest, which are required for the tracking process
(Fig. 4.6). These will be differentiated from properties of a node by a superscript A:
First, the transformation matrix MAi,j ∈ R4x4 from the node’s coordinate system to the
landmark center. Second, the set of weights piAi,j,k with k = 1..N
i
S indexing samples of
the sample set of node i. The weights of an association are related to the sample set
of the node. The node proposes a common set of sample states indexed by k to all of
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its associated landmarks. Each of them weighs these hypotheses individually and stores
the result in the set of piAi,j,k. Furthermore, being related to node i, the association is
implicitly appendant to a hierarchical level li. On the other end, it is related to a land-
mark, which is characterized by an appearance model — given by a set of points pl and
a measurement function L.
Node Landmark
Level
Sample 
Set
Observation 
Model
Association
Transformation
Sample
Weights
Association 
State
Association
Sample
States
Sample
Weights
Measurement 
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Measurement 
Function 
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Transformation
i ji,j
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πi,j,k
si,k
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 A
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Figure 4.6.: The association of a node to a landmark joins the properties of a node with
those of the landmark. It specifies details of the relationship via its own properties. The
thin arrow path below indicates the ordering of the tracking process from the creation
of new sample transformations to their weighting (see text).
Associations are a central element for tracking. Task of an existing strong association
SAi,j = 1 is to obtained a weight for landmark j for sample transformations given by node
i, in order to allow for a state update of node i. The tracking process for node i depends
on the set of landmarks j with an existing strong association SAi,j = 1. The associations’
transformation matrices MAi,j localize the landmarks j in the coordinate system of node
i.
The sample set of node i holds NS samples indexed by k = 1..NS; with states si,k and
weight pii,k. Node i begins a tracking iteration by propagating the particle states to form
new proposals si,k. These then require weighting. For this, weights of the associated
landmarks are computed first and then joined into weights for the node. With Mi,k
summarizing the node center transformation of sample k, the associated sample weight
piAi,j,k of association j is computed as
piAi,j,k = L(Mi,kMAi,j|Icurrent), (4.2)
It represents a likelihood for transformation k of node i dependent on observation data
of landmark j. Weights piAi,j,k are then used to update the node’s weights pii,k. In order to
join weights for the nodes sample set, a product or sum may be considered. A product
would require the simultaneous identification of all landmarks in order to yield a weight
greater than zero. Anticipating the model not being able to describe the correct motion
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in the first place1 or random disappearance of landmarks, a sum is used.
pii,k ∝
∑
j
SAi,jpi
A
i,j,k. (4.3)
Potentiating by an annealing schedule is applied to the pii,k as before (not to the associ-
ated piAi,j,k). The resulting, updated node weights are used to obtain a position estimate
for the node and associated landmarks. The center of a landmark in its own coordinate
system is ~0. With Mˆ being the current transformation estimate of a node, its center
estimate is Mˆ~0 and associated landmark estimates are {MˆTAj ~0}j. Note that the associ-
ation sample sets are not taken into account for the association position estimates, and
the estimates are based on the joint set of landmarks.
Aside from being used to update the node’s sample weights pii,k, the association weights
piAi,j,k are stored and will be used as input to hierarchical clustering in section 4.1.2.
Furthermore, dynamics for the weak associations will be introduced in section 4.1.3.
Transformation Path Detail As in the previous chapter Fixed Hierarchy Model (3), the
hierarchy of motion clusters poses the transformation hierarchy. As the tree is derived
from the data itself, new degrees of freedom occur dynamically.
When new child nodes are appended to a parent via a hierarchical split, the parent-
to-child transformation needs to be defined. A possible choice for Mpc might be from
parent to the center of the associated landmarks’ geometrical centers. However, if the
set of landmarks associated to the new node changes, it is difficult to update the trans-
formation center, since the node’s states are defined relative to it. An option to avoid the
additional degrees of freedom introduced by Mpc lies in setting them to unity (Fig. 4.7).
Only exception is the fixed root’s Mpc1 . As a consequence, a node’s transformation center
is not necessarily related to the positions of the associated landmarks. In fact, in the
reference situation, all node transformation centers coincide in the position which is cho-
sen as root reference. This choice leads to further simplifications in that the association
transformations MAi,j are identical for any node i; which is convenient when a child node
inherits a landmark association from its parent.
This means further, that degrees of freedom, such as scaling and translation cannot
be offered locally, and that except for the root level, all further levels should resort
to translations only. For the purpose of demonstrating hierarchy building as means to
outmaneuver a lack of degrees of freedom, this work uses only translations on every node
— in particular, the root node is not provided extra degrees of freedom.
1The correct motion is to be tracked by building a correcting hierarchy.
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Figure 4.7.: Transformation path for a landmark j associated to a node i on level 3
of the hierarchy, used to transform the appearance model j’s measurement points ~pj,k.
Setting parent-to-child transformations Mpci to unity for nodes after the root level is
used to simplify the transformation chain at the cost of reducing the possible degrees of
freedom (see text).
4.1.2. Association Clustering, Introduction of new Child Nodes
In order to organize the build-up of a hierarchical tree of associations, common motion
components among them need to be detected — means for clustering them are required.
Hierarchical clustering divides existing clusters into further clusters based on similarity
or distance measures of the parent cluster members. Here, the members of a node are
given as (strong) associations from a single node i to its landmarks. Node i represents
the parent cluster and the process of clustering its strongly associated landmarks is to
determine new clustered subsets of strong associations for the child nodes.
The main motivation of clustering is to determine whether and how an existing leaf
node needs to be split into further child nodes in order to describe the observed motion
properly. The assumption in the configuration of a node (here: set of strongly asso-
ciated landmarks) is that the related appearance model can describe the observations
in the data, i.e. that the set of associated landmarks undergoes a common transfor-
mation. Figure 4.8 depicts a simplified scenario of a single node with two associated
landmarks. First, the sought appearance is defined by the landmark descriptions and
the related node-to-landmark transformations MAi,j (left). Thus, when the node’s coor-
dinate system is transformed into image coordinates, the two landmarks are sought in
different positions. In the depicted example, the node may propose translations. The
distance between the proposed landmark positions does not change. Thus, when the
object consisting of landmarks 1 and 2 undergoes a translation, both appearance models
will yield a maximum response for the same translation. In this case, data and model
agree. The response is unimodal and it is not necessary to subdivide the node into
further components.
However, the data may contradict the transformation model. In the example land-
marks 1 and 2 move away from each other. Then, the appearance models of the nodes
yield maximum responses in different parts of the state space. The joint response for the
node becomes multi modal. Each mode indicates a sub component of motion. Splitting
the set of landmark to new sibling nodes can then help to adapt. This is the motivation
for the clustering process.
In this work, the response of a landmark j of node i is captured in the weight set piAi,j,k of
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Figure 4.8.: Left: The appearance model of a node is a joint model of the appearance
models of the strongly associated landmarks. Right: If the data can be explained by
a single transformation of the joint model, the response in state space is mono modal.
If the data starts to diverge from the model, the response becomes multi modal. This
event indicates that further subdivision of the associated landmarks is necessary.
the association. The nodes measurement pii,k will become multi modal, when the weight
sets of the associated landmarks yield different responses to the common hypotheses
indexed by k. In order to detect sub components among the strong associations, it is
therefore necessary to cluster their responses piAi,j,k.
In order to split a cluster i with a set of associations into new sub clusters, associations
must be compared to each other. Each association to landmark j ∈ {1..N iF} produces
a set of weights piAi,j,k for samples k ∈ {1..NS} (eq. 4.2). These sets are updated
in every tracking step and reflect the individual response landmark j generates, given
the common set of states {si,k}k of node i. Interpreting these sets as feature vectors,
a similarity measure for two landmarks j1, j2 with vectors ~pi
A
i,j1
,~piAi,j2 can be found in
the cosine similarity (Eq. 1.2). For two weight sets ~piAi,j1 ,~pi
A
i,j2
this means that their
normalized versions are compared for their similarity in expression of the components.
Since weights piAi,j,k > 0∀i, j, k, their similarity is always positive CS (~piAi,j1 , ~piAi,j2) ∈ [0, 1].
Cosine similarity will be a key measure in the clustering process.
The clustering algorithm (Alg. 4.1) itself is implemented in iterative assign-and-update
fashion oriented on Lloyd’s [Llo82] implementation of the k-means algorithm. In this,
K randomly initialized centroids are updated iteratively, with two distinct steps within
each iteration: First, cluster assignments are determined by assigning input vectors to
their closest cluster centers. Then, new cluster centroids are obtained by computing the
mean vector of each cluster. The original k-means algorithm uses a Euclidean distance
measure and returns exactly K clusters2. The proposed clustering algorithm differs in
both the computation of distances as well as cluster centers and output — instead of K
output clusters, the algorithm will produce K∗ ≤ K, as some clusters can be empty.
2Upper case K is used for the number of clusters; lower case k however continues to index dimensions
of the input vectors. Individual clusters will instead be indexed by y.
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Input to the algorithm is a set of entities to be clustered. In order to cluster the
strongly associated landmarks of node i, the weight sets piAi,j,k of the strong associations
to the strongly associated landmarks j are used. A weight set piAi,j,k will be denoted as
vectors ~piAx = ~pi
A
i,j, where k is absorbed in the vector notation. The index x = 1..Ninput
indexes the set of strong associations SAi,j = 1 of node i; and by that the input vectors for
clustering. Among the Ninput input vectors, K clusters, indexed by y = 1..K are sought.
Each cluster is characterized by its center ~cy. Input vectors ~pi
A
x and cluster centers ~cy
exist in R+0
NS . The implicit normalization of the cosine similarity constrains them to
the NS dimensional unit hypersphere during the computation of similarity.
One option for using the cosine similarity would be to assign input vector to the
cluster centers which are most similar. However, instead of using the similarity measure
directly, the formulation is inverted here: Rather than assigning by a similarity to what
a cluster is, the assignment is obtained by a dissimilarity to what a cluster is not. This
approach allows for empty result clusters and therefore relaxes the considerations of a
correct number of target clusters. For this, auxiliary complement cluster centers ~ccy are
defined to be the element wise complement ccy,k = 1 − cy,k. Instead of maximizing the
similarity CS ( ~pix, ~cy), the assignment step minimizes the similarity to the complement
center:
lx = arg min
y
CS ( ~pix, ~ccy) (4.4)
Figure 4.9 (left) depicts the measure for a two-dimensional space (k0, k1). Motivation
for this approach is that if multiple very similar cluster centers in the local similarity
neighborhood of multiple input vectors, only one will receive all assignments. This
feature also is the reason that the number of obtained clusters can be lower than the
input K (right).
The update operation uses the assigned labels lx in order to produce new cluster
centers. The new center of cluster y is computed as mean
cy′ =
∑
x δ(lx, y) ~pix∑
x δ(lx, y)
if
∑
x
δ(lx, y) > 0. (4.5)
The algorithm 4.1 is initialized by assigning the cluster centers to random input vectors.
Then an iterative procedure cycles the assign-and-update step NCI times. During the
iteration phase, if the cluster does not hold labels (
∑
x δ(lx, y) = 0), it is assigned an
element wise random linear combination of two random input vectors. As a result of
the algorithm, each input vector is assigned a label lx ∈ 1..y, indicating which cluster
it belongs to. A cluster receives N labely =
∑
x δ(lx, y) such assignments. Empty clusters
are ignored. Only clusters with N labely > 0 are regarded as actual clusters, such that the
resulting number of clusters K∗ =
∑
y(1 − δ(N labely , 0)) is smaller than or equal to K.
In order to judge the obtained clusters with respect to their mutual similarity, a cosine
similarity M sim,cly1,y2 = CS ( ~cy1 , ~cy2) is computed.
Acceptance Condition Clustering algorithm 4.1 always returns potential clusters. The
decision about actually using the result to create new nodes is made as follows. The
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Figure 4.9.: Left: Clustering based on the maximum distance to the complement center:
From center ~cy, the complement center ~ccy is derived. Input vectors ~pix are assigned to
clusters with a minimum cosine similarity CS to the complement center (visualized in
angle α) to the complement center. (Vector tips depicted on unit sphere, in order to
hint to the normalization of CS .) Right: Qualitative depiction of only one of two close
cluster centers being assigned all entities in the local neighborhood.
criterion for acceptance or rejection of a clustering result is based on the mutual simila-
rity of the result clusters. The matrix M sim,cly1,y2 of the similarity of clusters to each other
requires interpretation. Since the result cluster similarities are influenced by the con-
tributing landmarks, their similarities are used as reference. A full landmark similarity
matrix
M sim,fj1,j2 = CS
(
~piA1,j1 ,
~piA1,j2
)
. (4.6)
is generated after the very first step of tracking. The clustering result is used to create
new child nodes, if the minimum similarity among clusters is smaller than a proportion
θbind of the similarity of landmarks among the available L0 landmarks involved in the
clustering process.
min
y1,y2
M sim,cly1,y2 < θbind minj1,j2∈L0
M sim,fj1,j2 Cluster Condition (4.7)
If all conditions are fulfilled, the new cluster nodes are appended to the parent node.
Each node receives strong associations to the related cluster’s landmarks and weak as-
sociations to the landmarks related to sibling clusters.
The creation of clusters is considered for leaf nodes of the hierarchy. After a leaf node
has been updated, its internal state is used to cluster its strong associations (Fig. 4.2).
If this result suffices the set clustering conditions, the new nodes are appended to the
parent. The algorithm proceeds, using the newly created clusters for tracking immedia-
tely.
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Input : N input vectors { ~pix}x=1..Ninput ∈ [0, 1]NS
Parameters: Number of iterations NCI
Maximum number of clusters K
Initialization For each cluster center y ∈ 1..K choose initial center ~cy by actual
input vector. Add component-wise random noise in order to avoid degeneracy
for NCI iterations do
Compute complement centers ~cCy = ~1− ~cy
Assign labels lx = arg miny CS ( ~pix, ~c
c
y)
Update centers cy′ =
∑
x δ(lx,y) ~pix∑
x δ(lx,y)
if
∑
x δ(lx, y) > 0
Result: Input vector labels {lx}x=1..Ninput ∈ {1..K}
Cluster centers {~cy}y=1..K
Assigned labels/cluster N labely =
∑Ninput
x=1 δ(lx, y)
Assigned clusters K∗ =
∑K
j=1(N
label
y > 0)
Cluster Similarity Matrix M sim,cly1,y2 = CS ( ~cy1 , ~cy2)
Algorithm 4.1: Association Clustering Algorithm
Algorithm 4.2: Implementation of clustering: After a leaf node is tracked, it is conside-
red for clustering. If the clustering step suffices the conditions, the result is accepted and
the hierarchy updated. Newly created nodes are immediately integrated in the further
tracking process.
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4.1.3. Association Rearrangement Between Siblings
The approach of hierarchical clustering is applicable for iteratively introducing subdivi-
sions into existing clusters. These have been created in a single step’s clustering result
and may have to be adapted as new information is provided to the tracking algorithm.
Here, a long term maintenance process is proposed, which evaluates the performance
of existing clusters in order to optimize the hierarchy. The optimization is done by
exchanging weak and strong associations.
The parent-children relationship is key element of rearrangement. The set of children
holds the same set of strong associations as the parent set does; yet subdivided among
them. Introducing a mobility among these strong associations means allowing them to
move from one child to another in exchange for the weak counterpart (Fig. 4.10). Via
normalization, only one child cluster is assigned the strong association to an available
landmark.
Figure 4.10.: Rearrangement of associations allows swapping strong and weak associ-
ations among the same parent (left), altering the node-to-landmark association matrix
(right): The normalization rule (Fig. 4.4) assures each landmark to be strongly asso-
ciated to a single cluster, whereas a cluster may hold strong associations to multiple
landmarks.
In order to detect and justify a relocation of a strong association, an actual competition
between child nodes is motivated. For this, in addition to its hard label like state
SAi,j ∈ {forbidden, weak, strong}, each association is provided a soft state sAi,j ∈ [0, 1].
The soft state does not indicate a label directly, but reflects how well a landmark has
been fitting and currently fits to the proposals given by the related node. It is updated
in each step. It also is subject to normalization∑
i∈S
sAi,j = 1 (4.8)
among landmark j and a set S of sibling nodes, where the parent is strongly associated
to j. The soft state translates to a hard state in such way that the strong association
is established between the sibling with the highest soft state and all other associations
to siblings are weak. Thus, by adapting the soft states, the presence of class states is
updated. Since only strong associations have a major contribution to the computational
cost, it remains limited.
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In order to introduce dynamics, the soft states themselves will be strengthened by a
reinforcing term. Similar to Hebbian learning [Oja82] subsequent normalization (Eq. 4.8)
will be used as an implicit penalty term for those associations, which were reinforced
the least. With reinforcing term ri,j, the update — executed after the tracking step of
all children completed — then reads
sA′i,j =
sAi,j + ri,j∑
i′
(
sAi′,j + ri′,j
) = sAi,j + ri,j
1 +
∑
i′ ri′,j
. (4.9)
The reinforcing term ri,j is chosen proportionate to a product of a direct association
reinforcement rDirecti,j for successful proposals and an attraction term r
Att
i,j favoring larger
clusters over smaller ones.
ri,j = f
ARrDirecti,j r
Att
i,j (4.10)
Global factor fAR describes the reinforcement strength of the two individual terms and
therefore the adaptation rate. Both will briefly be described before an example of their
simplified functionality is presented.
Direct reinforcement strengthens associations between a node and any available land-
mark the node could provide a viable position proposal for: The reinforcing term rDirecti,j
is chosen proportionate to the quality qi,j of a proposal by the related cluster i for the
location of landmark j. Quality qi,j is defined as
qi,j =
L(MˆiMAi,j|Icurrent)
pirefj
. (4.11)
where pirefj is the reference weight, landmark j obtained in the initial frame. Node i’s po-
sition estimate Mˆi is chosen its maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) estimate, e.i fully defined
by the highest weighted sample. The quality qi,j therefore represents the relative weight,
the landmark j would obtain if it was transformed by node i’s MAP transformation.
In order to leave the total, direct reinforcement
∑
i∈S ri,j among a set S of children,
unaffected by their number, the quality is normalized such that:
rDirecti,j =
qi,j∑
i′∈S qi′,j
(4.12)
An attractive reinforcement term additionally favors nodes, which already have many
strong associations. Here this term is chosen, such that it increases monotonously with
the number of associations, converging reciprocally to one. Hence, reinforcement of small
clusters is reduced.
rAtti,j =
Zi,j
1 + Zi,j
(4.13)
with Zi,j =
(
1− δ(SAi,j, 1)
)
+
∑
j′
δ(SAi,j′, 1) (4.14)
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In this, Zi,j is the number of strong associations to node i, if node i was to gain (if
SAi,j = 0) or keep (if S
A
i,j = 1) the strong association. The attractive term will be treated
as optional factor — if it is disabled, it is set to 1 for any i, j. Other than the direct
reinforcement, the attractive reinforcement is not normalized among siblings in order to
assure the maximum ratti,j remains bounded < 1. The following example will present the
effect of reinforcement and give a motivation for the introduction of the attractive term.
Example The update of soft associations (Eq. 4.9) follows an exponential relaxation.
With only the direct reinforcement term active (rAtti,j = 1), typical behavior can be derived
in the following way (Fig. 4.11): Consider a set of L landmarks which are available to
Figure 4.11.: Sample scenario (see text): Among a set of 5 sibling nodes describing
motion of individual landmarks (t = 0). Within these, three landmarks move alike, such
that the three related nodes start to compete for each of them (t > 0). By competition,
the soft states between the L nodes and L landmarks are updated. Ultimately, the three
nodes are joined into a cluster associated to the three landmarks (t 0).
a set of L child nodes S and further, a reference situation t = 0 in which each of the
child nodes is strongly associated to exactly one of them, bijectively. Initial soft states
are in accordance to the strong/weak associations either 1 or 0, respectively. Further,
let there exist a subset of L landmarks which belong to the same motion. Then, each of
the nodes associated to the L landmarks and able to track correctly, can provide viable
position estimates for any landmark among them. Assuming that their proposals are of
equivalent quality qi,j = q ≈ 1, then the temporal update (Eq. 4.9) of the soft states st
of the related associations, reads
sAi,j,t+1 =
sAi,j,t + f
ARq/L
1 + fARq
. (4.15)
Steady state is reached for si,j,∞ = 1/L. Substitution yt = sAi,j,t−1/L leads to yi,j,t+1/yi,j,t
= (1 + fARq)−1 and reveals temporal evolution (Fig. 4.12, left).
sAi,j,t =
1
L
+
(
sAi,j,0 −
1
L
)
e− ln (1+f
ARq)t. (4.16)
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Requiring the difference between si,j,0 and s
A
i,j,t to drop to a fraction (s
A
i,j,t − sAi,j,0) with
→ 0, the time required for this is captured in
1/tadapt = ln() ln(1 + f
ARq) =
fARq→0
mfAR. (4.17)
In experiments, both  and q are unknown. They may either be fitted individually or in
the approximation fARq → 0 as their product m = q ln z, which represents the effective
portion of adaptation rate fAR.
Figure 4.12.: Left: Soft state levels of initially strong associations (filled line) approache
those of the weak associations (dashed line) until nodes are joined (dot,  = 10−5) close
to the steady state level (dotted line). Right: Enabling the attraction term alters the
steady states of strong and weak association and leads to a more distinct intersection
point (dots) at the same soft state level sAi,j = 1/L.
Enabling an attractive term in this scenario leads to different adaptation rates for
strong and weak associations (Fig. 4.12, right) and to faster merging altogether. The
factor for established associations3 (z = 1) is f1 = z/(z + 1) = 1/2, whereas the rate
for non-established associations4 (z = 2) is f2 = 2/3. Other than before, steady states
differ for association types. Using an ansatz
sAi,j,t+1 =
sAi,j,t + f
ARqrAtti,j /L
1 + fARq
∑
i′ r
Att
i,j /L
(4.18)
and progressing as before, it can be shown that the steady state for association i, j is
sAi,j,∞ = r
Att
i,j /S with S =
∑
i′ r
Att
i,j . In the current scenario, where the attraction r
Att
i,j of
a strong association is r1 = 1/2 and others are r1 = 2/3, the sum is S = r1 + (L− 1)r2,
which can be used to derive further properties. In contrast to the limit convergence
observed before, the introduction of attraction leads to a true intersection. It can be
shown that its level remains at the previous convergence level sAi,j = 1/L. Time of this
intersection increases with L.
3Leaving the strong association at the current cluster would leave the cluster with one association.
4Switching the association to any other node would leave it with two associations.
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Implementation Associations are updated as the hierarchy is traversed. The tracking
algorithm progresses from root to leaf level, evaluating node of the same level jointly.
Once a level has been updated, the rearrangement algorithm updates the associations.
It refers to the available landmarks, determined by the parent level, to update the asso-
ciations of the current level. This may cause a change in the layout of strong associations
on the current level. Therefore, in a second step, the algorithm then forwards the upda-
ted associations to the next level, rearranging the available and forbidden associations.
Figure 4.4 shows the related algorithm 4.3 of such computation on the second level of
the hierarchy. Additionally, removal cases are handled: If a node on the current level is
left without strong associations, it is removed. This applies to any of its descendants,
which likewise lack strong associations. After the available associations for the next level
have been updated, the rearrangement process is finished and tracking may continue on
the next level. Further removal of nodes appears at the end of the tracking step: If a
set of children is reduced to a single child, if is identical to its parent with respect to its
associations. Hence it is removed.
4.1.4. Full Algorithm
In the full algorithm, both clustering and rearrangement process are available (algo.
4.5). Before updating the hierarchy structure, a level is tracked. For each node tracked,
position estimates are extracted for the related landmarks. Analogous to chapter Fixed
Hierarchy Model (3), the position estimate of a landmark is determined by the transfor-
mation of the node which it is related to on the target level. This means that that as
long as landmark is part of a cluster of multiple nodes, the cluster’s sample weights pii,k
are responsible for the computation of the estimate. This way, the position estimates
of the same cluster share the same transformation. The obtained position estimates are
stored as a property of the respective association.
During runtime, leaf nodes are checked for the generation of new clusters. If the
cluster creation condition is fulfilled, new nodes are created. Right after creation they
are tracked once, in order to bridge the adaptation gap, which made the clustering
necessary in the first place. Ideally the generated clusters can better describe the new
situation. After this, all nodes of the current level are involved in an update of their
association rearrangements. In case, an update of the tree structure is required, it is
performed immediately.
Once all levels have been updated, a vector field is to be obtained. Here, for each
landmark the position estimates of a common hierarchical level are returned, i.e. position
estimates of associations related to the requested level. If a landmark does not provide
a position estimate for the requested level, it returns its highest level estimate instead.
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Update of nodes on level l
for each (level l − 1) parent node p do
let S be the set of strongly associated landmarks of p
track child nodes of level l, using current S // Track
for each landmark j ∈ S do // Rearrange
// update soft states
for each (level l) child i of parent p do
update rDirecti,j (w. i’s MAP transformation as Mˆi ) (Eq. 4.12)
update rAtti,j (Eq. 4.13)
update reinforcement rAi,j (Eq. 4.10)
update and normalize soft state sAi,j (Eq. 4.9)
// update states
with i′ = arg maxi s
A
i,j
set SAi′,j ← strong
set SAi,j ← weak for i 6= i′
Remove nodes i without strong associations (incl. descendants)
for each landmark j do // Forward
for each (level l) child i of parent p do
for each (level l + 1) child g of parent i do
if SAi,j 6= 1 then
set SAg,j ← forbidden
else
if SAg,j = 0 then
set SAg,j ← weak
Algorithm 4.3: Association Rearrangement Algorithm
Algorithm 4.4: Tracking algorithm progressing from level 2 to level 3, rearranging
associations on the hierarchy.
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for level l from 1 to L do
for each node on level l do
track node
assign position estimates to the related associations
if node is leaf then
check formation of new nodes (clustering)
if new nodes gained then
track nodes
for each node on level l do
update associations (rearrangement)
for each landmark, extract position estimates from its associations for a
common level l (if missing, fall back to highest level)
Algorithm 4.5: Final Hierarchical Tracking Scheme
4.2. Experiments
Automatically derived hierarchies are studied on artificial data as well as EPI image
data. Intent of using artificial data is the assessment of the algorithm being able to
adapt to an unknown clustered motion. This part will be open to the use of multiple
stages of hierarchical splits. A second part, using EPI image data, will investigate the
effects of such algorithm on specific medical image data.
4.2.1. Evaluation Conditions
Artificial Data As described in previous experiments, artificial motion data is genera-
ted by directly defining a Gaussian mixture measurement function. Individual Gaussian
distributions represent indistinguishable responses of landmarks. Other than in chap-
ter Fixed Hierarchy Model (3), the artificial ground truth data is not composed of one
global component of motion, but of multiple clusters. Each landmark i with i ∈ 1...NL
is assigned a cluster ci ∈ 1..NC with NC ≤ NL. Different types of motion are given as
samples (Fig. 4.13).
The set of landmarks belonging to a node is moved by the centroid motion of it. The
position of a landmark is computed as a combination of the position ~pci given by the
unperturbed node transformation and a random positional term ~η, which is individual
to each landmark. In every step, the term ~η is chosen a random variable drawn from an
isotropic, multivariate zero mean Gaussian with standard deviation σpos ∈ [0, 1]. This
term represents an unpredictable jitter component which affects the true position of the
landmarks.
The general appearance of landmarks manifests itself as an isotropic Gaussian likeli-
hood of base width σA. In order to study the effect of unequal appearances for differing
landmarks, variation is introduced to σA, such that for each landmark and frame the
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Figure 4.13.: Six basic artificial motion patterns are studied. Landmarks which follow
the same motion, are grouped into ground truth clusters (indicated by color).
effective width is chosen σA + fr(1− 2ξ), with scaling fr ∈ [0, 1] and ξ ∈ [0, 1] is drawn
from a uniform distribution U .
2D MRI Data Medical image data is given by the EPI image data of liver motion,
presented in section 2D MRI Data (3.2.3).
Initial Root Layout Clustering and rearrangement algorithm have an opposite effect
on the hierarchical structure. While clustering divides nodes, rearrangement joins them.
In order to evaluate their effect in bare form, initial settings for the root node differ for
both cases. For clustering, a unified root node, referencing all landmarks, is used. This
Figure 4.14.: Initial conditions for assessing clustering (left) and rearrangement (right).
For clustering, all landmarks are associated to a single node (unified), whereas for rear-
rangement, they initially exist associated to individual nodes. In order to allow for these
starting conditions a formal auxiliary root node is introduced, with the only purpose of
making the individual nodes siblings.
is then to be split by clustering (Fig. 4.14, left). For rearrangement, landmark clusters
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are yet to be joined. In the initial setting, landmarks are therefore maximally different,
such that each receives an own individual ’root’ cluster. This is possible by using an
inactive auxiliary node. From this setting, the rearrangement process is then to restore
the ground truth clusters (Fig. 4.14, right).
Result Measures The evaluation of the result of an arbitrary hierarchical tree may
focus on both its result output and the tree itself. Result output will be gained level-
wise. Dependent on the question, different result measures will be of interest. Error: A
direct quality measure to this output is the distance between annotation or ground truth
and the result vector field. If no reference exists, or the reference is incomplete — which
may occur in medical data — an indirect measure is applied. The result vector field is
used to compare local image similarity between reference position patches and current
patches. Jaccard Similarity: In order to estimate how well an obtained hierarchy
reproduced a known ground truth cluster layout, the mean of the maximum Jaccard
similarities between ground truth and result cluster pairs is computed: In the set of
ground truth clusters CGT , each cluster CGTg holds the set of landmark labels associated
to it. The set of result clusters CR consists of the result label sets.
J = mean
CGTg ∈CGT
(
max
Crr∈Cr
∣∣CGTg ∩ CRr ∣∣∣∣CGTg ∪ CRr ∣∣
)
’Jaccard Similarity’ (4.19)
For each hierarchy node, the set of strongly associated landmarks poses such a set. For
each ground truth cluster CGTg , the best match with respect to Jaccard similarity is
determined. These are then averaged over all ground truth clusters for the final result
score. This score for the similarity between ground truth clusters and result clusters will
in short also be referred to as Jaccard Similarity. Patch Wise NCC: Normalized cross
correlation is used to compare local reference patches to their corresponding patches
in the current image. The result is averaged over landmarks. Note that the tracking
algorithm itself uses a different (contrast based) measure on a sparsified set of evaluation
positions. Adaptation Rate: The adaptation time is measured as duration between
initial frame and the first frame of a significant structural change in hierarchy. It will
be measured for association rearrangement. The adaptation rate is the reciprocate
thereof. The first occurrence of a significant structural change can be defined in different
ways, but always relates to the layout of strong associations and the hierarchy itself. In
rearrangement scenarios, the algorithm is initiated with a high number of individual
components and then reduces them. For artificial data, typical times for this process
are given in the times tonset and tfinish, where the first nodes are joined and the final
layout is reached, respectively. In medical data, the finishing layout is not defined. Here,
the relevant structural change is related to the number of present nodes having dropped
below a certain fraction.
4.2.2. Artificial Data Setups
Clustering Artificial data is used to investigate the clustering algorithm. Without
noise, the qualitative behavior of the algorithm when applied to artificial data is inves-
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tigated. The influence of the binding threshold (θbind = 0..1) and clustering iterations
(N clI = 1..100) are observed. Then, the special case of the configurable cluster split
in the Star dataset more detailed analysis of the clustering behavior are undertaken
(fr = 0..1,σpos = 0..1). In particular the influence of noise to the clustering result is
investigated. Since in these experiments the ground truth is known, both result error
and Jaccard similarity serve as measures for evaluation. In clustering experiments, the
initial layout of the root node is unified.
Rearrangement The rearrangement algorithm has the purpose of optimizing associ-
ations between nodes and landmarks. Implicitly — by moving all strong associations
away from and therefore removing a node — it is able to alter the hierarchy itself. As
before, the rearrangement algorithm is initially investigated on unperturbed artificial
data. The relation of adaptation rate and varied reinforcement (fAR = 0..1) is analyzed
by fitting. Noise cases are then qualitatively investigated by introducing three levels of
each noise type (fr ∈ {0, 0.5, 1.0},σpos ∈ {0, 0.03, 0.5}) into the artificial Liver data set
and observing an adaptation process. From these, difficult noise settings are selected
and more thoroughly analyzed with respect to their adaptation time under different
noise conditions. In particular, the difference of default and attractive reinforcement
is investigated. In a rearrangement experiment, the initial layout of the root node is
individual.
Joint Algorithm The full algorithm, including clustering and rearrangement is applied
to the artificial dataset Liver. Three distinct cases with attractive rearrangement are
considered (tab. 4.1). They use a common attractive reinforcement fAR = 0.05, but
differ in the initial root layout and the use of clustering.
Setting ID Initial Root Clustering Rearrangement
Layout θbind f
AR Attraction
1 Unified 0.9 0.05 Yes
2 Individual 0.9 0.05 Yes
3 Individual 0.0 0.05 Yes
Table 4.1.: Settings for joint clustering and rearrangement experiments on artificial
data.
4.2.3. 2D MRI Data Setups
The qualitative behavior of the full algorithm, applied to EPI image data is investigated.
In the experiments, the central tracking components are parametrized identically for
every node. Transformation parameters are set to translation Tx = Ty =2 vx ≈ 3.5 mm–
4.0 mm. The evaluation of a node consists of 3 iterations with annealing schedule Λ =
3, 6, 9 using 100 samples. Adaptive diffusion is chosen. Each node uses the temporal prior
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of its distribution without reset. Patches for appearance models are chosen larger than
for the two-level model. Their radius is 20 vx ≈ 35 mm–40 mm. Pair based gradient
selection of 48 gradients per patch is used. Measurement function is chosen contrast
based. Different variations of clustering and rearrangement are investigated.
Rearrangement In order to measure the adaptation time depending on the reinfor-
cement strength fAR, few exemplary datasets are simulated, with different fAR. The
hierarchy is initialized as individual root layout. The temporal evolution of the number
of nodes on the first level is recorded.
Joint Algorithm The algorithm is initialized with a unified root node and the hierarchy
constructed by appending new nodes. For the given landmarks — and therefore only in
the liver region — errors are computed. In experiment, where the error is of interest,
initial landmarks are chosen to be the set of annotated landmark, extended by a set of
20 automatically detected landmarks. The former only reside in the liver area, whereas
latter may also be found in other regions. No ground truth cluster annotation can be
produced for the data. In experiments where the adaptation to available motion clusters
is of interest, the local patch (radius 8 vx) based NCC is used as a result measure. In
such experiment, only 20 automatically detected landmarks are required. Further, the
qualitative behavior is shown by observing the formed clusters on the second level of the
hierarchy after running the algorithm with different settings.
4.3. Results
4.3.1. Artificial Data Setups
4.3.1.1. Clustering
Noise Free Situation Performance of the clustering algorithm, applied to a noise free
situation is shown in figures 4.15 and 4.16. Figure 4.15 displays two sample cases, where
binary cluster splits are accepted. In motion pattern Liver, three components liver,
kidney and transducer and spine behave individually. Two splits occur sequentially
between steps (5,6) and (9,10). The first split separates the static transducer and spine
cluster from the moving liver and kidney component, whereas the second separates liver
and kidney motion. The second sample shows the Star dataset, with five clusters of
three nodes moving evenly away from each other. In this case, multiple splits occur in
the same step between frames (3,4). In detail, the algorithm traverses nodes by level.
A first split occurs after the root node/level has been tracked. This creates two new
nodes on the next level. The tracking algorithm progresses to the next level and tracks
the newly created nodes, which then too are identified to require a split. This process
continues until the displayed hierarchy is fully established.
A sample of an obtained cluster hierarchy is depicted in detail in figure 4.16, showing
how landmarks are associated to nodes of the result hierarchy on different levels. In the
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Figure 4.15.: Simulation of non-perturbed artificial motion of type Liver (top) and Star
(bottom). In the resulting, correctly generated hierarchies, each leaf node corresponds
to one cluster in the motion data. ’Result Hierarchy’ and ’Leaf Clusters’ depict the
situation at the end of the simulation.
Figure 4.16.: Assignment of landmarks (LM) to the nodes of the clustered hierarchy
with binary splits in the Bend data set. Associations to landmarks drawn, if present
on level. Setting is a linear scaling of a row of landmarks in a state space of only
translations.
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displayed example, also only binary splits are allowed, leading to a hierarchy with nodes
up to level four. The full set of ten landmarks is fully associated to levels 1-3, whereas
only a subset of six is additionally associated with the fourth level of detail.
Binding Level θbind The threshold level influences at what time new clusters are ge-
nerated from existing ones. Figure 4.17 displays an overview of errors obtained after
generation of the hierarchy, comparing results in the individual levels. In general error
decreases with increasing levels, for all motion data sets. Distinguishing a case with
K = 2 or K = 15 possible sub clusters per step, shows that the adaptation in case of
the former situation emerges more slowly — the full adaptation to the motion requires
more levels, when the hierarchical tree is restricted to a composition of binary clusters
only.
Figure 4.17.: Level (1-4) wise errors in different test sequences (1-6) and for different
binding thresholds θbind. Cluster seed counts K = 2 (left) and K = 15 (right).
Influence of the binding threshold θbind > 1 is shown on the ordinate. For low thres-
holds θbind < 0.4 and binary splits (left), clusters are created late and more outliers are
obtained. This effect is not observed, if up to k = 15 are sought. Similarly, for large
θbind ≥ 1, clusters are created immediately and produce outliers as well. The range of
0.5 < θbind < 1 yields results which represent correct clustering.
With respect to the number of nodes created (Fig. 4.18, left), two observations are
made. First, θbind = 1 poses the expected transition threshold beyond which clustering
appears immediately and in this case leads to a full fragmentation into single landmarks.
Second, the smoothness of transition of the node count from regime θbind < 1 to θbind > 1
depends on the recoverability of the ground truth clusters. In sequences such as Liver,
Warp, Bend and Start few (< 5) clusters undergo the same motion. In these cases a
constantly low number of clusters is obtained in the regime θbind < 1. Sequences Heart
and Stretch show a scaling component which cannot well be described by few clusters.
In these cases, the transition at θbind = 1 is smooth.
The exact clusters generated depend on the number of iterations spent in the clustering
routine (Fig. 4.18, right). For the given noise free data, the result stabilizes above
N clI ≈ 10. With increasing number of iterations the results shows a better adaptation,
such that the number of nodes required for the tree is reduced.
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Figure 4.18.: Left: Number of nodes in the final hierarchy for particular split inducing
similarity thresholds, for 6 sample motion types. Right: Average number of nodes in
the constructed hierarchy, dependent on number of iterations in the clustering process.
Noise Additional effects are introduced when the data is noisy. The sample of the
Star data set shows a split into NC clusters of NL landmarks each. A functioning
split algorithm therefore is required to obtain the NC clusters. Figure 4.19 shows basic
properties of a structural transition induced by noise. In this, the binding threshold is
set to an exemplary θbind = 0.9. It shows Jaccard similarity (left) and error levels (right)
as heat maps, with the two noise levels as axes. The depicted values are obtained by
averaging results of 10 iterations of simulations of the Star dataset with 5 landmarks on
each of the 5 clusters.
A structural transition is visible in the Jaccard similarity measure and it is mostly
influenced by positional noise. It is most prominent for low observation noise fR ≈ 0:
For low σpos . 0.2, similarities close to J = 1 can be reached (A). For high positional
noise σpos & 0.5, J reaches its lowest values with J ≈ 0.3 (C). Between these two
regimes of minimum and maximum J , a transition (B) occurs during which from J
decreases from (A) → (B).
The observed transition is relatively independent of fR. For large fR & 0.6 it begins
to start earlier, for smaller values of σpos. The regime of high and transitioning J are
reduced and the minimum J is reached for lower values of σpos.
A very similar transition can be observed in the error measure. With low positional
error σpos in region (A), the result error remains low. It increases in the proceeding regime
(B) and is reduced to initial values again in regime (C). For low fR, extreme outliers
are found only in high noise regime (C). For very high observation noise fR & 0.9 these
outliers exist in all regimes and dominate the results.
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Figure 4.19.: Error level and Jaccard similarity of clustering the motion in the Star
data set, with NL = NC = 4. Results of a single run, depending on spatial jitter and
observation noise σpos, fR, respectively. Data obtained for binding threshold θbind = 0.9.
4.3.1.2. Rearrangement
Different aspects of association rearrangement to an initial case of landmark-individual
nodes are investigated.
Rearrangement in the Noise Free Case Initially, a noise free case and the sole effect
of direct association reinforcement fAR is regarded (Fig. 4.20).
The figure shows an example of a single run of the Liver data set. The total number of
nodes as well as the Jaccard similarity (Eq. 4.19) are depicted over time. With fAR = 0,
both measures remain the same. For values fAR > 0, there exists a transition where the
node count starts to decrease monotonously and another when the node count reaches
a lower boundary. For 0 < fAR < 1, the samples show the correct number of nodes (3)
being reached. In these cases, the node count transition points coincide with transition
points of the Jaccard similarity. The similarity starts to increase as nodes are reduced
and reaches J = 1, once the correct three clusters are left. The higher fAR the earlier
the transitions occur. A reciprocal relationship between the fAR and the time of both
onset and finish of the transition is observed (Fig. 4.21). For a larger fAR = 10, the
transitions occur as rapid changes, implying fast adaptation. However, once a cycle of
the liver motion is completed t ≈ 50, the three existing clusters are joined into two,
accompanied by a drop J : 1↘ 0.6. After this transition, the number of nodes remains
the same, but J shows a cyclic behavior, alternating between 0.5 and 0.6 along with
the motion cycle.
Measuring adaptation times dependent on the reinforcement strength, leads to results
as depicted in figure 4.21. Here, the time of onset is defined by the point when the
hierarchy is adapted for the first time, i.e. when the first pair of single landmark clusters
is joined into one of two landmarks. The finish time represents the time, the number of
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Figure 4.20.: From a start of completely individual landmarks, rearrangement of asso-
ciations leading to the formation of clusters. The adaptation process is influenced by the
rearrangement rate fAR. Settings: Liver set, no noise (σpos = 0, f
r = 0), no attractive
reinforcement.
Figure 4.21.: Left plot: Fitted onset and finish time for the cyclic Star dataset, de-
pending on reinforcement fAR. Right plots: Inverse onset time observed for different
number of landmarks in each cluster of the Star dataset. The figures show different
ranges of fAR; for small fAR a linear relationship 1/tonset ∝ fAR may be used as an
approximation to the data.
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nodes is identical to the number of ground truth clusters. The left figure 4.21 shows how
the adaptation rates 1/t for onset and finish depend on fAR in the range [0, 1]. They can
both well be fit by the non-approximated adaptation rate (Eq. 4.17), in which the quality
q and drop  are used as fitting parameters. Focusing on the onset time, the right plots
show the regimes fAR ∈ [0, 1] and fAR ∈ [0, 10]. For small fAR the linear approximation
in (Eq. 4.17) is justified. Furthermore, the adaptation rate is mostly independent of the
number of landmarks present in each cluster. For small fAR the overlap between the
individual curves is visible. A slight divergence is visible for rate higher than 1/TC , in
which the adaptation appears faster than one motion cycle.
Rearrangement in the Noise Case Still without attractive reinforcement, two types
of noise are introduced to the scenario. Jitter noise (σpos) and observational noise fr
show different effects on the adaptation process. The adaptation is depicted by the
Jaccard similarity J (Fig. 4.22). Among three plots for fr ∈ {0, 0.5, 1}, three graphs
distinguish σpos ∈ {0, 0.03, 0.5}. With σpos ∈ {0, 0.03}, the adaptation is possible in
any case. Noise value σpos = 0.03 is however close to an upper boundary σpos = 0.05,
where no adaptation5 occurs for fr = 0. For σpos = 0.5, no adaptation occurs at
fr = 0. The introduction of very strong observation noise fr = 1 (e.i. σA′ = σAU(0, 2))
leads to a slower adaptation. As a result of strong observation noise, some landmarks
are temporarily invisible to the Particle Filter, which means that some clusters cannot
provide useful proposals for both others and themselves. In this case, the onset of the
adaptation also begins earlier.
Figure 4.22.: Sample cases of introduction of noise into the case fAR = 0.05. Observa-
tion noise cases juxtaposed, positional jitter noise σpos ∈ {0, 0.03, 0.5} as colored graphs.
Settings: Liver set, no attraction, 10 repetitions, shown as mean (thick) and standard
deviation (thin line).
Rearrangement and Attraction Enabling the attractive term during motion, asso-
ciations to clusters with more association receive stronger reinforcement than competing
associations to clusters with few.
5This is not depicted. Instead a value σpos = 0.5 (even more clearly in the non-working regime) is
shown.
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Figure 4.23 shows the observable behavior in noise free conditions (left) and with
different degrees of noise added (right). In the noise free situation, the linear relationship
for low reinforcement fAR and adaptation rate 1/tonset is observed. For the given artificial
data, the relation of rate to reinforcement is m = 0.114 without and m = 0.226 with
the attractive term enabled; the attractive adaptation process is twice as fast as the
reference.
The introduction of position noise interferes with the adaptation process (right, heat
maps). Without the attractive term (top row) low values of noise prolong the adaptation
process. In the sample data, no adaptation is observed for σpos > 0.2 within the 900
steps of the experiment. This shows as no onset time being determined (white space)
and stable, low Jaccard similarity.
The attractive term allows adaptation at higher noise values (bottom). It is successful
for all depicted noise levels 0 ≤ σA ≤ 1. Similar to noise free data, the onset appears
earlier than in the non-attractive version. However, at higher levels of reinforcement
(here fAR > 0.3) over fitting appears and clusters are reduced to fewer clusters than
actually are present. This shows as a reduction of J after for fAR > 0.3.
Figure 4.23.: Left: The initial adaptation rate is increased by adding preferential
attachment; depicted in a noise free situation. Right: Effect of rearrangement fAR
under spatial jitter noise conditions σpos shown as starting time of adaptation (’onset
time’) and final Jaccard similarity, in the Liver data set. Top: Default adaptation case.
Bottom: Attractive reinforcement enabled. White space in ’onset time’ corresponds to
no onset during the simulation of 900 steps.
4.3.1.3. Joint Algorithm
Enabling both the clustering process and association rearrangement yields additional
options to configure the algorithm. Three exemplary cases are compared here (Fig. 4.24).
The left of the figure shows a summary of the average J over the time course, whereas
on the right three exemplary single runs are depicted by their level wise error over time.
All cases share a common setting for association reinforcement with fAR = 0.05. Two
cases show the individual root starting condition, where each landmark exists in an own
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cluster. The two cases differ in the application of clustering. In both of them, an initial
’warm up’ phase t < 70 is observed during which J remains low as well as the errors on
any level. To be precise, there is only one level as the hierarchy has not been altered.
Errors above level one are ’fall back’ results of level 1, and therefore identical. After this
phase, J and the error of level 1 increases. In case clustering is employed, nodes on new
levels occur and show a lower error than the now increased level 1 error, but reduced by
the newly added levels.
The third case uses the ’unified’ starting condition, where landmarks exist as a joint
cluster. In this setting, the Jaccard similarity reaches 1 within the first 30 steps. Level
1 error is drastically higher.
Figure 4.24.: Three particular combinations of settings. I/U: Independent/Unified ini-
tial root layout. CL: Clustering (θbind = 0.9), Attractive reinforcement with f
AR = 0.05.
Left: Jaccard similarity 10 average experiment with θbind = 0.9. Right: Error/Level in
a single experiment.
4.3.2. 2D MRI Data Setups
4.3.2.1. Rearrangement
The rearrangement algorithm is applied to EPI image data and the adaptation process
monitored as number of nodes remaining from an initial situation with individual land-
marks. Left hand figure 4.25 compares the time required for rearrangement within a
single sample dataset. The two cases of plain rearrangement and attractive rearrange-
ment are compared. Time NC < 100% describes the time of the first clusters merging
with another. Linear regression results are overlayed to the data. Both cases with and
without attraction show similar onset times. Slopes without and with attraction are of
comparable order (0.369±10−3,0.336±·10−3). The time of less than 70% of initial nodes
remaining, differ strongly. Without attraction, the adaptation rate’s slope is reduced to
0.047± 10−3, whereas with it remains at 0.298± 10−3. Furthermore, without attraction,
for fAR < 1.3 the number of nodes does not fall below 70% during the 300 steps of the
data set.
Instead of the adaptation rate, the right hand figure 4.25 shows the number of nodes
as a function of time, dependent on reinforcement strength fAR. More clearly than
the left it shows that attractive reinforcement has a much more pronounced adaptation
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Figure 4.25.: Left: Comparison of adaptation rates in a single EPI dataset, when
starting with individual landmarks. Times NC < 100%, NC < 80% refer to the step
where the number of individual nodes first drops below the related percentage. Right:
Adaptation as number of nodes at times t, dependent on reinforcement fAR.
process. While the onset times are comparable in both cases, the default case does not
transition into the regime of very few clusters. Default rearrangement reduces clusters
from approximately 35 to 25 over many time steps, whereas attractive rearrangement
lowers the number to less than 5 in a few steps.
Executed for multiple data sets, the ratio m of adaptation rate and reinforcement
strength was found mostly independent of the sets. Particularly for attractive reinfor-
cement m is found in the same range m ≈ 0.30.
4.3.2.2. Joint Algorithm
Error Level With the automatically generated second level of the hierarchy, alternative
error levels are obtained with respect to the first. Figure 4.26 shows errors on second
and first level subtracted from each other. In the majority of cases, the change of error
between the levels is negligible (−0.02 mm mean), with levels between ± 0.5 mm.
There exist outliers, which increase the error levels strongly. In data set 23 there
exist two landmarks, which are on the outer rim of liver and field of view. The related
Figure 4.26.: Comparison (difference) of level 1 and 2 error, with and without attractive
term. Clustering at θbind = 0.9, reinforcement f
AR = 0.05.
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blood vessels are small, such that the region is misidentified to belong to the static outer
component. Similar issues occur in sets 77 and 79, where small landmarks on the outer
liver sections are only temporarily visible. In this case, they are joined into a separate
cluster, but the cluster is less stable than the root component.
Patch based NCC The left of figure 4.27 shows the changes of the patch based NCC
results for all datasets: The change of NCC is computed as the mean NCC for a zero-
deformation vector field subtracted off the respective deformation vector field of the
algorithm. Other than the error measure, which is only available for the annotated liver
section, an NCC value is averaged over every tracked landmark and frame.
The major increase in NCC is already obtained on the first level (black dots). While the
average reference NCC without correcting vector field is found to be 0.52 (not shown),
the first level is able to increase the value by 0.2 on average. It can clearly be seen that
in every case, the second level of the hierarchy is able to increase the NCC measure
between single patches. The default rearrangement (triangles) process generates level
2 clusters, which increase the similarity more strongly than the attractive one (circles).
The right side of the figure shows the increase for further levels, summarized by mean
and standard deviation. With increasing number of levels, both cases of rearrangement
approach a maximum value around a mean at ≈ 0.23. Attractive rearrangement however
approaches it more slowly. Major improvements are found on levels 2 and 3, whereas a
fourth level does not increase results much further.
Figure 4.27.: Left: Change in normalized cross correlation between reference and cur-
rent patches (radius 8 vx). Values of 120 datasets are sorted by the L1, the root level
baseline for both optimizations. For comparison, level 2 values with default reinforce-
ment (Def. L2) and attractive reinforcement (Att. L2) are shown. Right inset: Mean
and standard deviation of level 1 and 2 summarized. Right figure: Histograms of the
number of nodes on each level.
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The right hand side of the figure shows properties of the related result hierarchies as
histograms of the number of obtained nodes per level. Samples in the histogram are
given by the final hierarchies of all data sets. After the trivial result of a single level 1
root node in both cases, the major difference is seen on level 2. In the default case, a
wide distribution around 4 − 5 nodes on average is built. Attractive rearrangement on
the other hand leads to a pronounced peak, where almost all datasets show either 2 or
3 nodes, with the majority (≈ 80%) showing two. Both distributions spread further on
the third level. This level is also the first level to exhibit cases of 0 node being present.
This effect continues on level 4 approximately 40% (default) and 30% (attractive) of the
data sets do not produce nodes of this level of detail.
Figure 4.28.: Effect of three different modes (Clustering only, clustering and reinfor-
cement, clustering and attractive reinforcement) on the establishment of second level
clusters on 5 sample data sets (columns). Showing labels after running the full dataset
(289 steps), drawn into initial landmark position, overlayed to reference frame. The
bottom corners shows the first two levels of the hierarchical tree.
Qualitative Effect of Rearrangement Process The effect of association rearrange-
ment is demonstrated by samples of second level association results in figures 4.28 and
4.29. These show the obtained cluster associations as labels on the landmark positions
in the reference frame. The EPI shows moving liver and kidney in the center. Anterior
and posterior abdominal wall are shown left and right of them. In some cases, a thera-
peutic transducer mock up is attached to the anterior abdominal wall. The automatic
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feature detector mostly identifies posterior wall, liver, kidney and transducer as points
of interest. The anterior abdominal wall is rarely assigned landmarks.
Figure 4.29.: Two sample cases 80, 110 with different strengths of attractive reinforce-
ment (fAR ∈ {0.02, 0.1}) showing the motion of the obtained clusters within the second
half of the time series.
Figure 4.28 depicts results of three algorithmic combinations, in which clustering is
executed at θbind = 0.8. It is run as such (case 1, top), combined with default (case 2,
center) and attractive (case 3, bottom) reinforcement at fAR = 0.1. The three variants
differ in the number of clusters which exist on level 2 at the end of the sequence, which
is depicted in the figure. While case (1) keeps the clusters as they are produced, (2)
shows a reduced and rearranged result. Not only are fewer clusters obtained, but they
are also locally more coherent. This is particularly visible in set 30, where the liver is
clearly separated into three distinct regions of movement.
The introduction of the attractive reinforcement term underlines this behavior. In
all sample cases, the second level is separated into exactly two components. In cases
60,88,110,111 where a static component (abdominal wall, transducer) has been selected
by the feature detector, this component is split off the moving liver/kidney cluster. Case
30, in which only liver landmarks are selected, shows a split of the liver into two sub
components.
Figure 4.29 depicts the actual motion of detected clusters for two sample data sets at
two levels of attractive rearrangement. In both cases, the static and moving component
are correctly identified. For the weaker fAR = 0.02, four clusters remain at the end
of the sequence — two within the moving and two within the static component. With
the stronger fAR = 0.1, the static portion in both cases is joined into a single cluster.
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The moving component in case 110 also is joined. However, the moving component in
case 80 continues to be modeled by 2 clusters. The reason for this is found in a higher
amplitude of motion and a scaling component of the liver which cannot be described by
a single cluster.
Hierarchical Tree Figure 4.30 depicts two levels of an evolved hierarchy on data set
110, which demonstrates the increasing detail. The root level is not depicted6. On the
second level three components have been separated (1) Liver, (2) abdominal structure
underneath and (3) static spine region. The third level separates each of them into two
components. The liver is separated into a major liver section an one larger, pulsating
vessel in the upper region. Both the lower abdominal and the spine region are separated
into their upper and lower parts.
Level 2 Level 3
Figure 4.30.: Hierarchical tree and deformation vector fields for levels 2 and 3 (left to
right) in a three level model, as visualized in a MeVisLab implementation. Each left
image shows the hierarchical tree, the select level (thick horizontal line) and landmarks
associated to the level underneath. Motion clusters are color coded.
Figure 4.31 compares two result vector fields obtained in chapters Fixed Hierarchy
Model (3) and Dynamic Hierarchy Model (4). Results already differ on the first level,
since the two-level model allows for scaling, whereas the dynamic model for consistency
is reduced to translations only. On this stage, motion of the liver is roughly captured
by both, but the position estimates for the transducer in the left corner are incorrect.
The second level of the two-level model is able to capture the position of the transducer
correctly. However, due to the conflicting motion over liver and transducer, the quality
of the global prior deteriorates. The individual landmarks on the second stage show
more jitter than the still clustered regions of the dynamical model. In this case, the
motion of transducer and liver is separated into individual components. Furthermore,
the missing scaling transformation is compensated by the presence of left and right liver
clusters. Here, the highest detail of the dynamical model is reached on level 3, which
still shows clusters of up to three landmarks. In the presented sample, both algorithms
fail to detect one single landmark in the spine region as static. The reason is that the
patch integrates structure of the kidney, which dominates the detection.
6For a depiction of a root level please see figure 4.31
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Figure 4.31.: Sample comparison of two-level model (top) and dynamic model
(bottom). The two level model shows global level 1 (left) and local level 2 (right).
The dynamic model shows levels 1,2 and 3 (left to right). In the dynamic model, colors
indicated cluster labels. While the two-level model uses a global scaling transformation,
the dynamic model composes the scaling solely from multiple translated clusters.
Computation Time The computation time is linear to the number of tracking units
involved in the process. In this section the computation time on EPI image was fit
as 5.3ms + 0.82NA, where NA is the number of strong associations established. Since
in the setup, 20 landmarks are involved on root level the total number of associations
on second level is 40. This number can be found higher, if nodes on the third level
are created. As in chapter Fixed Hierarchy Model (3), the computation time depends
on the parametrization of each a tracking unit. The major computation time of the
algorithm is taken by tracking the single nodes, and therefore strongly depends on the
number of strong associations. The offset of 5.3ms is related to maintenance processes,
which do not scale linearly with the number of strong associations. These include data
preprocessing, and maintenance of the hierarchy by clustering and rearrangement.
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4.4. Discussion
This chapter presented an algorithm for generating and maintaining a hierarchical tree
layout for tracking articulate motion in medical images. The different aspects of the
results are grouped into findings on the single components as well as common findings.
4.4.1. Association Clustering
Initially a clustering algorithm is presented which determines the necessity of splitting a
motion cluster into further sub-cluster. On unperturbed artificial, the algorithm is able
to recover the ground truth clusters of motion. It can be used to sequentially adapt to
an increasing level of differentiation in the motion patterns of the data; e.g. it is applied
as a tool to construct a hierarchical representation by repeating partitional clustering.
The performance of the algorithm is deteriorated in the presence of strong noise, which
will be discussed separately.
In the literature clustering has been applied to particles in a single set. Often the aim is
to determine modes in a singular particle set. The goal may be the prevention of sample
impoverishment [SMW02; YA05] by explicitly keeping modes or to infer the presence
of multiple individual targets from them [RVG04; Cla+07] — particles of the same set
are clustered by their state. In particular to applications of the Probability Hypothesis
Density filter, clustering of modes may be required [PVS05]. In this work however,
particle sets are clustered among each other by their weight vector. These sets share a
common set of state vectors, but as they are associated to individual landmark, differ
in their weights. To our knowledge this is the first work to cluster trackers by their
individual responses to the same scene. In the investigated scenario, few landmarks
are required to be clustered quickly. It was found to converge in approximately 10
iterations, but applied with 100 iterations without remarkable loss in performance. The
major part of the computation time is spent for the tracking nodes of the hierarchy. The
algorithm shares similarities with spherical k-means [Buc+12], such that measures are
based on cosine similarity. Other than clustering entities which are already separable, the
algorithm aims to identify the formation of clusters as the transition from a unimodal
distribution to K∗ individual ones. This also is the reason for not minimizing cosine
dissimilarity to cluster centers, but to maximize distance to complement cluster centers.
Further, a relation to correlation clustering can be seen. Correlation clustering partitions
complete graphs by specifying the relationships between entities. These relationships,
specified in the edges may be of discrete [BBC04] or general weighted nature [Dem+06].
Other than the method in this work, correlation clustering does not rely on cluster
centroids. More general than this work, it can freely determine the optimal number of
clusters and therefore poses an alternative implementation to this work. However, its
complexity scales stronger than linear with the number of cluster entities [Cha+15b].
In the proposed implementation, the binding threshold of a cluster is chosen a constant
which relates to the reference similarities within the set of landmarks to be clustered.
Although it is a relative value already, cases have been observed in which for instance
either levels of θbind = 0.5 or θbind = 0.8 produced better outcome. As lower θbind causes
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later splits, a larger portion of motion may already be visible in the data, leading to
better results. However, an overly conservative threshold may also prevent the creation
of new clusters entirely. Thus, the choice of the binding threshold depends on the aim
of clustering: If major differences in motion are to be detected, a lower threshold should
be chosen. A higher binding threshold ensures that most certainly clusters are created;
even if they do not represent entirely different motion.
A particular feature of the proposed clustering process is that K does not define the
result number of cluster, but an upper limit. In the presented examples, the number of
clusters is never overestimated in the initial clustering step7, even though more centers
are offered. This is an effect of assigning entities to the farthest complement centers. If
multiple very similar complement centers are present, only one of them will receive all
of the assignments. The reason is that the complements are by definition distant from
the clustered entities and in direct competition it is likely that only on is the farthest.
The complement centers define the seed points of Voronoi-like cells for label assig-
nment. Since the hard decision is required to reduce the number of result clusters, a
straight forward EM implementation would not produce a comparable result. Both,
computation of the mean center and definition of the complement center ~ca = ~1− ~c are
arguable. The feature space is not Euclidean, due to the normalization and positivity
of the weights. Furthermore multiple dimensions of the input vectors (measurement
results) are likely to be correlated. Further research may be required to refine both an
appropriate definition of cluster and complement centers.
Some extensions to the clustering algorithm are straight forward to implement. The
data of multiple tracking steps can be used as clustering input by simple concatena-
tion. Such multi step joins might also add a time dependent weighting into the distance
measure. The introduction of a spatial component into the clustering input may also
be thought of. However, a mixed similarity measure for distances and state space me-
asurements would have to be defined. Aside from spatial distances, properties of the
landmarks could be matched. For instance, in ultrasound imaging landmarks which fall
on similar tissue structure could be promoted to join the same clusters. An alternative
approach to the clustering problem is found in using the full similarity matrix of all land-
marks to derive the full tree from. This, however, poses the question, how to maintain
the similarity matrix, since the hierarchical tracking process only provides conditional
similarity measures between sibling node landmarks and not the entire set. If such ap-
proach was available, it would have the advantage of allowing a permanent, long-term
storage of cluster information in the global matrix, whereas the proposed algorithm loses
such information if a set of child clusters is removed.
4.4.2. Association Rearrangement
The motion free case of plain, attraction free, association rearrangement (fAR > 0)
shows the desired behavior of clusters forming around the actually present components
of motion for the three-component example. The duration for the formation is strongly
7splitting of the hierarachy’s root node
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related to fAR itself. For an excessively large values (fAR = 10), a rapid adaptation can
be observed, which however is followed by an over-adaptation: Once the motion returns
to the reference state after the first cycle, the two motion components are joined into a
single. As they are joined they are no longer able to recreate the third component. A
rearrangement process still takes place between the two remaining clusters. This shifts
single, uncertain associations between the remaining components, with the periodicity
of the motion cycle, which explains the periodicity in the Jaccard similarity measure.
For reasonably small reinforcement rates (fAR < 1), the expected adaptation occurs as
result of the expected relaxation process. Clusters of the sample dataset are recovered
and free from over adaptation.
For the exponential relaxation the approximating reciprocal relation between adapta-
tion time and reinforcement strength fAR was found justifiable. This implies that the
adaptation process is mostly independent of the concrete data. While it does differ for
environments (e.g. artificial and medical data), within these, the relation of adaptation
rate to reinforcement was found to be relatively stable. Hence, it may be measured from
few sample data points and then be interpolated to fit the needs of the application. If
there exist landmarks in a state explainable by identical transformation, they will be
joined after a typical time, prescribed by the adaptation rate. This means that, if the
system returns to the reference state and remains there sufficiently long, the differen-
tiation between clusters will be lost. On the other hand, if the system remains in a
differentiated state sufficiently long, clusters can be optimized to fit these. As the for-
mer is an unwanted effect, it yields an upper boundary to the adaptation rate. A higher
rate on the other hand is favorable for faster adaptation to the data — a trade off to be
considered during parametrization. For the intended application, the interpretation of
rearrangement as a ’repair’ process is intended, and small values are favored.
4.4.3. Impact of Noise
The integration of noise in artificial data was implemented as jitter noise σpos and ob-
servation noise fR. Noise affects both the clustering and the rearrangement procedure.
With increasing levels of noise, faulty results are obtained. In this, for both clustering
and rearrangement, jitter noise was found to have a more severe impact on the result
than observation noise: To the algorithm it is more disrupting if a landmark’s likelihood
peak is in an unexpected place than if it is of unexpected width.
The response to noise was evaluated at different binding levels. For small binding
thresholds, a noisy environment leads to equally sub-optimal results for high and low
levels of jitter noise. This is an effect of the threshold choice itself rather than the noise
level. Differentiated behavior is observed for sufficiently large θbind, where independent
of σpos, low errors are obtained: For low σpos the error remains low since the cluster
creation performs as intended. For high σpos, the sensitive θbind leads to a result in
which all landmarks exist in individual clusters. On artificial data, this leads to a lower
error, since each landmark is tracked individually. However, it will not help stabilizing
the tracking process, as no hierarchy can be built from it. The transition between these
extreme regimes can clearly be observed for positional noise. There also exists a similar
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transition for observation noise, but it occurs as very high relative changes fR > .6.
These implies random changes of within ±60% of the measurement peak’s standard
deviation. Therefore, major sensitivity is observed for position noise. Similar to noise
free data, there exists a trade off on the choice of θbind in noisy data. It must be chosen
sufficiently high for an early and meaningful result. Choosing it too high (sensitive) may
also deteriorate the result, as in noise more clusters than necessary will be detected. In
practice values between θbind = 0.5 and θbind = 0.8 were found useful. After all, the
clustering process relies on short term correlations. If these are hidden in spatial jitter
noise, the long term analysis of association reinforcement is required.
For association reinforcement, adding spatial and observation noise shows differing
effects on the adaptation process. The addition of random noise to the with σA of the
individual likelihood peaks, does not prevent an adaptation, even for f r = 1, where σA
may alter up to ±100%. Spatial noise shows to have a much more severe influence on
the adaptation. Values of σpos ≈ 0.03, being small with respect to the applied σA = 2
can decrease the adaptation rate. Large values σpos = 0.5 may completely impair it.
This effect is a result of a type of reinforcement which strengthens associations when a
proposal of another node matches just as well as the proposal of the node the landmark
is currently associated to. Without jitter noise, weights gained by proposals of nodes
of the same cluster are of identical magnitude8. Once noise is involved, the proposal of
a non-associated node in the same ground truth cluster will inevitably be smaller than
that of the associated (Fig. 4.32). The algorithm does not anticipate any amount of
position noise and consequently interprets it as actual different motion. Hence, the sole
application of the rearrangement process is not able to cope with overly large amounts
of positional noise. A solution to this problem has been found in an attractive rearran-
Figure 4.32.: When the result of a tracked landmark or cluster is used to propose the
position of another landmark, the proposal may receive a low weight if there is spatial
noise present.
gement term which favors larger clusters to smaller ones. The particular implementation
of attractive reinforcement was found to not only increase the adaptation rate, but also
reduce the number of resulting nodes on the second level of the hierarchy.
Interpretation of Jitter Noise Spatial jitter noise is a major inhibitor of a proper
performance to the algorithm. It hampers clustering and delays the rearrangement
8If the individual nodes are well localized, the proposals are essentially identical.
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process. The effect it models is an entirely independent random motion of landmarks.
In this respect it can be regarded as a drastic case of unknown physiological motion.
For a proper function of the algorithm it is important that competing local motions
remains sufficiently low with respect to the larger component. Only then can the correct
major components be detected on first levels of the hierarchy. If it is unfeasible to
achieve this situation for a short time, a more conservative clustering threshold must be
chosen, such that the global component may increase in strength before a split occurs.
The problem may be reformulated, in order to be solved. If there exists such a local
random component, then the measurement functions of the individual landmarks may be
chosen wider; for instance by spatially smoothing the filter function for each landmark.
This transfers a portion of spatial noise into observation noise and may therefore stabilize
the clustering result.
4.4.4. Joint Algorithm
The joint application of association clustering and rearrangement was examined on arti-
ficial and EPI image data. The former case showed qualitatively that the initial setting
to a unified root leads to the fastest adaptation. The reason for this is the clustering
algorithm being designed to react to unforeseen short term changes in the data. Re-
arrangement, operated with a low reinforcement rate, acts as a longer term corrective
process.
Applied to EPI image data, a stable relation of adaptation rate to reinforcement
strength was found for association rearrangement. The joint algorithm could not be
shown to significantly reduce spatial error from first to second hierarchical level. This is
however largely related to the fact that an annotation only existed for one component
— the liver — which happens to be the dominating cluster. Thus, in the majority of
cases, the root will already undergo the motion of the liver, such that the split on the
second level is more likely to improve error measures everywhere else instead. Such
improvement could be shown using the patch based NCC measure of the full set of
points. Due to changes in patches is only possible to interpret relative changes of the
measure9. These however were in every case positive, which confirms a better alignment
of motion component outside the liver region.
A major portion of the computation time depends on the evaluation of single nodes.
This portion scales linearly with the number of samples, iterations per step, strong
landmark associations and descriptive points per landmark. All of these pose possible
variables for optimization. Herein, the number of strong association can indirectly be
limited by setting a maximum level for the hierarchical tree. The presented configuration
can be applied in real-time with computation times between 50 and 100 ms without
parallelization.
9After the initial frame, is practically impossible to obtain NCC values of 1 due to these local changes
and noise.
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Relation to Unsupervised Learning Both the clustering and rearrangement process
of associations are means of unsupervised learning. The clustering algorithm is used
to determine independent motion compartments from a current cluster and to evaluate
the necessity of a split. The association rearrangement process manages already split
components. It is strongly related to Hebbian learning. As stated before, freely reinter-
preting Hebb [Heb50; Sha92] this is: What can be explained together, joins a common
cluster together. If a cluster can provide a viable proposal position for a landmark, their
mutual association is strengthened. Instead of updating synaptic weights, this algo-
rithm updates soft associations. The reinforcement strength fAR is directly related to
the Hebbian learning rate. The additional normalization after update is also found as
the motivation to Oja’s rule [Oja82]. However, in Hebbian learning the reinforcement
is proportionate to the product of input and output activity. Here, this term origina-
tes from a measurment, which has a potentially non-linear dependency on the input
data. Moreover, there exists no neural update as in a Hebbian feed forward network.
The resulting soft associations are used differently: They are not used other than to
determine the highest value among them. This then decides over the dynamics. This
winner-takes-all rule translating soft to hard associations may be interpreted as a tool
of competitive learning.
4.4.5. Hierarchical Model
The hierarchical scheme has been found a suitable description of the occurring motion.
By design it is required to identify components of large motion first and refine it with
increasing levels. Only then, a benefit from the hierarchical structure can be gained.
The proposed rules for hierarchy maintenance suggest every landmark to have a unique
path of strong associations from root to a leaf. In particular, it is not possible that
multiple siblings own a strong association to the same landmark each. This approach
shows benefits and drawbacks alike.
First, if a parent level clustered correctly, the rule prevents a landmark from being
assigned to any other child of a parent than its own. In particular, there may be situ-
ations in which another parent coordinate system produces a seemingly useful position
estimate just because there exist landmarks which look alike. Then, the higher level
rule allowing only available landmarks to be propagated, prevents a random switch to
another parent — the landmark is simply not available to them.
If on the other hand, the parent level is clustered incorrectly and unable to recover,
an unfortunate situation may arise. In this, the child level would suggest moving the
landmark to the correct parent, but is prevented from it by the availability rule. This is
depicted in figure 4.33. The left hand side shows the separation of a sample case of four
landmarks into three ground truth components using two stages. Such may be observed
if one component (1) splits off the others (23) before a second split of (2) and (3) into
own components appears. In the depiction, component (2), consisting of two landmarks
(B) and (C) is correctly assigned to a single leaf. The right hand side shows a tree
in which this component is separated on the first split, which creates pairs (AB) and
(CD) of clusters (12) and (23), respectively. In order to fully adapt, landmark (12) and
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Figure 4.33.: Sample hierarchies where four landmarks (ABCD) describing three com-
ponents (123) of motion are involved and clusters (23) share a common motion. Left:
Correctly clustered tree, where a single landmark cluster is split off in the first stage and
another on the second. Right: Incorrect (less stable) representation, where the motion
cluster of two landmarks is split on the first level and propagated to both second level
branches. In order to fix the tree, a rearrangement on the second level is required, since
an exchange on the third is forbidden by the tree rules.
(23) are split on a second level, creating two individual clusters for motion cluster two.
These two single clusters are now able to follow the motion of cluster two. However,
as by rules of the hierarchy, since they are no direct siblings, they are not allowed to
generate position proposals for each other.
They are not subjected to a common rearrangement process and cannot be joined
on their level directly. Instead, they require the rearrangement to occur on the upper
level, where the incorrect split appeared in the first place. This behavior is an intended
consequence of the rules the association tree is built from. However, in this particular
situation, there is a chance that the correction on the upper level does not occur: If on
the first level the incorrect clusters of components (12) and (23) are dominated by the
contributions of (1) and (3), they are not able to mutually produce valid proposals for
component 2. Then, a rearrangement of component (2) is not possible and the correct
cluster cannot be recovered.
’Appending’ and ’Replacing’ Cluster Creation The two ways of creating clusters are
given in appending new nodes to the parent, or by replacing the parent by the child
nodes. The appending split is useful, if the underlying level is a mere optimization
to the parent level. In this case, the parent level can provide a rough estimate of the
location. The child level can optimize individual portions thereof. In contrast, when the
data shows a full split into truly independent motion, the remaining parent level cannot
describe that motion. Often, the parent then follows the motion of one dominating child
cluster, which can produce a stable outcome. If there is no single dominant cluster, the
parent level may then introduce instability, alternating between transformations of the
children. In this case, a replacing split would be favorable over an appending one.
For the EPI data algorithm, appending splits were used. There might, however, be
ways to introduce both types. For instance two different cluster binding thresholds could
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be used, inducing a replacing split for large cluster distances and an appending one for
small.
Alternatives to Association Normalization As proposed and implemented, strong
associations are only forwarded to one child among siblings. This is a process designed
to keep the obtained position proposals of each level unique, keep the computational load
limited and a direct consequence of the motivation by hierarchical clustering. However,
different ways of normalizing the class forwarding might be thought of. It might be
reasonable to forward an associations to multiple children, at least temporarily. This
could be used to evaluate competing cluster hypotheses for instance. Competing clusters
would both keep an association to the same landmark for a certain time of settlement.
Similarly, some should not be forwarded at all. By normalization, a landmark is forced
to be associated strongly to one cluster. If it does not support the cluster’s proposals,
then the landmark can be considered faulty and its strong association should not be
forwarded.
These considerations affect the hard association state, which was introduced to con-
vey the idea of hierarchical clustering. The continuous soft states on the other hand
were normalized similar to Oja’s rule [Oja82]. Since this could be extended to include
orthonormalization [Gor06], the introduction of an orthonormalization process into this
works update might be worth considering.
Soft Association Weighted Estimate In this work, a position estimate for a landmark
is obtained from the cluster it is strongly associated to — the hard association is used. An
alternative, form of output computation is found in weighting the position estimates of all
clusters by the soft associations to the current landmark. This could also be source to a
higher level variance measure, which can incorporate the level of contradiction between
clusters. A major benefit of such an approach, however, would be the prevention of
abrupt jumps, when the hard association is switched.
Landmark Subdivision In this work, the appearance model of a landmark holds a
spatial layout. The proposed algorithm treats landmarks as the smallest units which are
associable among nodes of the hierarchy. However, landmark descriptions themselves
are generated by joining smaller units; e.g. gradients voxel pairss. This means, that
generally the hierarchy could be continued to a finer scale, if desired. Also one might
also correlate the response of these individual units to the motion the landmark is
associated to. This way the layout could be adapted to better represent the actual
motion. This is particularly interesting for landmarks that cover two contradicting
clusters. A landmark optimized to fit the cluster which it is currently associated to
would reduce contradictions.
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4.4.6. Common Findings
Locality in Medical Image Data Even though no direct information about local re-
lations of landmarks is provided to the algorithm, a locality in the clustering or rear-
rangement result may often be observed. Primarily, this relates to the core assumption,
that spatially close landmarks undergo correlated motion. An additional factor may,
however, be identified in a correlation of neighboring appearance models. As their spa-
tial layouts exhibit a common overlap, their response functions are partially correlated.
Such correlation expresses itself as similarity in the clustering process, leading to the
assignment of a joint cluster to close landmarks.
Transformation Chain As discussed in the implementation, the transformation offered
for the single nodes are restricted to translations, in order to prevent additional degrees
of freedom of undefined transformation centers. It is generally possible to introduce more
degrees of freedom to the root level, since on this stage the transformation center needs
to be stated explicitly anyway. Here, the lack of direct additional degrees of freedom in
the motion of individual nodes is compensated by the hierarchical tree of nodes.
As presented here, state and transformation space were separated. States needed to
be converted to transformations first, before being joined on multiple levels. This is a
result of the additional degree of freedom introduced by the undefined transformation
center — it leaves states of multiple levels incompatible to each other. However, if the
transformation centers are identical, as it was argued for in this chapter, then joining
states of different levels would be possible. This would lead to a wider applicability of
the Particle Filter functionality. Since the hierarchical prior would be available as an
actual sample set, it could be sampled from and joined with the temporal prior directly,
whereas in the current implementation it is given by a transformation estimate.
Stability of the Evolving Hierarchy Association rearrangement is implemented as a
permanent optimization and repair process. If not explicitly stopped, it will continue to
move associations along the tree. The more motion components differ, the more stable
the resulting hierarchy is. There are however cases, which are particularly unstable, in
the sense that a landmark repeatedly switches its associated cluster. Commonly this is
found in sibling clusters that describe similar motion. For instance, if landmarks of the
same global cluster — e.g. liver — are split into two spatially separated clusters, those
on the centerline between the clusters are likely to repeatedly change their association.
They may receive a better estimate from cluster one in the inhale and better estimate
for from cluster two in the exhale phase. Thus, the effect is often related to a landmark
being well described by multiple competing clusters. The effect depends not only on the
data itself, but also on the prior hierarchy. With each switch of a landmark association,
the new clusters provide different kinds of proposals and compete for their landmarks
differently. In order to stop the adaptation, one would have to stop rearrangement or
gradually decrease it in strength. Otherwise there is no final result hierarchy.
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Association Initialization and Adaptation Rate In the presented algorithm, the initial
soft state of a newly created strong and weak association is 1 and 0 respectively. The
choice is motivated by the idea, that the process which created them is highly certain
about the new separation. In particular, it implies that the result of the clustering
process is to be trusted. This trust leads to relatively long rearrangement times, in cases
the choice was incorrect. A possibly better choice which might be considered could be
found in using details of the cluster result to initialize the associations’ soft states. For
instance, independent of whether a strong or weak association is created, it’s soft state
might be set to the similarity between the related landmark and the cluster centroid that
causes the creation of its new cluster. This would reflect the uncertainty in the clustering
result and lead to potentially quicker convergence of the rearrangement process.
Conclusion An approach for the on-line generation and maintenance of a hierarchical
tracking scheme has been proposed and analyzed in select configurations and environ-
ments. Aim of the algorithm is to iteratively determine a common motion among sets of
landmarks and then derive a hierarchical tree motion model. This chapter demonstrated
the general feasibility of such an approach.
• A generic framework for adapting a hierarchical model which encodes transforma-
tions and appearance of the target model has been proposed.
– It introduces the idea of managing associations between the tree and the set
of known landmarks in the data.
– Motivated by hierarchical clustering, a set of rules for association imposes
intuitive limitations in the construction and dynamic adaption of a tree.
• An association clustering process is used to detect new sub components of motion
and integrate them into the hierarchical description. Instead of clustering motion
paths it directly acts on responses of landmarks to a common set of proposed
transformations.
– A k-means like implementation with a novel similarity criterion was shown
to yield the desired components of motion from this type of input.
– Unlike k-means it can produces a lower (better fitting) number of result clus-
ters than suggested by the parametrization.
• With association rearrangement a new technique of maintaining the hierarchical
tree’s structure was proposed. Its long term maintenance effect was found to be a
valuable addition to the short term node creation process of clustering.
– Based on gathered evidence from the image stream, association to landmarks
can be exchanged between sibling nodes. This leads to a restructuring of the
hierarchy.
– An attractive term favoring larger clusters of landmarks can be applied to
speed up the rearrangement process.
The model was able to identify motion components on line. The maintenance pro-
cess of the hierarchy is computationally inexpensive compared to the tracking process.
This allows maintaining real-time applicability. Uncorrelated spatial random motion
of landmarks was found to be a cause of failure for both processes. It contradicts the
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assumption of a joint motion. The introduction of an attractive term for determined
motion clusters was found to ameliorate the situation. The chapter presented one par-
ticular implementation of a hierarchy building algorithm. Ways for simplification of the
setup, not implemented in this work, have been proposed. In general, there are extensive
options for similar, alternative approaches. The algorithm has relationships to several
fields of research. These will be laid out in the proceeding, final discussion of this thesis.
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4.5. List of variables
Group Var. Brief Detail
Association
Model
(page 137)
i, j, k Indices Node i ∈ 1..NN
Landmark j ∈ 1..NF
Sample k ∈ 1..NS
SAi,j,t State Label state of the association between node i and
landmark j at time t.
sAi,j,t Soft State Normalized scalar, representing how well landmark j
fits to motion cluster i of a set of sibling nodes i ∈ S.
si,k Sample State Sample state k of node i’s sample set.
pii,k Sample Weight Sample weight k of node i’s sample set. Weight pii,k
corresponds to state si,k.
piAi,j,k Associated
Sample Weight
Associated sample weight k of node i’s sample set,
given an observation by landmark j. Weight piAi,j,k
corresponds to state si,k.
Mpci Parent→ Child Transformation from node i’s parent center to node
i’s center.
MAi,j Node → Land-
mark
(Association) Transformation from node i’s center to
landmark j’s center.
Clustering
(page 139)
x, y Indices Input vector x ∈ 1..Ninput
Cluster y ∈ 1..K
K Seeds Count Maximum number of clusters to be obtained.
~piAx Input vector Input vector entity.
~cy Cluster centers Obtained cluster centers
CS Cosine Simila-
rity
Measure for similarity between input vectors, cluster
centers and both types.
N clI Iterations Number of iterative steps of the clustering algorithm.
Cluster
Result
K∗ Cluster Count Number of clusters actually obtained
lx Label Label assigned to input vector
N labely Label Count Labels / Cluster
Msim,cly1,y2 Cluster Simila-
rity Matrix
Similarity between obtained clusters y1 and y2.
Inter-
pretation
Msim,fj1,j2 Landmark Si-
milarity Matrix
Reference similarity between features j1 and j2.
θbind Relative Bin-
ding Level
Relative similarity value, which when undercut in-
duces a split of the related cluster.
Association
Rearr.
(page 144)
fAR Association
Reinforcement
Rate at which functioning associations are strengthe-
ned.
L Number of nodes competing for an association to the
same landmark.
rAtti,j Attractive rein-
forcement
Factor of attractive reinforcement. If no attraction:
rAtti,j ∀i, j. Otherwise, the term grows with the num-
ber of existing strong associations.
q Quality Additional quality factor, dominated by the nature
of the input / observation data.
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Group Var. Brief Detail
Evaluation
(page 152)
CGT , CR Set of clusters Ground truth and result sets of clusters, where each
cluster is a set of labels.
J ’Jaccard Simi-
larity’
Jaccard similarity between CGT , CR as defined in
(Eq. 4.19)
 Error Error with respect to either a known ground truth
or an annotation. The error level always refers to a
particular hierarchical level l of detail.
Artificial
Data
(page 152)
NC ,NL Star Settings Number of clusters and landmarks in artificial mo-
tion set star.
σpos Position Noise Standard deviation of Gaussian random noise, indi-
vidual for each landmark and step
fr Observation
Noise
Relative radial deviation of the width of the measu-
rement peak.
Timing t Time Index of a discrete temporal step.
tonset Onset Time First step in which the hierarchy differs from its ini-
tial state.
tfinish Finish Time First step in which a target hierarchy state is reached
(for instance J = 1).
5. Discussion
Detection and tracking of motion in medical image data streams are a key ingredient
for automating image guidance in therapeutic applications. Task of an algorithm in
this field is to determine a mapping between one reference image and another of the
current situation in real-time. This work presents an approach to a mostly automated
solution for articulate motion tracking based on medical image data. A focus is laid
upon the identification of general motion patterns, which are considered mostly unknown
beforehand. Particularly, no a priori statistical models are used. The idea of this work
is to capture the motion of a sparse set of features in a hierarchical tree. In this tree,
the root node describes global motion. Clusters of common motion are differentiated on
the further levels.
Three sections are presented. The first lays modeling grounds, describing a single node
in the hierarchical tree to be used for tracking. The second part uses such a node to
construct a two level tree of a global and a local stage. Compared to the global, the
dependent local stage is found to improve tracking results in artificial and medical image
data. The global stage itself uses more spatial information, resulting in a more robust
prior to the local stage. However, it assumes a globally linear movement. This is only
given if the target structure is segmented properly from others and moves linearly itself.
In order to design a more generic algorithm, the third part presents a multilevel model,
which adaptively identifies clusters of motion. The adaptation integrates both the sepa-
ration of independent motion and a successive further refinement in the optimization.
5.1. Contents and Relation to Literature
This section will summarize the content of this work and its relation to literature ap-
proaches.
Gaussian Transition Filter Model Chapter Gaussian Transition Filter Model (2) pre-
sents a simple Particle Filter model which later poses the basis for computations of each
node of the hierarchy. Notable characteristics of this model are the assumption of a
solely diffusive estimation process and a likelihood of limited non-zero range. For funda-
mental properties of this simplified tracker model, theoretical explanations and models
are derived and validated by computer experiments.
In this theoretical section, a target moving with fixed linear velocity is to be followed
steadily. While the model could fully be described analytically, when the likelihood
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function was chosen as a Gaussian distribution, the chapter primarily discusses measu-
rement of limited non-zero range: A Gaussian distribution, truncated to its non-zero,
second order Taylor expansion is assumed. It is non-zero close to the true target posi-
tion and zero further outside. This is to mimic two effects of sampled measurement that
can be obtained from image data. Primarily, it models an observation function which
can distinctively reject samples that are too different from the target; a discriminative
decision. Secondly, it denies an infinite attractive range of a full Gaussian distribution;
something which by sampled detection can not be achieved. This anticipates properties
of a measurement process observed in later chapters.
For this model of limited range detectability, the interplay of central parameters is des-
cribed. These are sample count, diffusive search range, maximum velocity, dimensiona-
lity, number of steps and desired success probability. For particular cases the dependency
can be approximated into analytical expression, which leads to simple parametrization
schemes.
Next, predictions about the expectable level of residual errors in the track estimate, as
well as the scaling behavior thereof can be motivated. Over wide ranges of parameters
the Gaussian and truncated Gaussian model show very related behavior.
Finally, noise is added to the measurement process. This leads to the zero-value of the
measurement becoming non-zero occasionally. However, since noise is spatially indepen-
dent it does not introduce an attraction towards the true target position. Such noise
can be interpreted as uncertain or incorrect false positive detection or just a plain image
noise which could not be suppressed by the evaluating image filter. As samples may be-
come lost in noise, the track can fail more easily and the position estimate deteriorates.
Models for the explanation of track loss under these circumstances are motivated and
found to explain observed parameter thresholds. To the author’s knowledge, this is the
first analysis in this particular direction.
This chapter does not explain all properties of tracking nodes as they are made use
of in further chapters. For instance, as presented, the effect of multiple iterations in
a very noisy likelihood environment cannot be explained by the presented modelings.
The same applies to the prediction of the expectable result of an annealing schedule.
However, both of these effects improve performance, and the chapter models a lower
boundary.
Adding a Hierarchical Filter Scheme and Medical Image Data A step into the
direction of applications to medical data is undertaken in chapter Fixed Hierarchy Mo-
del (3). Moving towards an application to medical images, a sparse feature representation
is promoted. A process for reducing an initial set of descriptive entities in a local image
patch to a smaller subset of the most distinct ones is presented. This allows deriving
the filter function for individual image features from the image itself. A tuning para-
meter may be used to adapt the selection process to different image appearances. The
chapter leads to a fast, greedy reduction process, which enables the selection of larger
scale landmarks while remaining computationally efficient.
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This way, each landmark obtains an individual appearance model, which is selected
as a sparse gradient based representation. As in the field of iconic image registration,
localized properties are derived from initial regions. These are then used for matching.
No statistical modeling of motion or appearance is applied. In particular, models are
explicitly not updated by generating new representation from later frames. This is done
in order to prevent drift. Generally, the algorithm would support the integration of
multiple differing descriptions derived from the same frame of reference. The sequence
of frames might then be used to learn the best fitting description or combinations thereof.
This however has not been explored. Rather than updating the appearances of individual
landmarks, their clusters are updated.
Furthermore, a hierarchical model is introduced. An iterative, regular increase in the
level of detail is referred to as multilevel approach [HM04] in medical image registration.
The two-level approach in chapter Fixed Hierarchy Model (3) represents a particular
case. It uses the global level for stabilization, whereas the local stage tweaks the local
position estimate. The properties of nodes on the two levels can be set individually. This
allows optimizing the performance of the algorithm to the target scenario. For instance,
the deformation model of the global stage shows more degrees of freedom than the local,
whereas the global landmark model is decreased in detail. The latter is particularly
beneficial in three dimensional data. Furthermore, appearance models on both stages
can integrate different aspects of the data. An example is found in ultrasound tracking,
where the global model incoporates the diaphragm region, but local models solely track
liver vessels.
The model assumes that the global deformation can be described by a large, global
layout and transformation, which is still low in degrees of freedom. This poses re-
quirements to the data. Only if it obeys this assumption, the algorithm can succeed.
Otherwise, while the global stage may find an optimum, it may misrepresent some local
regions. In the two-level model this means that the transformation priors forwarded to
local stages would be faulty. Thus, the restriction to the correct data remains and only
is loosened by the extension in chapter Dynamic Hierarchy Model (4).
The local level nodes are not regularized among each other. Downside of this approach
is that uncertain landmarks are not subjected to correction from their neighbors. In case
of increased local uncertainty, single landmarks introduce more error. On the other hand,
a regularization is only justified, when the constraints between landmarks are known.
For instance, imposing an elastic constraint between sliding boundaries, such as ribcage
and liver, may lead to erroneous results, likewise.
Compared to registration approaches, the presented algorithm can naturally integrate
temporal prior distributions into state estimation. A major benefit of this is observed
for the global stage. Due to the lack of an additional hierarchical prior, it acts similar
to a conventional Particle Filter. The local level was found to be more stable when
solely using the hierarchical prior, which prevents the accumulation of drift after frames
of uncertain detections. With further reasoning introduced, the local level might also
benefit from temporal priors.
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Dynamically Adapted Hierarchy In chapter Dynamic Hierarchy Model (4) the algo-
rithm is generalized with respect to the underlying hierarchical model. The proposed
multilevel model updates the hierarchical tree during the execution. The clusters for-
med therein may be regarded as a dynamically adapted, implicit interaction between
the existing landmarks. Therein, the formation of multiple levels of motion cluster
is an approximation to the actual interaction. Landmarks of the same cluster move
identically. Those of different clusters are independent, except for a common parent
proposal transformation. As clusters and their boundaries are unevenly distributed, the
interaction between landmarks is as well. The cluster detection process in itself is not
localized. Therefore the range of the obtained interaction is unlimited. The detection
process of common clusters follows a path of associative learning. Freely reinterpreting
Hebb’s rule [Heb50; Sha92] this would be: What can be explained together, joins a
common cluster together. In the presented data the non local approach seems justified:
For instance, when observing breathing motion, the anterior and posterior chest wall are
not visibly connected in sagittal 2D images. However, they are correctly joined into a
common cluster of motion1. Thus, even though no knowledge about a rigid connection
of the two is available to the algorithm, it can be identified by observing the evidence in
the image stream.
Relation to Video Tracking and Image Registration In medical image registration,
a majority of approaches relies on the deterministic optimization of a global functional.
The application of a Particle Filter is uncommon. An advantage of the Particle Filter
is the availability of measures of uncertainty. It implements a weighted mean estimate
of the distribution and a variance can be estimated for each node. The approaches
presented in the literature mostly focus on using a Particle Filter for a global or prepro-
cessing stage. An implementation for breathing motion tracking is found in [Smi+12].
In this, the authors use a second order autoregressive transition to model the state tran-
sition. Transformations are given by a low dimensional PCA subspace model, which
describes the motion of markers attached to the patient’s chest. In [ACA12] a Particle
Filter based algorithm is proposed for global brain image registration. Similar to this
work, the algorithm iteratively approaches the MAP estimate by reducing the diffusion
term of a Gaussian random walk transition in each step. In order to approach elastic
registrations, the authors in follow-up work however suggest a secondary stage based
on Optical Flow [Mej+11] or expectation-maximization [Arc+13]. A precursor to this
work [Rot+14] uses a simple model to track individual landmarks in ultrasound liver
data. While the algorithm in the related challenge was found to be very precise, it
required a well-designed landmark description for each class of data provided. In this
work the algorithm was extended and generalized in many regards.
Two stage approaches are found in the literature of both video tracking and medical
image registration. Approaches [Mej+11; Arc+13] join a global Particle Filter stage
by a different, more detailed post processing algorithm. A two-stage approach is also
1Or rather ’no’ motion; as the patient lies still within the imaging system.
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promoted in [Lot+16] for the registration of large histological slices. The approaches
commonly promote the separation of a coarse global from a local high-frequency stage,
since the optimization of a complete global functional is computationally very expensive.
In tracking applications more abstract stages can be found, such as the adaptive coupled
layer approach in [CKL13; XSL13]. It uses a global/local feedback loop for globally
managing the set of patches which lead to local identification of the target region: The
global stage acts as a feedback to update the patches in the representation.
The final algorithm of Dynamic Hierarchy Model (4) represents a generalized variant
of pose estimation, in the sense that the motion model can be expressed as hierarchical
graph. However, unlike common skeletal models, the parent-child relationship does
not provide strict conditions for the child level. It rather lays out the prior for the
proceeding search of the child state. In this work, the objective is not formulated in a
joint state space. As in partitioned sampling [MI00], parent and child state are separated.
They are each assigned an own objective function. Furthermore, an iterative annealing
scheme similar to [DR05] is applied for optimization. The two level model described in
chapter Fixed Hierarchy Model (3) defines a pose model beforehand as common in pose
estimation. However, the dynamic model in Dynamic Hierarchy Model (4) derives the
required joint splits from the data and constantly updates them. The individual joints
of motion are not known beforehand, derived from the data during tracking and are
updated with new incoming evidence.
In the light of image registration, the developed algorithm for medical data could be
classified in the following way: It is a mono modal, stochastic matching algorithm which
uses linear transformations of non-local clusters in a hierarchical evaluation scheme to
obtain a sparse deformation field.
In the literature on medical image registration, approaches of local interaction with
a globally set strength are often found. Deformable image registration builds upon a
regularizing term which for instance encourages smooth deformation fields. Spline de-
formation may impose side constraints [Sch+01; RAD03]. These may also be motivated
by biomechanical models [Fer+01; Glo+10] of Finite Element Model (FEM) simulation.
While these can be equipped with spatial distribution of differing local interactions, such
requires further a-priori knowledge of the underlying structure.
Particular challenges are found in modeling the discontinuities of deformation between
individual organs These may for instance stem from segmentation [Sch+12; Der+15],
which requires a preprocessing algorithm. Approaches modeling discontinuous defor-
mation fields also have been proposed [KFC11; Kir+16; Pap+18]. Another approach
for estimating the directivity of local interactions is found in a Markov Random Fields
(MRF) based algorithm in [Hei+13]. It optimizes the interaction of MRF nodes on a
minimum spanning tree, computed by incorporating neighbor patch similarities as dis-
tance measures into Prim’s algorithm [Pri57]. This leads to non-isotropic interaction,
which in MRF acts locally. These are able to identify discontinuities, but as many dense
registration algorithms, require more computational time than acceptable for real-time
applications. A reason for this can be seen in the differing approach to the matching
process. In image registration often the entire dense field is to be estimated up to the
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highest level of detail. The method proposed in this work not only produces a sparse
field, but it also only integrates higher levels, if appearing residual motion demands
it. Finally, registration based approaches use local regularization, whereas in this work
landmarks of a joint motion cluster are locally unrestricted in their choice of elements.
The similarity to population based motion models [McC+13; Pre+14] exists in the
property of a strongly reduced number of dimensions in the transformation model. While
generative statistical models provide constraints implicitly, the presented algorithm is
required to learn them. The advantage compared to statistical models is its genericity,
or lack of initial specification. The algorithm is able to track different organs at once and
therefore does not depend on a detailed initialization phase that defines correspondences
between model and image.
Association The work shares similarities with the problem of Multiple Target Tracking
(MTT) algorithms, in such way that multiple landmarks are to be followed. Similar to
MTT, landmarks may be indistinguishable. Particularly small liver vessels in EPI images
show very similar appearance. However, other than in MTT, these landmarks are widely
mutually dependent in their motion. Therefore, the primary approach, particularly in
Dynamic Hierarchy Model (4), is to treat landmarks as part of a common motion as long
as justifiable. Once the algorithm detects that this assumption no longer applies, new
child clusters are introduced. The boundaries between individual sibling clusters are then
constantly renegotiated. This circumvents the most ’thorny’ [RWS95] problem of direct
association matching: The nature of the data allows shifting an association problem
between observations and tracked entities to an association problem of known landmarks
to changing clusters of motion. The Particle Filter in this sense can be understood as
nearest neighbor association, or gated evaluation. Each node relies on being provided a
useful prior of a larger scale cluster. Since the larger cluster is expected to already have
resolved larger scale motion, the search space of the child node can be reduced. This
leads to an implicit gating. Since the width of the searching distribution is lessened,
detections that lead to incorrect assignments are less probable. Thus, the incorrect
assignments are further away from the proposed hierarchical prior. Nevertheless, the
algorithm might benefit from assignment reasoning among sibling nodes. Currently,
no mechanism is implemented to prevent assigning multiple landmark models to the
same location. Methods such as probabilistic exclusion [MB99] could be installed to
amend this. Furthermore, the reinforcement algorithm shares a resemblance to multiple
hypotheses tracking [Rei79] such that over multiple steps, the association to variable
candidate motion clusters is updated. However, the available hypotheses are only based
on already existing sibling clusters and therefore limited. No exponential branching
takes place. Otherwise the combinatorial options of cluster-reconfigurations in single
steps alone would make a real-time application difficult.
Result Interpretation The result of each tracking step is rich in position estimates.
In the two level model, each landmark is associated to an estimate of the global and
the local stage. In the dynamically changing hierarchy model, each strong association
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produces an estimate for a landmark position. The presented implementation uses the
estimates of a desired target level as an output. If a landmark lacks an estimate on that
level, the algorithm uses the highest available level of that landmark instead. This way
sparse fields for any target level are available. Aside from the position estimate, each
vector in the field holds a label of the cluster it originated from.
Depending on the application, these fields may be interpreted in different ways. An
operator might manually choose the cluster, which is related to the desired motion. The
target vector field extracted from it could reside in the same cluster or any other child
level. Other than a spatial selection, a temporal selection could be applied. One might
select a cluster which is both large and which shows a wide range motion. The selection
of the target vector field could also be automatized by selecting only those vectors which
find their origin in an annotated region of interest. They would not have to be part of
a common parent cluster. As consequence of selecting the components of interest, the
computational efforts for the others could be reduced.
Computation Time and Parallelizeability In this work, the algorithm could be brought
to real-time performance. In order to achieve this, it was necessary to reduce the descrip-
tion of individual landmarks in Fixed Hierarchy Model (3), since their evaluation takes
the majority of computation time. Limits to the number of landmarks and levels of the
hierarchical tree have been imposed. The algorithm was implemented in a sequential
fashion for CPU evaluation and would greatly benefit from future parallelization. On
each occasion of independent computations, they can be parallelized. These include si-
multaneous evaluation of nodes on the same level (factor ≈ 1..20 in this work). On each
node, weighting of the sample sets can be parallelized (factor NS ≈ 100..500). Finally,
dot product kernel in the landmark description may evaluate all kernel results simulta-
neously (factor NP ≈ 20..50). Several processes are not parallelizeable. Among these
are the evaluation of nodes on different levels, the computation of variances and main-
tenance processes, such as clustering and reinforcement. In general, a high performance
gain can be expected from parallelization. Porting the algorithm to a GPU implemen-
tation would also yield options to inexpensively integrate computations of image detail
pyramids. These would well match the hierarchical scheme.
5.2. Application
User Interaction For a medical application, automation and support of user inter-
action are of interest. By tracking and segmenting the scene into groups of common
motion, the algorithm produces more information than is required for an actual motion
compensation. An interpretation of the result is thus called for, before it is passed on.
For such interpretation the user must specify the target region. This could prospectively
be achieved by masking the area of interest, such as the liver. Then, landmarks which
relate to that region would be prioritized or highlighted in the result. It could also
be achieved on line by allowing the user to choose a motion component which during
runtime appears most representative for the ROI. This could in particular be of interest,
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if the target region itself is sparse of features. The selection of such a seed region would
allow to specify the target motion component on the second hierarchical level. Since the
algorithm joins landmarks which move in similar fashion such selection would include
landmarks outside the ROI which are found to move alike and thus stabilize the result.
Training and Application Phase Initially, the algorithm does not have information
about expectable motion other than its maximum amplitude. The detailed motion model
has to be derived from the data stream. Since the algorithm’s outcome depends on an
individual series of input images, the resulting hierarchical model is not predetermined.
Generation and application of the model should be separated and interrupted for a sanity
check by the operator.
During the generation, or training phase, the algorithm is presented a common motion
which is expected to occur during the procedure. Motion may be exaggerated, the patient
may take a deeper breath than in later application. The model is then built from the
data of this phase. This may already be done on line, but also variants requiring multiple
passes or interaction may be thought of. On line, the training is executed multiple times
on the same dataset, leading to further stabilization of the associations. An interactive
component might be introduced by allowing the operator to manually choose a splitting
point for the clustering algorithm, by defining which frame to use for the first creation
of clusters. The training phase could be used to check for unstable landmarks i.e. those
which produce outliers of the variance of their position estimate.
After the training and inspection phase is finished, the hierarchy is fixed. The set of
representative landmarks is set to those within the target region and associated to the
target motion component. During the proceeding application, the algorithm continues
tracking without altering the hierarchy and provides the results for the target landmarks
to further units. These could include a higher level motion prediction and a steering
component of a treatment device.
General Parametrization The general parametrization of the full algorithm should
be separated into two distinct stages — for developer and user. Both of them require
sample data.
In developer stage, the general properties of the algorithm need to be set (Alg. 5.1).
This stage separates two phases — setting the parameters for the tracking components
(nodes) and the creation of hierarchy (tree). For nodes, general choices are made: What
appearance model suits the landmarks in the data? The response to the model deter-
mines the basic parameters that are chosen for a node. Depending on the width of the
response peak in an image, and a potential residual noise level outside, search range
and the number of samples are chosen. If the require velocity can not be reached with a
reasonable amount of samples, filters which yield a broader response need to be selected.
This is described in detail in chapter Gaussian Transition Filter Model (2). The further
configuration of nodes involves the choice of an iterated tracking scheme. Experience
in this work suggests to favor multiple repetitions (NI = 3..5) with low sample counts
(NS = 50..100) and medium annealing factors (λ = 2..4) to yield reasonable results. In
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fact, in EPI data, a certain variability of these is allowed without producing qualitatively
different results. A higher number of iterations also allows for more conservative choices
of spatial uncertainty per step. The propagation of estimating variance should be cho-
sen adaptive, such that it decreases, once the target has been detected. The determined
parametrization must then be applicable to the individual motion components in the
sample data.
Individual Node Configuration
Choose appearance model, degrees of freedom
Measure response to sample landmarks
Determine require number of samples NS and search range σE.
Define a number of iterations and an annealing schedule
Hierarchy Buildup
Set binding threshold
Measure relation between reinforcement and adaptation rate
Set association reinforcement level
Algorithm 5.1: Developer Stage Parametrization Scheme
Once this has been accomplished, hierarchy buildup may be approached. In this,
settings for the clustering algorithm are chosen first. The binding threshold should be
selected in a way that clusters are produced once the algorithm is presented with a clear
distinction of what clusters to expect. If no clusters are produced, the (sensitivity of)
the binding threshold must be increased. It is acceptable if the clustering result is overly
sensitive and produces more clusters than the operator would initially expect.
The rearrangement process then is parametrized to clean up incorrect or excess clus-
ters with the progression of the sample data. If a clear distinction of major components
is desired, an attractive term should be used. For configuration it is necessary to me-
asure the approximately linear dependency of the adaptation rate to the reinforcement
strength. If latter is too low, adaptation will be slow. If it is too high, clusters will be
lost in times when they are indistinguishable; i.e. when they can explain observations
of each other. The rate should therefore be oriented on the typical durations in which
clusters are indistinguishable. This particularly affects the reference state. For cyclic
data, the reinforcement should be chosen, such that the resulting adaptation rate is not
higher than the cycle frequency. Generally, it should never be higher than the inverse
of a possible resting phase in the reference state.
The developer stage sets the core algorithm parameters, whereas the proceeding user
stage reduces them to a subset that may be required for adaptation to particular sce-
narios. In individual cases, values which change the most with patient or device are
given in motion magnitude, cycle duration and resolution. Hence, for specific adapta-
tion, a scaling value for motion parameters and appearance model should be provided
to the user. If algorithm lags and loses structure, expected motion magnitude must be
increased. If a customizable appearance model is used, as in this work, the user may be
given the option to change the magnitude of gradients included into the model. Choo-
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sing wider gradients leads to a more robust large scale matching, but can decrease the
quality of individual position estimates. For hierarchy generation, a relative value for
clustering binding threshold and reinforcement strength should be provided. If clusters
are expected, but not formed, the sensitivity can be increased. If they vanish too early,
the reinforcement rate needs to be decreased. This leaves the user with four values to
set, which in ideal cases do not need to be adapted.
5.3. Outlook
Fields of Application Applications of the presented work are found in generic real-time
tracking scenarios; particularly in the identification of breathing motion. As initially
presented, necessities for generic tracking solutions are found in automated, non-invasive
treatments. Currently the most prominent are radiation therapy and focused ultrasound
guidance. A fast adaptation to the current situation is a major requirement for these
applications. Not only does the presented algorithm work in real-time, it may also help
further automate the work flow by identifying relevant modes of motion automatically.
Aside from therapy, a use in diagnostic applications is possible. Generally, the sta-
bilization of a particular component of motion could be regarded as the desired goal
itself. A plain ’freezing’ function for particular components of motion might be desired
in applications, where one is interested in a particular residual motion. For instance, by
freezing motion of breathing, one may observe residual components related to cardiac
pulsation more clearly.
Similar to therapy, a secondary imaging system (e.g. ultrasound) could assist in mo-
tion correction of a primary imaging system. For instance in prospective motion cor-
rection [Mac+13] the real-time adaptation of the MRI imaging parameters prevents
motion artifacts. Exporting the detection of motion to a system other than MRI, va-
luable time can be saved for the actual MRI acquisition. In retrospective motion cor-
rection [God+16], the advantage of real-time processing falls short of the advantages of
a detailed image registration process. Nevertheless, the additional step of automatically
dissecting motion vector fields into clusters might be an interesting addition; simplifying
the result before the actual correction.
Possible Tree Specialization The two-level model of chapter 3 uses specific configu-
rations for global and local levels. This was shown beneficial for performance. Such
approach of a regular, predefined hierarchy could be extended to further levels. Dedi-
cated appearance models for different levels of the hierarchy could be applied together
with a multilevel image representation. Each level of tracking would receive a different
level of detail input.
For reasons of simplicity and compatibility, in the generic model of chapter Dynamic
Hierarchy Model (4), different levels of the hierarchy were treated equally. They were
assigned identical degrees of freedom, motion parameters, and — by association — land-
marks. There are multiple options to specialize the hierarchy for different applications.
One observes that there are different types of hierarchical splits: On the initial levels,
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each new level indicates, that there actually exist independent components of motion.
The motion components identified in such hard splits may undergo entirely different
patterns. Therefore, in these levels of the hierarchy it would be reasonable to offer more
degrees of freedom, which better suit the expected components. For instance, scaling and
rotation degrees of freedom aid the adaptation on the first level. In further proceeding
levels, the differences between levels are mostly composed of optimizing soft splits. Due
to their reduced numbers of landmarks, these are sensitive to excess degrees of freedom.
Thus, for these levels, both the degrees of freedom and the extent of expected motion
should be reduced.
The first splitting levels could use a temporal prior for the estimation, whereas the
optimizing stages only rely on the hierarchical priors. Finally — similar to the two-level-
model — an additional dedicated single-landmark leaf level could be used to explicitly
optimize every landmark individually.
Other Areas of Application Generally, the algorithm as such may be applied to other
areas of articulated physiological motion. A study of ultrasound data used for the
hierarchy adapting approach is in order. Also, other sources of motion — particularly
cardiac — are yet to be explored.
Further applications might be based on the detection of multi modality. The presented
clustering algorithm is designed to detect the change from a mono modal to a multi modal
distribution. In this work such an event indicates the birth of new modes of motion. It
could be applied to other processes which spawn new entities in the same place, e.g. cell
division in in-vitro cell tracking applications. Furthermore, it could be used to detect
the split of one transformation into multiple. Such appear for instance if two histological
slices are to be registered, but one of them is ruptured into multiple parts.
Generally, the clustering algorithm can be used to detect differences in two weighted
particle distributions. A further application along the lines of this work is the identifi-
cation of an on line detection of a suitable reduction level for landmarks: In this work
the set of gradient-like entities is reduced to their NP top ranked ones. Thus, models of
differing NP share a common description, which responses can be computed for. Then,
NP could be chosen such that the difference in the response does not indicate a split.
The concept of adaptation could be altered for image registration, where only two
images are available. In such case, associations cannot be rearranged and only the
clustering process is available for iterated adaptation. A single clustering result is likely
to be unreliable. Therefore, one might generate different clustering results from the same
sample set. Approaches might be using multiple random subsets thereof (bootstrap
aggregation) or varying binding thresholds. Multiple results obtained by such faulty
approach could be joined, for instance by a majority vote, as seen in Random Forest
classification.
A further advantage of the hierarchical approach is the presence of cluster labels, and
the relation to pose estimation. Such agree well with skeletal bone segmentation tasks.
Hierarchical approaches for whole body skeletal registration [YPJ14; YJ14; Fu+17] have
been applied, but report that computation time for registration is ’not enough to support
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on line applications’ [Fu+17]. These approaches use a predefined hierarchy and common
deterministic optimization methods to find a solution. The process as promoted here
could accelerate such matching. It could even detect unknown constraints between
connected bones. For instance, in cases such as foot bone registration [Hu+11], many
bones reside in a close neighborhood and are loosely connected. Interpreting each bone
as a landmark, the algorithm presented in this work may be used to detect structural
clusters by itself and derived the required hierarchical scheme for each case individually.
The elements of unsupervised learning, namely clustering and association reinforce-
ment, could be applied to other situations. It is useful for data in which different amounts
of correlation among the observed entities are suspected and these are to be dissected
into a hierarchy. The algorithm presented is a method to reduce the dimensions of the
data and adaptively increase them only if the data indicates a necessity.
5.4. Conclusion
This work formulates a novel approach to a generic framework for hierarchical matching.
It is presented with a special application to medical image data. Designed to automati-
cally capture articulate motion of respiration, different aspects are emphasized. These
are a real-time performance and an uncomplicated setup that requires a minimum of
prior information or user interaction.
Initially, description and simulation of a theoretical model are used to build an under-
standing of the central Particle Filter based units of optimization. A general connection
between parametrization and resulting success probability is established. Error levels
of position estimates and the point of track loss in the presence of noise are modeled.
The obtained relations can be used to estimate a required parametrization for particular
target situation. They help understand the trade off between the invested computa-
tion and the capabilities of the designed algorithm. Approaching actual medical data,
a sparse landmark description is suggested and a fixed two level hierarchy is presented
for tracking. In three applications to medical image data the real-time applicability is
demonstrated. In the case of MR liver image data, an automated feature detector for
liver vessels is presented, which allows for the design of a fully autonomous algorithm.
However, the fixed two-level model is only suitable for tracking the joint and detailed
motion of a single organ. A further chapter therefore generalizes it to an arbitrary
hierarchy. Aside from allowing for a generic structure, means of unsupervised learning
are introduced to derive said structure from the incoming data. The presented final
algorithm is designed to fulfill three goals towards an automatic application. It admits
real-time applicability, does not require detailed user interaction in the setup phase and
can learn the underlying patterns in an image series on line. For clinical applications
this implies reduced efforts in the setup of an image based real-time tracking system.
In summary, a novel generic real-time landmark matching algorithm has been deve-
loped for use in medical intervention. It derives the patient specific motion pattern on
line. This way the algorithm avoids the need for detailed a-priori knowledge of a mo-
tion. Furthermore, the correspondences between such a model and the data need not
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be known on setup. Therefore the requirement for annotations of the reference data is
strongly relaxed. These properties allow for further automation of clinical interventions
that require real-time steering. The underlying mechanisms are however more general
and allow for applications well beyond medical ones.

A. Further Material
In Gaussian Transition Filter Model (2) the successful sampled tracking is depicted in
Figure 2.1. Compared to this, Figure A.1 shows a unsuccessful sampled tracking, where
the prediction’s with has been reduced from σE = 4 to σE = 1. On the other hand,
Figure A.2 depicts the fully Gaussian reference model.
Figure A.1.: First steps of an unsuccessful experiment with NS = 20 samples and
target velocity v = 4. Prediction by Gaussian of σE = 1 transforms the weighted sample
set (center row) into the unweighted set (bottom row). The update step joins predicted
set and a truncated Gaussian Likelihood function of σA = 1 (top row) into the posterior
(center row). The initial distribution is sampled from a Gaussian of σ = 0.8 (center,
left). In the first step a proposal sample is places into the non-zero likelihood region.
From k = 2 this is not the case. The target is lost.
Figure A.2.: First steps of tracking in the Gaussian reference model. Parametrized
equivalent to the successful sampled case in Figure 2.1.
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Figure A.3.: Predicted and empirical success probabilities for five distinct values σA/σE
- the first three values correspond to the linearizable range, whereas the last two reside
in the plateau area. The figure shows three plots: The 1st order model and the default
model with velocity correction where NS is either fit or not. For each value of σA/σE,
statistics of the empirical psuccess(v) are shown in the two lower plots by mean (dots) and
standard deviation (whiskers). This is overlaid with predictions for psuccess of the fitted
models (thick curve) and the prediction of the expected maximum velocity (bottom
triangles).
Figure A.4.: Residual error Drms/σE for v = 0, augmented by estimates of optimal
parametrization. (Settings: kmax = 1000, σE = {0.1, 1, 10}, NS = 1024). Equivalent de-
piction as in Figure 2.13, but with additional hints where the optimal parameterizations
are found.
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